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Quote

"...it's all in the timing, you know."

Robert L. Rorris1

1Personal conversation, 2004; presumably meant as a joke.
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Abstract

This thesis is an attempt to evaluate findings previously reported in the research literature which
have suggested the presence of event-related correlations in electrical brain activity between
physically isolated participants. These studies are summarised in a literature review, where a

number of methodological procedures are identified and evaluated, and the evidence presented
by each study is assessed. One problem identified in this review is a lack of conceptual and
methodological continuity across previous studies investigating this effect. In order to address
this concern, a series of three experiments has been designed and conducted in an attempt
to investigate this topic using a procedure and analytical methodology which remains largely
constant across the three studies, so that their results can be comparable and cumulative. Each
of these three experiments involved the randomly-timed photic stimulation of one participant, in
order to test the hypothesis whether synchronous event-related changes in the EEG activity of
another, physically isolated (and non-stimulated) participant could be identified. An additional
question investigated is whether certain variables (such as the interpersonal relationship between
participant pairs) may be related to any such EEG correlations found between participants, as
has been suggested in previous studies.

In each of the first two studies, three groups of participants were recruited; participant
pairs who knew each other well, randomly matched pairs of strangers, and single participants
not matched with a photically stimulated partner. In both these studies significant differences
have been found in measures of evoked-alpha global field power from non-stimulated subjects in
related pairs, between periods of photic stimulation of their partners and randomly sampled con¬

trol periods of no stimulation. Similar effects have not been found in randomly matched pairs,
or in unmatched control subjects. Although these findings appeared to suggest the presence of
correlations in brain activity between related participant pairs, certain temporal characteristics
of the changes in EEG activity observed in non-stimulated subjects are not directly compatible
with such an interpretation. In the final study, only related pairs of participants were recruited
and a variation of the experimental paradigm was adopted in order to increase the overall
sample size; no evidence of a similar effect has been found in this study however.

An overview of the results of the three studies is finally presented, and possible analytical
and theoretical interpretations of the findings are discussed. Although the results of the first
two studies were strongly suggestive of a genuine effect, the lack of replication of this effect in
the final study necessitates the consideration of the overall findings as inconclusive. A critical
review of the design and analytical methodology adopted in these experiments is presented and
potential improvements are suggested; a review of more recent studies using similar experimen¬
tal paradigms is also presented in the final chapter, and potential avenues for future research
are proposed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and literature

review

A number of studies have appeared sporadically in the scientific research literature during
the past five decades, which have reported findings suggesting the presence of correlations in
measures of electrical brain activity between physically isolated pairs of human participants
(e.g. Duane & Behrendt, 1965; Targ & Puthoff, 1974; Grinberg-Zylberbaum, Delaflor, At-
tie, & Goswami, 1994; Wackermann, Seiter, Keibel, & Walach, 2003). The authors in each
of these studies have interpreted their findings using a diverse variety of explanatory frame¬
works, although most commonly, these findings were considered to be similar in nature to
certain apparently anomalous effects studied in parapsychological research, such as ostensible
psi phenomena. The term anomalous refers to effects whose nature is not understood, and
whose presence appears to be in conflict with generally accepted physical laws, or with other,
well-established observations, and the term psi refers to "the process or processes operative
when a significant correlation is found between behavioral and/or physiological events in a

living organism and some other real world event [i.e. a physical, observable and quantifiable
event], when according to our present knowledge of physics, no relevant information about the
event could have reached the organism" (Tart, 1963, p.375). On the basis of their findings,
the authors in many of these studies have speculated that there may be means of interaction
or communication between individuals other than the recognised sensory and motor channels,
which can still operate under conditions of physical and sensory isolation, i.e. when no known
means of energy or information transfer between these individuals are available. Some of these
investigators have noted that they were initially motivated to investigate this hypothesis on the
basis of experiential reports of instances where illness or trauma in one pair of identical twins
had appeared to affect the other, even though the twins were far apart and each was unaware

of the other's predicament (Grinberg-Zylberbaum et al., 1994); reports of such experiences are

not exclusive to twins, although usually there is a familial or emotional relationship between the
individuals involved (e.g. see Broughton, 1992). Such phenomena are generally considered to
be the subject area of parapsychological research, which over the last century has developed a

large and innovative variety of experimental paradigms and conceptual frameworks to approach
this complex and often controversial topic (e.g. see Irwin, 1999).

An overview of such paradigms and their findings is beyond the scope of this thesis, which

1



Chapter 1. Introduction and literature review

will focus exclusively on one experimental paradigm, involving the use of electroencephalo-
graphic (EEG) measures to investigate hypothetical correlations in electrical brain activity
between physically isolated pairs of human participants. As the use of EEG measures is there¬
fore a defining feature of the subject-matter of this thesis in terms of delineating the relevant
literature to be reviewed, as well as being a central aspect of the experimental methodology
used in the three empirical studies reported in the following chapters, it will therefore be use¬

ful to begin our review of the background literature on this topic with a historical overview
of the development of electroencephalography. This historical overview will also prove to be
relevant to the topic of this thesis for additional reasons beyond the use of EEG techniques as

a methodological tool, as will become obvious in the following section.

1.1 "Is Berger's dream coming true?"
i

The early beginnings of electrophysiology can be traced to Luigi Galvani (1737-1798),
Alessandro Volta (1755-1832), George Ohm (1787-1854) and Michael Faraday (1791-1867),
whose work led to the understanding of electrical current and potential, and to the recognition
of the electrical properties of living tissue, especially in relation to muscle activity. Another
important early contribution was by Emil Du Bois-Reymond (1818-1896), who focused on

the study of physiologically related electrical phenomena and constructed galvanometers with
increased sensitivity for this purpose, and also developed non-polarisable clay electrodes, which
proved to be instrumental for the first animal and human EEG recordings (Collura, 1993).
The discovery of electrical activity in the brain is credited to Richard Caton (1842-1926), who
-using Du Bois-Reymond's electrodes- was the first to record spontaneous electrical activity
from the exposed brains of monkeys and rabbits at the Royal Infirmary in Liverpool (Caton,
1875). Caton was also the first to record changes in brain electrical activity in response to
sensory stimulation, and reported that "Impressions through the senses were found to influence
the currents ... by stimulation of the ... retina by light" (Caton, 1877, p.62).

The development of human electroencephalography however can be traced directly to
German psychiatrist Hans Berger (1873-1941), who had embarked on a mostly solitary forty-
year long program of psychophysical research in the late 1890's (Gloor, 1994). Berger had
originally studied mathematics and astronomy at the University of Berlin, and in 1892 he
enlisted for a year of military service in Wiirzburg; during this time he had a strange experience
which baffled the young scientist, and prompted his search for the connections between mind
and matter, between the physiology of the brain and mental processes:

"One spring morning, while mounted on horseback and pulling heavy artillery for
a military training exercise, Berger's horse suddenly reared, throwing the young

man to the ground on a narrow bank just in front of the wheel of an artillery gun.

The horse-drawn battery stopped at the last second, and Berger escaped certain
death with no more than a bad fright. That same evening, he received a telegram
from his father, inquiring about his son's well being. Berger later learned that his

'This was the title of Pierre Gloor's 'Berger Lecture', delivered at the 13th International
Congress of Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology, Vancouver, BC, Canada,
September 1993. This lecture was also published as a review article (Gloor, 1994).

2



Chapter 1. Introduction and literature review

older sister in Coburg was overwhelmed by an ominous feeling on the morning of
the accident and she had urged their father to contact young Hans, convinced that
something terrible had happened to him. He had never before received a telegram
from his family, and Berger struggled to understand this incredible coincidence
based on principles of natural science. There seemed to be no escaping the con¬

clusion that Berger's intense feelings of terror had assumed a physical form and
reached his sister several hundred miles away-in other words, Berger and his sister
had communicated by mental telepathy. Berger never forgot this experience, and
it marked the starting point of a life-long career in psychophysics." (Millett, 2001,
p.524)

Berger continued his studies after his return from Wiirzburg, although his interests now

turned to medicine, and after completing his medical training he begun work at the psychiatric
hospital at Jena, where he remained until his retirement and where he conducted the research
which ultimately led to the development of EEG (Millett, 2001). Berger's research program was

highly ambitious, and his work was beset with difficulties largely related to limitations imposed
by the technology available at the time; his thinking however, although guided by surprisingly
basic principles, had anticipated many of the twentieth century's breakthroughs in neuroscience.
He rejected mind-body dualism which was a dominant paradigm at the time, on the basis that
it violates the principle of conservation of energy, and founded his own attempt to address
the mind-body problem based.on this very same principle (Gloor, 1994). Berger speculated
that mental activity must be depended on the transfer and transformation of energy in the
brain, and that therefore it should be possible to detect changes in temperature, blood flow and
electrical activity in the brain which are related to mental activity. He began his search for a
physiological measure of mental processes by looking at potential metabolic correlates of mental
activity, and initially focused on studying changes in cerebral blood flow in relation to various
cognitive tasks and sensory stimuli; working with technical instruments which were not up to
the task however, he was largely unsuccessful in these attempts. His assumptions ultimately
proved to be correct however, as it is these same principles which now underly contemporary
brain imaging technologies such as PET and fMRI2. Berger then turned his attention to study¬
ing electrical activity in the human brain, a task somewhat more feasible given the instruments
he had at his disposal, although certainly far from straightforward. Although for many years

he struggled with setbacks, often involving the failure of equipment pushed beyond their capac¬
ities, he patiently persisted in improving his instruments and methodology -largely by trial and
error- and this time his work eventually bore fruits. By 1927 he had begun to produce the first
EEG tracings from patients with skull defects, (whose brains were more exposed and electrical
potentials were therefore less obstructed by intervening bone), and with some further improve¬
ments in instrumentation, soon after was producing good quality recordings from volunteers
with intact sculls (Millett, 2001). From these early recordings Berger identified two distinct
types of spontaneous oscillations in electrical brain activity, one of approximately 10 cycles-
per-second (10Hz), which he named alpha waves (see Fig. 1.1), and the other of approximately
20Hz, which he named beta waves.

Berger's findings were initially greeted with much scepticism, as "Many British and Amer¬
ican workers did not have access to the German journals where Berger published his papers on

2Positron Emission Tomography and functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
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Figure 1.1: Two early EEG tracings Berger recorded between 1928-1929, showing bursts of
alpha activity from a subject resting with eyes closed; reprinted from Gloor, (1969).

the human EEG in the early 1930s, and those workers who struggled through Berger's reports
(no small feat, due to Berger's rambling and convoluted German prose) were convinced that
the EEG was the result of some capricious electrical artifact" (Millett, 2001, p.541). His obser¬
vations were eventually replicated by other researchers however, most famously by Cambridge
physiologist Lord Adrian in 1934, who proposed using the term "Berger waves" as synonymous

for alpha waves, giving Berger international recognition. His methods and many of the terms
he coined quickly became established, and have remained primary standards in EEG research
and clinical practices to this day.

EEG technology flourished during the 1940s and 1950s, and as research findings quickly
led to the development of a multitude of clinical applications, electroencephalography soon

became an invaluable diagnostic and monitoring tool in medicine, (especially for psychiatry,
anaesthesiology and neurology), and has since also occupied a central role in psychophysiological
and neuropsychological research. Berger however never lived to see the full success of his labours;
after his retirement he became deeply depressed, in relation to his chronic (and worsening)
heart problems, the rise of National Socialism in Germany and the start of World War II, and
eventually committed suicide in 1941 (Gloor, 1969; Millett, 2001). Although Berger appeared
to have begun his life-long study of the psychophysical interaction between mind and brain after
becoming convinced by his strange army experience "that human thought was endowed with
physical properties and could be transmitted from person to person" (Millett, 2001, p.540), he
never applied the tools he had developed to study such phenomena himself. It therefore seems

somehow fitting that the EEG methods which are the fruits of his achievements are now being
used to study the type of phenomena which had initially inspired their development, and at the
very least, such efforts can be regarded as a tribute to his life's work.

1.2 Literature review

This section presents a chronological review of experimental studies investigating the hypothesis
of event-related EEG correlations between physically isolated participants. Event-related, in
this context refers to changes in parameters of EEG activity which are directly related to

sensory, motor or cognitive events, such as sensory stimulation (e.g. audible tones, flashes
of light, skin pressure), motor movements (e.g. button presses), or mental tasks (e.g. silent
counting, internal visual imagery). A typical experimental protocol in such studies for example,
would involve the sensory stimulation of one participant of a pair at randomly chosen time
intervals; this stimulated participant will demonstrate event-related changes in EEG activity
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in response to the stimuli, such as evoked potentials or an attenuation of their resting alpha
rhythm, i.e. alpha desynchronisation (these measures are described in the following chapter,
in section 2.3 on page 32). EEG activity recorded from the non-stimulated subject would
then be examined for evidence of changes which are synchronous to the event-related responses

of their stimulated partner. Only studies which have used measures of event-related EEG
activity as the dependent variable will be included in this literature review; several studies have
used measures of EEG parameters in order to search for correlates of "psi hitting" within the
context of a parapsychological experiment, while using other measures as dependent variables
(e.g. McDonough, Don, & Warren, 2002). These studies will not be included in this review, as
they are not directly relevant to the topic of this thesis.

The first documented attempt3 to use EEG measures as a dependent variable in a psi
experiment appeared in a brief report of the Research Committee of the Psychical Research
(1959). This report described six exploratory sessions where EEG was recorded from a physi¬
cally isolated subject, while a distant agent was exposed to either intermittent photic stimulation
or "psychologically painful or distracting stimuli", types of stimulation which would produce
pronounced changes in the EEG activity of the agent (although this was not recorded). The
experimenters visually examined the EEG record of non-stimulated subjects for any signs of
similar changes, but reported finding "no gross evidence of the operation of psi" (p.71)

A more concerted effort was reported a few years later by Charles Tart (1963), who
recorded one channel of EEG and skin resistance from eleven student volunteers; these were

told that they were taking part in an experiment on subliminal perception, and were asked to
indicate with a key press whenever they thought a stimulus had occurred. Tart served as the
agent himself (in all sessions), and was seated in another laboratory separated from the subjects'
chamber by several intervening walls. Throughout each session Tart received electric shocks
administered by an assistant at random time intervals through electrodes attached on his ankle
("Shock" condition), and reported that these shocks were raised in intensity until the agent
indicated that they had reached the maximum level he could tolerate. As a comparison condi¬
tion, half of the shock trials involved delivering the electric current to a resistor ("Nonshock"
condition). As well as the behavioral measure of stimulus detection (i.e. key presses), Tart used
measures of skin resistance, alpha, beta and delta+theta EEG power, as well as a measure of
"EEG complexity" to compare control (resting) periods against Shock and Nonshock periods.
He reported that behavioural responses were at chance level, and only found significant effects
with the EEG complexity measure, for both the Shock-Control and for the Nonshock-Control
comparisons. He interpreted the results to "generally support the hypothesis that the subjects
were physiologically responding to both the Shock and Nonshock trials by some form of psi
cognition", and attributed the lack of a difference between Shock and Nonshock conditions to
the instructions given to the subjects, which "did not orient them to look for any particular
kind of stimulus". Although this study was on the whole well-designed and appeared to involve
sufficient precautions against sensory leakage, we consider Tart's conclusion to be unwarranted
for several reasons. For example, although a total of twelve statistical comparisons were carried
out no relevant adjustment of the alpha significance level is reported, and the measure of "EEG
complexity" with which the significant effects were found is somewhat poorly defined in the
article. Finally, no explanation is given why Shock and Nonshock periods were not directly
compared against each other; the possibility that the significant differences found between both

3To the author's knowledge.
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these conditions and control periods could suggest that electrical interference between the shock
apparatus and the EEG recording may have been responsible for the observed effects, is not
mentioned.

A more well-known early study by Duane and Behrendt (1965) appeared as a brief article
in Science; working at the Department of Opthalmology in Jefferson Medical College (Philadel¬
phia, USA), Duane and Behrendt recruited fifteen pairs of monozygotic twins and attempted
to test the hypothesis that stimulus-related changes in the EEG activity of one subject may be
reflected in similar changes in the EEG activity of their (non-stimulated) sibling. They recorded
EEG simultaneously from both participants in each pair of twins, and while one subject of the
pair was asked "to sit quietly, remain serene, and keep their eyes open" (p.367), their sibling
was instructed by the experimenters to open and close their eyes at various intervals. The
amplitude of the alpha rhythm (i.e. spontaneous EEG oscillations between 8-13Hz) is known
to increase when subjects close their eyes, and to decrease in response to opening the eyes;

the response of the alpha rhythm to the presence or absence of visual stimulation is a robust
and very reliable phenomenon (e.g. Shaw, 2003), and was in fact one of Hans Berger's early
observations (Berger, 1929). Consistent and easily identifiable event-related EEG responses can

be produced by inducing such changes in the amplitude of the alpha rhythm, and this method
was adopted by Duane and Behrendt. They therefore examined the EEG trace of one subject
of each pair (who had his/her eyes open throughout the session), for potential increases in
alpha activity coinciding with similar increases in the EEG activity of their twin sibling, whose
alpha amplitude varied in response to the experimenters' instructions to open or close their
eyes. Duane and Behrendt named this phenomenon "extrasensory induction", and defined it as
"the appearance without conventional elicitation of an alpha rhythm in one twin while this is
being evoked under standard conditions in the other" (p.367). They reported finding evidence
of such "extrasensory induction" in two out of the fifteen pairs of twins they had tested, and
also that they repeated the tests with unrelated pairs of subjects and found no instances of
such induction.

Although certainly innovative and pioneering, Duane and Behrendt's (1965) study was

however far from exemplary in terms of the quality of the design and its execution, and had
attracted strong criticism from within the parapsychological community. In a letter to Science,
Charles Tart (1966) expressed his surprise at the publication of the Duane and Behrendt study
in a journal that had published a number of articles critical of psi research in the past, as he
believed that "the report would have been rejected on first reading by all of the four reputable
parapsychological journals" (p.151). One of the main problems is the lack of information on

several crucial aspects of the design and procedure; for example, Duane and Behrend give no

information as to how the timing of their instructions to the subjects to open and close their eyes
was chosen, which strongly suggests that this was done at the experimenters' discretion, without
the use of any formal randomisation method. They also neglect to report how many trials (i.e.
instructions for eyes open/eyes closed) each session had involved, and whether the timing of
these events was marked on the EEG records of the 'senders' and 'receivers' (and if so, how).
Furthermore, although they present the lack of a similar effect in unrelated pairs as supporting
evidence for the validity of the effect they had observed in 2 out of the 15 pairs of twins, they
give no indication as to how many unrelated pairs they had tested, or how these participants
were selected and matched into pairs. The most questionable aspect of their design however,
is the lack of a standardised, quantitative measure of changes in the amplitude of the alpha
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rhythm; they simply report that "analysis of the records was by gross inspection. The evidence
sought was the presence or absence of alpha patterns [in 'receivers'] and their correlations in
tracings obtained from the subjects [the 'senders']" (p.367). Such entirely subjective, qualitative
evaluation is clearly open to bias, especially as the authors also neglect to report whether
the analysis was conducted by persons blind to the timing of the instructions given to their
participants, or to the method used to decide this timing (if any such method was used). Finally,
as they did not use any quantitative measures, it is therefore impossible to statistically evaluate
their hypothesis, and although they do acknowledge that their results are not conclusive, they
nevertheless claim that "extrasensory induction of brainwaves exists between individuals when
they are completely separated" (p.367). Such a conclusion is clearly unjustified, and this study
can at best be described as an exploratory pilot experiment; there were no follow-up studies
however published by Duane and Behrendt, which is surprising given the potential implications
of the effect they had reported, should that effect prove to be genuine and replicable. Despite
its many faults however, their study was published in a high-profile journal and had therefore
received considerably wide exposure; their experimental design has certainly been influential
in the development of the experimental paradigms adopted in later studies, as it is clearly
prototypical of many of the studies that have followed.

A pilot experiment involving only two participants was published by Silverman and Buchs-
baum (1970), which appears to be the first study to have used measures of evoked potentials
as a dependent variable4. This study attempted, reportedly without success, to detect evoked
potentials in a non-stimulated subject while another subject was stimulated with single (i.e.
not repetitive) stroboscopic flashes. This was followed by a study by Lloyd (1973), which also
involved only one pair of subjects5; Lloyd recorded EEG from one subject of the pair, who
was first presented with auditory stimuli (loud tones) in order to produce evoked potentials.
After the presentation of several such stimuli, the other subject of the pair was asked to "send a

telepathic signal" to the 'receiver' in the form of a mental image, at regular one-second intervals
(prompted by timed photic flashes). Lloyd reported that the 'telepathic stimulus' also produced
evoked potentials comparable to those obtained by the auditory tone stimulus, although there
is no mention of the criteria used to judge what constitutes an evoked potential; Millar (1979a)
also pointed out that the scales used on the graphs Lloyd presented were incorrect. Although
involving only one subject, this study had attracted considerable attention at the time and its
findings were widely referred to as the "Lloyd effect" (Millar, 1979b). John Beloff (1974, p.413)
commented in this context, "what worries me about this brilliant pilot experiment is why it was
not immediately followed up by a much more systematic attack that would really have clinched
this remarkable discovery if that is what it is".

John Beloff and Brian Millar subsequently conducted a replication of that study at Edin¬
burgh University, using a sample of twenty subjects and with the addition of necessary controls
and a number of improvements in the design and procedures (Millar, 1979a). Their experiment
demonstrates a commendable level of methodological sophistication, and can perhaps be con¬

sidered to be the first sufficiently controlled study using this paradigm. Millar presented agents
with photic flashes using a stroboscope, and for control periods used trials where the strobe

4A detailed description of evoked potentials can be found in Chapter 2, page 32.
5We have been unable to obtain a copy of this article, and all information presented here

has been sourced from Beloff (1974) and Millar (1979b, 1979a). According to Beloff and Millar,
the name "Lloyd" is a pseudonym.
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lamp was occluded by an opaque screen, thus ruling out the possibility that electrical interfer¬
ence or audible noise 6 from the flashes could produce artefactual differences between test and
control conditions. The timing of flashes was randomised using a "computerised RNG" (using
a 'true' noise valve), and flash and control epochs from the EEG record of non-stimulated sub¬
jects were averaged to produced evoked activity curves. They then compared the mean power

(pV2) within the 50-450ms interval -the time window where ordinary sensory evoked potentials
(EPs) appeared in stimulated subjects- between flash and control epochs using two types of
analysis; a binomial test of the number of significant outcomes in 20 individual t-tests, and an

overall t-test of the difference in the variance measure (between flash and control EPs) over all
20 non-stimulated subjects. Additionally they conducted a blind-judging analysis involving an

attempt by a trained colleague to visually discriminate flash and control EPs. They found no

significant effects in any of the three tests, and measures in all conditions were very close to
mean chance expectation. A number of exploratory post-hoc analyses were then conducted (e.g.
looking at possible temporal displacement effects), which also found no evidence suggestive of
event-related changes in the EEG activity of non-stimulated participants. Millar concluded
that no evidence of "telepathically evoked potentials was obtained" in their study, and ques¬

tioned the validity of the effect reported by Lloyd (1973), colourfully adding that he has "little
doubt that his results are the product of a lamentably inadequate methodology coupled with a

rose-tinted oscilloscope" (Millar, 1979a, p.392).
A study conducted by Charles Rebert and Ann Turner in 1974 was published in full in

Behavioral Neuropsychiatry (Rebert & Turner, 1974), although it is best known from a brief
summary which appeared in Nature (Targ & Puthoff, 1974)7. EEG was recorded from six
subjects while physically isolated agents were stimulated with trains of photic flashes (at fre¬
quencies of 6 or 16Hz) at randomly chosen intervals. Such repetitive photic stimulation typically
produces an attenuation of the amplitude of the spontaneous alpha rhythm ("alpha blocking",
or alpha desynchronisation), similar to the effect of opening the eyes; another (although less
consistent) effect of such stimulation is what has been called "photic driving", which involves a

shift in the dominant EEG frequency towards the frequency of photic stimulation.8 The exper¬

imenters therefore examined the EEG of non-stimulated subjects for such changes coinciding
with the photic stimulation of the agents, and also asked non-stimulated subjects to indicate
with a button press after each trial whether they thought the 'sender' had been presented with
flashes at 6 or 16Hz, or with no flashes. They reported that overt guesses as to the type of
stimulus presented to the 'senders' did not differ from chance expectation, and found no evi¬
dence of photic driving from any 'receiver' at either 6 or 16Hz. Some indication of suppression
of alpha activity related to the type of stimulation of the 'sender' was reportedly found in one

subject however, and seven additional sessions were subsequently conducted with this subject.
The authors reported that average alpha power and peak alpha power on trials associated with
16Hz flashes were significantly lower compared to trials when no flashes were presented (see
Figure 1.2), and this is what would be expected if this subject had been directly photically
stimulated. However, as well as measures of average and peak power, three more variables

6Stroboscopes produce a crackling noise when flashing.
7Another brief summary also appears in May, Targ, and Puthoff (2002).
8For example, a subject resting with eyes closed may demonstrate an alpha rhythm with

maximal amplitude centered at 11Hz. If this subject is photically stimulated with flashes at
a frequency of 15Hz, they are likely to show an increase in EEG amplitude at that frequency,
and/or their alpha rhythm may increase in frequency to approach 15Hz.
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were measured and compared in this study, namely contingent negative variation (also known
as the readiness potential, essentially an anticipatory response), as well as "peak position" and
"synchrony", two measures which are not defined in either article; the authors simply report
that no significant effects were found for these comparisons. Therefore although a large num¬

ber of statistical comparisons was conducted in this study, (probably as many as fifteen), no
correction of the a significance level is reported, strongly suggesting that no such corrections
were used. As reported significance levels were p < .03 and p < .04 for peak and average power

respectively, even a modest adjustment of the oc level to take multiple comparisons into account
would most likely render these effects non-significant. Another problematic feature of this study
is the exploratory variation of aspects of the protocol from one experimental session to another;
in two of the seven sessions no sender was used, in one of these with the subject's knowledge,
while in the other without the subject being aware of this. The authors have made considerable
efforts however to examine the possibility that their results may have been produced by system
artefacts or by subtle sensory cueing of the subject, by conducting several control sessions. The
results of these control sessions convincingly suggest that no such artefacts or sensory leakage
can account for the observed effect; the validity of the effect itself however -in terms of statistical
significance- nevertheless remains uncertain.

Figure 1.2: Occipital EEG frequency spectrum (0-20Hz) for one subject acting as 'receiver',
showing amplitude changes in the alpha band as a function of the frequency of photic stimulation
of the 'sender', at 6 and 16Hz; "0" designates no photic stimulation; reprinted from Targ and
Puthoff (1974).

Two attempted replications of this study are briefly reported in May et al. (2002)9, both
of which found significant differences in alpha power between no stimulation and 16Hz photic
stimulation periods in non-stimulated 'receivers'. This difference however was in opposite di¬
rections in the two studies; i.e. a decrease in alpha power in relation to photic stimulation was

9Most likely conducted in the late 1970s or early 1980s, although this is not specified in the
report.

5 H/ IQH* 15 Hz
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found in the first study, whereas an increase was found in the second. The authors suggested
that the fixed-band filter settings they had used to sample alpha activity were inappropriate, as
some subjects demonstrated dominant alpha rhythms outside the filtered range, and concluded
that although significant effects were found in these studies, the results are inconclusive and
can only be considered as suggestive of an effect.

Between the mid-1980s and the mid-1990s a series of studies were published by Mexican
neurophysiologist Jacobo Grinberg-Zylberbaum (hereafter noted as G-Z) as the principal au¬
thor, investigating the question of potential psychophysiological correlations between distant
participants using EEG methods (e.g. Grinberg-Zylberbaum, 1982; Grinberg-Zylberbaum et al.,
1994). As several of G-Z's early studies have only been published in Spanish-language journals,
it is difficult to present a complete overview of his work; this review will therefore focus primar¬
ily on two of his later papers which we consider to be representative of his work, and which have
also attracted most attention from the wider scientific community. In Grinberg-Zylberbaum,
Delaflor, Sanchez-Arellano, Guevara, and Perez (1992) three experiments are reported, each
involving the stimulation of one subject of a pair with flashes in order to produce visual evoked
potentials, and the examination of EEG activity from non-stimulated subjects for evidence of
similar activity, which they termed "transferred potentials". Although their design is similar
to many previous studies, G-Z's main innovation was the use of a procedure whereby partici¬
pants in each pair were asked to spend some time alone together before their session, during
which they were to attempt to establish "nonverbal, empathic communication in which they
could feel each other's presence directly", a state which G-Z termed "direct communication".
When subjects reported achieving such a state, they were taken to separate, sound proof and
electromagnetically shielded chambers, and were instructed to maintain an awareness of each
other throughout the session. The first experiment reported in Grinberg-Zylberbaum et al.
(1992) involved five such pairs of participants, and while one subject of each pair remained in
darkness, the other was "stimulated with simultaneous visual and auditory stimuli at random
intervals". A control condition is also mentioned where the two subjects did not interact prior
to their session, but the number of such sessions conducted is not specified. G-Z et al. vi¬
sually compared averaged evoked potentials in stimulated subjects with averaged activity for
the same periods in their non-stimulated partners, and calculated correlation coefficients be¬
tween consecutive pairs of 32 data points from these epochs, thus obtaining "between 83 and
139 correlation values ... for each comparison of the averages of the evoked and "transferred"
potentials, depending on the duration of the epochs which varied between 200 and 400ms". No
explanation is given as to why the epoch length varied in this way, and although G-Z report that
"only positive correlations with values greater than r = 0.6 were accepted as meaningful", they
provide no explanation for their choice of this cut-off point. G-Z et al. present several graphical
examples of identified "transferred potentials" (TPs), and report a number of high correlation
values associated with these TPs. These examples are taken only from a few selected subjects
however, and only for selected subsets of samples from these subjects' overall set of available
EEG epochs; the correlation coefficients reported by G-Z et al. appear to have been equally
selectively chosen, and refer to seemingly arbitrary time windows on the epochs, corresponding
to intervals when apparent TPs were maximal. They further claim that no TPs were found
in subjects who had not previously achieved "direct communication", but give no details as to
how many such subjects existed. As no overall numerical or graphical results are presented for
all subjects in this study, and as no formal statistical evaluation of the hypothesis has been
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used, it is therefore impossible to evaluate the validity of these claims. The second experiment
reported in Grinberg-Zylberbaum et al. (1992) is presented as a replication of the first study,
"using a different analysis technique and ... new controls". The same procedure as in the
first experiment is followed for establishing "direct communication" between fourteen pairs of
subjects, and a similar photic stimulation protocol is used. The authors calculated correlation
coefficients between average evoked activity in stimulated and non-stimulated subjects, and
defined the presence of a TP as involving a minimum positive value of r — .6. Although they
suggest that by defining TPs in this way they have replaced the subjective visual identification
of TPs they had used in the first experiment with a statistical procedure, they only present
graphical results for one subject who apparently demonstrated TPs, and only report numerical
values for associated correlation coefficients (ranging from r = .606 to r = .98) between laten¬
cies of 100 and 178ms. This interval was where the TP appeared to be most pronounced, and
although presumably correlation coefficients were calculated for the entire epoch, these are not

reported. No other numerical or graphical results are presented for any other subject, and G-Z
et al. only vaguely report that "Similar results were obtained in 8 subjects; in other words, in
about 57% of all cases". The third reported experiment in Grinberg-Zylberbaum et al. (1992)
involved four subjects, who were asked to sit together in silent darkness and to establish a

state of "direct communication". Once this was established, three of the subjects were taken
to another chamber where they were collectively stimulated with photic flashes, although the
authors do not specify the total number of such stimuli presented. They present a graph of
two apparent TPs from the non-stimulated subject, stating that each is "an average from 256
samples", although it is unclear whether this refers to an average of 256 epochs, or 256 consec¬

utive data points, i.e. one epoch. The fact that the presented waveforms are of 256ms duration
appears to imply the latter, which would suggest that these are two selected epochs (from an

unspecified total) apparently showing TPs. Once again they report numerical correlation values
only for selected segments of the epoch, where apparent TPs are more prominent. It is clear
that on the whole this article is a collection of exploratory experiments lacking well-defined
measures and hypotheses, where only an arbitrarily selected subset of the results is reported;
therefore no conclusion can be reached as to whether the presence of "transferred potentials"
has been demonstrated beyond chance expectation.

What is probably the most well-known article by G-Z was published in Physics Essays
(Grinberg-Zylberbaum et al., 1994), and involved an experiment where EEG was recorded from
both participants of seven pairs, while one participant of each pair was photically stimulated
at random intervals with a total of 100 flashes. Participant pairs repeated the test in two

conditions; in Condition 1 the subjects in each pair were shown to the two chambers "without
having seen each other and without knowing that his/her partner was in the other chamber"10.
In Condition 2 the subjects were introduced to each other "with instructions to get to know
and then to feel one another in meditative silence for 20 minutes". One hundred EEG epochs
from each participant related to the moments of photic stimulation were averaged, and the re¬

sulting evoked potentials from each stimulated subject were compared to the averaged activity
of their non-stimulated partner, by estimating correlation coefficient values between successive
pairs of 16 data points from the two waveforms, and calculating the statistical significance or

10This appears to imply that participants in each pair did not know each other, although
this is not explicitly stated in the article; no information is given as to how participants were
recruited.
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each correlation (although how this was calculated is not specified). The authors found no sig¬
nificant correlations for such comparisons in Condition 1 (when subjects did not interact prior
to the session), but reported finding significant correlations in two pairs in Condition 2, which
ranged between r = .6 and r = .9 during the first 132ms after photic stimulation. Although
this difference between the two conditions is certainly suggestive of an effect, the authors fail to
present overall results for all subject pairs and conditions, and only present graphical data and
correlation values for the two pairs apparently showing "transferred potentials" in Condition 2,
and for one pair in Condition 1 showing no such potentials. The authors also report conduct¬
ing two control tests, both of which involved sampling 100 epochs of EEG activity from both
subjects of a pair at random time intervals; in one of these control tests epochs were sampled
during periods of no stimulation for either subject, and in the other control test epochs were

sampled during periods when flashes were administered, but no subject was in the stimulation
chamber. It is not clear in their report however, whether these control tests were conducted
with each of the seven pairs of subjects, or whether they were conducted only once. The authors
present only two graphical examples, one from each test, which show no TPs and very low cor¬

relation values for the comparisons between the averaged epochs; no other information is given
about overall results from these tests. Although the Grinberg-Zylberbaum et al. (1994) article
is probably the most detailed of G-Z's publications with regards to methodological issues, it
still does not contain enough information to evaluate their claims. As in previous reports, their
discussion focuses on a few selected graphical examples of apparent "transferred potentials",
which although may be visually impressive, are not sufficiently convincing in terms of statis¬
tical validity to justify their far-reaching conclusions. May, Spottiswoode, and Faith (2001)
have conducted an evaluation study where they calculated correlation values and associated
significance estimates between the averages of 100 randomly sampled epochs from the EEG of
resting subjects collected on different days. These were therefore unrelated samples, and no real
correlations between these would be expected; May et al. however reported that such EEG data
show considerable differences from truly random data. Their analysis suggested that even with
completely unrelated EEG samples, there is a sizeable likelihood of finding large correlation
estimates, and that such correlations demonstrate an artefactual enhancement of p values.

In summary, although the G-Z et al. studies have been widely cited in the literature as

providing strong evidence for the presence of anomalous interactions between isolated human
participants, on closer inspection it is clear that they offer insufficient information regarding
their methodology and results to fully evaluate these claims. Although these studies are on the
whole exploratory and their results cannot be considered as evidential, they have provided some

suggestive findings, which are certainly worthy of further investigation using improved method¬
ology and formally defined statistical criteria for evaluating the null hypothesis. The G-Z series
of studies has nevertheless left its mark on a gradually emerging experimental paradigm, (in¬
volving investigations of event-related EEG correlations between two participants, one of whom
is randomly stimulated), in primarily two ways. The first was the emphasis G-Z and colleagues
have placed on the psychological state of their participants, by attempting to cultivating a

shared state of empathic awareness between participant pairs; this was an influential approach
and was adopted by many later studies. The second conceptual contribution of G-Z's work
to later studies involves the theoretical interpretation of their findings; in later papers, and
especially in Grinberg-Zylberbaum et al. (1994), the authors present their results as evidence
of non-local correlations between the brain activity of participant pairs, and they draw close
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parallels between quantum entanglement as observed in subatomic particles, and the type of
effects they have described as "transferred potentials" between human participants. Although
there are several problems with such an interpretation, not least the lack of a model of how
quantum indeterminacy could be maintained in the warm and noisy environment of the human
brain for prolonged periods, this theoretical model has proved to be a powerful metaphor that
has guided many of the subsequent experimental attempts to replicate their findings.

One such attempt at a replication of the G-Z studies was conducted at the Institute
of Psychiatry in London and was reported in a short research brief by Sabell, Clarke, and
Fenwick (2001). The study involved an experimental group of twelve pairs of participants who
knew each other well and who meditated together before the session, and a control group of
twelve pairs who had not met each other before and did not interact prior to the session. One
subject of each of these pairs was stimulated with 100 randomly timed auditory tones (the
authors only report EEG results from non-stimulated subjects, so presumably EEG was not
recorded from stimulated participants). In their analysis the authors used the averaged evoked
activity in non-stimulated subjects (time-locked on photic stimulation of their partners), and
compared the largest peak-to-peak amplitude in the pre-stimulus interval (-600 to 0ms) with the
corresponding amplitude in the post-stimulus interval (0 to 600nrs); the rationale in choosing
this measure was that changes in the evoked activity of non-stimulated participants which
are related to the auditory stimulation of their partners (i.e. effects similar to "tranferred
potentials"), would be expected to produce such pre- versus post-stimulus differences in evoked
activity. The authors also conducted comparisons of such pre- versus post-stimulus differences in
the frequency domain, focusing on four bands; 3-6Hz (upper delta/theta), 6-9Hz (theta/lower
alpha), 9-12Hz (mid-alpha) and 12-15Hz (high alpha/beta). This is clearly a better test of
the null hypothesis compared to the correlations used in the G-Z studies, as the statistical
expectations of these within-subjects comparisons under the null hypothesis can be accurately
predicted. The authors reported finding no significant differences between such pre-/post-
stimulus periods for any of these comparisons; it is difficult to evaluate the validity of this
conclusion however, as they have used a 3-factor Anova with time period (pre- versus post-
stimulus), group (related pairs versus controls) and electrode positions as the factors. Such
a global test could have masked significant differences in specific comparisons, for example
differences between related pairs and controls in a measure of pre-/post-stimulus activity within
the 6-9Hz band. Perhaps a better approach would be to convert the difference in pre- versus

post-stimulus activity into a single ratio measure and use this as the dependent variable11, and
to perform separate statistical tests for evoked activity and for each frequency band, comparing
related pairs and controls.

An article published in Neuroscience Letters by Wackermann et al. (2003)12 describes
an experimental attempt to investigate the type of effects reported by Grinberg-Zylberbaum
et al. (1994), using a considerably improved methodology and analytical procedures. Three
groups of participants were recruited in that study; one group {E±) consisted of seven "...self-
reportedly emotionally connected pairs (spouses, relatives, friends)", and a second group ()
consisted of seven unrelated pairs of participants. In both these groups EEG was recorded
simultaneously from both subjects of each pair, and while one subject was not stimulated in

11This approach has been adopted in the three studies described in the thesis, and we are
indebted to Sabell et al. (2001) for providing the inspiration for this measure.
12This study has also been reported elsewhere by Walach, Seiter, and Keibel (2001).
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any way throughout the session, the other subject (who was located in another room), was

visually stimulated at random time intervals using a checkerboard reversal pattern. Related
pairs were given some time to interact with each other prior to their session, whereas unrelated
pairs were unaware of each other's presence or of the real purpose of the experiment. The third
group was comprised of two control sub-groups; one subgroup (Ki) consisted of three related
pairs, and the other (A'2) consisted of four single participants. Related pairs in K\ were exposed
to the same procedure as related pairs in E\, although the screen where visual stimuli were
presented was covered with an opaque shield so that the stimuli were not visible. In EEG was

recorded from a single, non-stimulated subject, while visual stimuli were presented in the other
(empty) room. Six channels of EEG were recorded from both stimulated and non-stimulated
subjects of each pair simultaneously (and from single non-stimulated subjects in A'2), and
stimulus-related epochs were averaged to produce waveforms of evoked activity. Visual evoked
potentials were clearly visible in stimulated subjects, and according to the null-hypothesis no

similar synchronous activity would be expected in their non-stimulated partners. In order to
test this hypothesis Wackermann et al. identified the latency of maximum visual evoked activity
in the stimulated subject of each pair, and sampled the voltage amplitude at the same latency
in the averaged activity of their non-stimulated partners. They then used further samples from
inter-stimulus periods to estimate a "reference interval" range for each non-stimulated subject
within which amplitude variations would be expected, and counted the number of instances
where the voltage of evoked activity from non-stimulated subjects at the critical latency (i.e.
the time when their stimulated partner showed maximal evoked activity) exceeded this range.

Such "outlier" counts were estimated for each group, and a considerably greater number of such
outliers was found for the two experimental groups compared to the combined control groups.
A statistical test (similar to the y2 test) indicated that overall between-group differences were

significant at p = 0.01. The authors suggest that their results "indicate a high co-incidence of
variations of the brain electrical activity in the non-stimulated subjects with brain responses of
the stimulated subjects" (p.63) in both related and unrelated pairs of participants, and noted
that there was no preferred direction in the effect (i.e. both unusually high and unusually
low voltage values contributed to the effect), or any localisation of the effect in any particular
cortical region. They commented that "the lack of directional and topographical consistency
of the effect is physiologically counter-intuitive and suggestive of an erratic artefact", although
they were "unable to identify any mechanism that could account for such an artefact" (p.63).
This study is without doubt the most methodologically sophisticated of experiments using this
type of paradigm (conducted up to this point), and as several levels of controls were used both
in the execution of the experiment and in the analysis of the results, it is difficult to point out
any potential sources of artefact which could account for the results. The authors conclude
that "we are facing a phenomenon which is neither easy to dismiss as a methodological failure
or a technical artefact nor understood as to its nature" (p.63-64), as no known biophysical
mechanism can account for the observed correlations in EEG activity between isolated subjects;
they speculate that a possible theoretical approach may be to generalise the notion of quantum
entanglement as understood in physical systems, so that it can be applied to arbitrary systems,

including biological organisms.
A number of studies investigating the same phenomenon have been published in recent

years (e.g. Radin, 2004; Standish, Kozak, Johnson, & Richards, 2004; Achterberg et ah, 2005;
Richards, Kozak, Johnson, & Standish, 2005); these will not be reviewed in the present chapter
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however, as they had been published after the first experiment reported in this thesis had been
conducted, and were therefore not taken into account when designing the experimental protocol
for this series of studies.13. These more recent studies will be reviewed in the final chapter,
where their findings will be compared with the findings of the three studies reported in this
thesis.

This review of studies investigating apparently anomalous event-related correlations in
brain activity between isolated participant pairs has suggested that although the number of
studies reporting such effects is noteworthy, several of these studies suffer from a number of
methodological and analytical flaws, and/or report insufficient details to conclusively evaluate
their findings. This is particularly the case with earlier studies, and although progressive
improvements in the quality of experimental methodologies can be seen over time, a remaining
problem is that little methodological or conceptual continuity can be found between these
studies. Most studies have been carried out by different groups of investigators, with each group
using considerably different (and often idiosyncratic) experimental procedures and analytical
methods. Due to such methodological disparities it is exceptionally difficult to draw overall
conclusions from these studies, especially as most have used small sample sizes and could
therefore be vulnerable to chance artefacts. A related problem which must be acknowledged
in this context, is the possibility of a disproportionate publication of studies reporting positive
effects, i.e. a file-drawer effect.

In order to address these concerns, a series of three experimental studies has been designed
and conducted in an attempt to investigate this topic using a standardised experimental proce¬
dure and analytical methodology, which will remain largely constant across the three studies.
The design of these three experiments is to a large extend based on the studies described in this
chapter, and the first of these experiments has been designed as a conceptual replication of the
Wackermann et al. (2003) study. Although in the subsequent two experiments several changes
in the design and experimental procedures were introduced, in order to maintain methodolog¬
ical continuity the same measures have been used throughout the three studies, and sufficient
similarities in design have been retained so that their results can be comparable and cumulative.

Several of the studies summarised above have used theoretical models and terminology
which -in the author's view- have often restricted their exploration of this topic within a limited
context as allowed by their explicit or implicit assumptions. For example, the term "transferred
potential" implies that the effect involves the transfer of some quantity, perhaps of energy or in¬
formation; this is not necessarily the case however, and the term seems especially inappropriate
when a model based on non-local correlations and quantum entanglement is proposed as the pre¬

ferred explanatory hypothesis. As we are involved in an attempt to investigate a phenomenon
whose precise nature is unknown and whose very existence is uncertain, we believe it is vitally
important to make every effort to avoid such self-imposed limitations. In this series of studies
we have therefore adopted a largely data-driven approach in our attempt to investigate this
topic empirically, and have avoided the use of terminology likely to involve implicit theoretical
assumptions. Therefore terms such as "senders" and "receivers" will be avoided, and the terms
stimulated and non-stimulated subjects will be preferred; similarly, any observed synchronous
changes in brain activity between stimulated and non-stimulated participants will be described

13Although a review article of studies investigating "dyadic correlations" in the EEG activity
of isolated subjects by Wackermann (2004), which includes some of these newer studies, has
contributed considerably in the design of our second experiment as described in Chapter 3
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as event-related correlations, thereby avoiding terms likely to imply a causal relationship or the
involvement of any specific physical mechanism. Although this terminology may at times make
the description of empirical parts of this thesis appear somewhat cumbersome, we believe that
this is preferable to the costs of using convenient terminology which may however restrict our
conceptual scope of vision.
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Chapter 2

Study 1 and general methodology

2.1 Introduction

The central aim of the first experiment is to attempt to replicate the primary findings of the
studies reviewed in Chapter 1, while also attempting to address some of the methodological
criticisms discussed in that chapter. The effects reported in previous studies often appeared to
be small and erratic, therefore in designing our experimental protocol with the aim of replication,
it was considered important to attempt to utilise factors that may potentially enhance and
stabilise these effects. In the literature of experimental psi research certain variables have
been suggested to correlate with improved scoring in various psi tasks (e.g. Honorton, 1977),
and an attempt has been made to incorporate a selection of such potentially "psi-conducive"
variables as part of our procedure. The validity of the hypothesised relationship of such variables
to psi effects in most cases has not been sufficiently established, therefore the rationale for
incorporating these factors into our procedure was largely utilitarian, rather than theoretical
or empirical. The available evidence suggests that these variables may facilitate psi effects,
therefore as long as they can be easily incorporated into our design without compromising its
integrity, it would make practical sense to do so. The selection process of relevant variables to
include in the procedure is described in detail in the Method section.

Although the core experimental paradigm used in the three studies reported in this the¬
sis has been influenced to some extent by virtually all past studies reviewed in the previous
chapter, specific mention is due to four studies from which we drew particular inspiration and
ideas. The first is the study by Rebert and Turner (1974), which first drew our attention to this
type of experimental paradigm and which seeded the idea to devote this PhD thesis to inves¬
tigate this topic. Our initial aim was to replicate that study with a larger participant sample
while improving certain aspects of its methodology, and we were also interested in developing
an experimental paradigm able to address additional questions beyond the simple presence or

absence of event-related EEG correlations between pairs of isolated participants. One such
question concerned the potential role of the interpersonal relationship and pre-session interac¬
tion between participant pairs, an issue first addressed by Grinberg-Zylberbaum et al. (1994),
who reportedly identified in their studies event-related EEG correlations between pairs of par¬
ticipants who had interacted prior to their session, but no such effects between pairs who had
not. It was our intention to investigate this question while also improving on the design used
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by Grinberg-Zylberbaum et al. (1994), which suffered from several methodological limitations.
The later study by Sabell et al. (2001) has provided the inspiration for the development of
the ratio measure of pre- versus post-stimulus activity which has been used as the dependent
variable in this series of studies (this is described below in section 2.3.5 on page 42).

The more recent study by Wackermann et al. (2003) was published as we were working
on designing an experimental protocol for our first experiment along the lines of Rebert and
Turner's (1974) and Grinberg-Zylberbaum et al.'s (1994) work. The methodological paradigm
developed by Wackermann et al. (2003) was a considerable improvement to all previous studies
conducted on this topic, and appeared to be addressing many of the same questions that
we had been planning to investigate. We therefore decided to base the design of our first
study on the general framework of the Wackermann et al. (2003) study, while introducing
certain modifications (e.g. in our choice of stimuli and dependent measures), so that this would
constitute a conceptual rather than an exact replication study. The design of subsequent Studies
2 and 3 increasingly deviated from the original framework of the Wackermann et al. (2003) study,
as changes suggested by the results of each completed experiment were incorporated into the
design of the following studies.

The ultimate aim in designing the series of three experiments described in this thesis was

to investigate this topic using a core methodology which would remain constant across the
three studies so that their results can be comparable and cumulative, while also attempting to

increasingly refine the hypotheses and methodology by introducing modifications in each new

study likely to clarify some of the unresolved questions raised by the findings of each completed
experiment.

2.2 Method

The primary purpose of this section is to describe the experimental methodology used in Study
1. Although certain methodological modifications were introduced in the two subsequent ex¬

periments, many core aspects of this methodology have remained unchanged throughout the
three studies. Therefore in order to avoid unnecessary repetition in each of the following ex¬

perimental chapters, those aspects of the methodology that have remained constant across the
three studies will only be described in detail in this section. Modifications to the experimental
design, stimuli and procedures introduced in the two subsequent studies will be described in
detail in the Method sections of the respective experimental chapters. This section also aims to
describe the development of the general experimental paradigm used in the three studies, which
will hopefully serve to acquaint the reader with the rationale and choices involved in designing
this paradigm.

2.2.1 Design
As our design was largely based on the Wackermann et al. (2003) study, three groups of partici¬
pants were recruited in Study 1, two of which were identical to groups E\ and E? in that study,
as described in the previous chapter; i.e. we have recruited a group of related pairs who reported
sharing an empathic relationship, and a group of randomly-matched, unrelated pairs. However,
although in Wackermann et al. (2003) unrelated participants were unaware that they were

paired with another participant or that they were taking part in a psi experiment, unrelated
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participants in our study had full knowledge of the experimental design. Single non-stimulated
participants were used as a control group, as in group K2 in Wackermann et al. (2003). At
the time of designing Study 1 we only had access to one EEG recording system, therefore EEG
was recorded only from non-stimulated participants in each pair during experimental sessions.
Additional EEG samples from each individual participant when they were themselves directly
photically stimulated were also recorded in separate sessions, and the group-averaged responses

to these stimuli were then used to guide the selection of the dependent variable and definition
of the effect measure used to assess the experimental hypothesis; this process is described in
detail below in section 2.3 on page 32.

As will be described in that section, we have adopted a different dependent measure and
statistical procedures to the Wackermann et al. (2003) study, and therefore their participant
sample size could only serve as a rough estimate of the appropriate sample size required for this
study. We therefore increased the sample size by nearly a factor of two, and recruited thirteen
related pairs, thirteen unrelated pairs, and thirteen single participants.1 Randomly timed,
single photic flashes were used as visual stimuli in this study, instead of the checkerboard-
reversal pattern used by Wackermann et al. (2003), partly in order to introduce sufficient
differences between our respective designs, and partly for technical reasons which are discussed
below in section 2.2.5.2 on page 28. Finally, in Wackermann et al. (2003) a between-groups
statistical comparison was used, whereas in this study only within-group statistical comparisons
will be conducted, by comparing intra-individual differences in EEG activity between photic
stimulation and control epochs. This approach was preferred in order to avoid possible artefacts
related to individual variability in EEG activity affecting any between-groups comparisons. The
statistical methods used in this study are detailed below on page 42.

2.2.2 Participants
Sixty-five participants were recruited in Study 1 (n = 65 in total), most of whom were unpaid
volunteers, with the exception of n = 25 participants recruited to take part in the final additional
sessions.2 Thirty-six female and twenty-nine male participants took part, with a mean age of
28.7 years, ranging between 20-58 years of age. Participants were recruited for the study
through flyers posted on notice boards throughout Edinburgh, and by word of mouth (e.g.
through requests by the experimenter, or the recommendation of past participants). This flyer
(shown in Appendix B) briefly introduced the topic of the study and requested for volunteers
to take part.

2.2.2.1 Selection of participants

As part of our attempt to utilise variables considered likely to enhance potential psi effects,
participants with certain individual characteristics were specifically encouraged to take part

initially, thirteen related pairs, five unrelated pairs and five single participants were tested,
and this part of the study has been published elsewhere (Kittenis, Caryl, & Stevens, 2004); this
article can be found in Appendix A. Additional sessions with eight unrelated pairs and nine
single participants were subsequently conducted in order to equalise the sample size across the
three groups.

2Due to pressing time constraints (involving the imminent closure of the laboratory we were
using), a small payment was offered to these volunteers in order to speed up recruitment; all
other aspects of the procedure remained unchanged.
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in this study. For example, the flyer advertising the study briefly mentioned that individuals
with previous experience with meditation, yoga, martial arts or other mental disciplines, as

well as those with artistic/creative interests and abilities would be particularly suitable par¬

ticipants for the study. Such individual characteristics were emphasised as desirable as past
studies have suggested that these may correlate with better performance in parapsychological
experiments. In some studies for example, meditators were found to score better in psychoki¬
nesis (PK) tasks than non-meditators (e.g. Matas & Pantas, 1971), while other studies have
found pre-meditation to post-meditation differences in ESP tests, with improved performance
in tests carried out in the post-meditation period (e.g. Schmeidler, 1970; Dukhan & Rao, 1972).
Creativity has also often been associated with better performance in ESP tasks, and a substan¬
tial number of studies have provided results supportive of this relationship (e.g. Dalton, 1997;
Morris, Summers, & Yim, 2003). The conclusiveness of the collective results from these studies
however, is considerably limited by the inherent complexity of the creativity construct, the
wide variety of measures that have been used to assess it across different studies, as well as the
possibility that the relationship between creativity and psi performance is confounded by other
characteristics of creative populations (Holt, Delanoy, & Roe, 2004). The same can be said for
the hypothetical relationship between meditation and performance in psi tasks, and the limited
number of studies that have attempted to investigate this relationship further constrains overall
confidence in its validity and reliability. Regardless however of the actual presence and degree
of such relationships, there are additional reasons to expect that recruiting participants with
these attributes may nevertheless carry certain advantages. For example, there is evidence that
both in creative populations and in participants who have practiced a mental discipline there
is a greater proclivity to experience altered states of consciousness (e.g., see Holt et al., 2004),
and in view of the relaxation and state induction procedures included in this study (described
in section 2.2.3 on page 21), such proclivity is deemed to be a favourable characteristic.

Another individual variable worth considering in this context, is the personal beliefs and
attitudes of the participants, about this experiment in particular, and more generally about
the type of effects this experiment is perceived to be investigating. Since Gertrude Schmeidler
(1952) first reported her observations that participants who reported belief in the possibility of
ESP (whom she termed "sheep"), tended to score higher in ESP tests than those who rejected
this possibility (whom she termed "goats"), several studies have reported correlations between
measures of belief in psi and scores in psi tests (e.g. Palmer, 1977). What has come to be
known as the sheep-goat effect is considered to be one of the most successfully replicated find¬
ings of experimental psi research (Irwin, 1999), although the overall effect size is quite small
(Lawrence, 1993). If we assume that the ESP effects identified in these studies reflect a gen¬

uine human ability, such a correlation between task performance and personal beliefs about the
likely outcome of the task is not surprising, as similar effects are often encountered in sports

psychology (Hardy, Jones, & Gould, 1998). No attempt has been made to preferentially recruit
"sheep" for this experiment, as however most participants were unpaid volunteers, they were

primarily motivated to take part in the study out of personal interest in the topic. Therefore
most participants expressed positive beliefs regarding the potential existence of ESP-like inter¬
actions, and many reported having had personal experiences of events which they interpreted as

involving ESP, precognition, or other types of anomalous interactions with their environment.
The personal attitudes and beliefs of research participants are also known to be malleable to
a certain extent, by experimental demand characteristics and by the perceived attitudes and
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beliefs of the experimenter (e.g. Rosenthal, 1966). Therefore recruiting participants with such
characteristics as creative abilities and meditation experience, and suggesting that these may

be favourable attributes for psi performance, involves the additional advantage of reinforcing
participants' positive expectations as regards to the likely outcome of the experiment.

However, although participants with certain individual characteristics were specifically
encouraged to take part in this study, no volunteers where excluded if they did not match these
criteria, and all those who contacted us were readily invited to take part. Therefore participants
were entirely self-selected, and only volunteers with a history of epilepsy were excluded for safety
reasons.3 Pairs of volunteers sharing a close empathic relationship were specifically encouraged
to participate in the study, especially if they had experienced synchronicities or other incidents
relating to each other which they had interpreted as involving psi interactions. Although in
recruiting related participants we had encouraged pairs in different types of relationships to
take part, (e.g. lovers, friends, relatives), the majority of recruited pairs (9/13) were couples of
opposite gender in long-term relationships; of the remaining pairs three involved close friends,
and one was a mother-daughter pair.

Individual participants were also invited to take part, and were told that they would be
paired with someone whom they do not know. Only two-thirds of these single participants
were matched with a partner however, (those assigned to the Unrelated pairs group), whereas
the remaining one-third were not paired with another participant (those assigned to the Alone
group). The assignment of individual participants to either the Unrelated or Alone group, as

well as the pairing of participants in the Unrelated group was conducted pseudo-randomly.4

2.2.3 Induction of internal attention states

Another experimental variable which has received considerable attention in parapsychological
research, is the potential relevance of the participants' state of consciousness (or internal at¬
tention state) in the manifestation and detection of psi interactions.5 It has frequently been
noted that spontaneous ostensible psi experiences often tend to occur during alterations in
consciousness, such as those encountered in dreams, during meditation, or in hypnagogic and
drug-induced altered states (e.g. Parker, 1975; Alvarado, 1998; Luke & Kittenis, 2005). The
systematic exploration of internal states in relation to psi phenomena was initiated by Rhea
White (1964), with an article where she analysed introspective reports from a number of ex-

3Visual stimulation with repetitive flashes can potentially induce seizures in individuals
prone to photosensitive epilepsy (e.g. Hishikaw et al., 1967). Although the photic stimuli
administered in this study where presented at randomly timed intervals and therefore did not
have the periodicity normally required for inducing photosensitive seizures, it was preferable to
err on the side of caution and screen out any participants with a past history of epilepsy; only
one volunteer was excluded from the study for this reason.

4When each of the thirty-nine individual participants volunteered their name was written
on a small piece of paper which was then folded and added into a cup. The experimenter
also placed thirty-nine folded pieces of paper into another cup, thirteen of which carried the
designation "Alone", and the other twenty-six the designation "Unrelated". The name of a
volunteer was drawn blindly from the first cup, and a paper designating their assigned group
was drawn blindly from the other. The names of all participants assigned to the Unrelated
pairs group were subsequently placed into a third cup, and two names were blindly drawn from
this at a time to randomly form participant pairs.

5Within the context of this thesis the terms internal attention states and states of conscious¬
ness will be considered as synonymous and will be used interchangeably.
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ceptionally successful psi percipients, and concluded that mental and physical relaxation is a

common factor in their strategies for entering a psi receptive state of mind. In a review of
experimental ESP studies utilising relaxation and other manipulations of internal states, such
as meditation, sensory deprivation and hypnotic induction, Honorton (1977) concluded that
these procedures appear to enhance "psi-receptivity", as reflected by larger effect sizes in these
studies. Based on these findings, Honorton developed a model of the relationship between
sensory attenuation and psi receptivity to account for this effect, and concluded:

"Psi functioning is enhanced (i.e., is more easily detected and recognised) when
the receiver is in a state of sensory relaxation and is minimally influenced by
ordinary perception and proprioception." (Honorton, 1977)

Honorton conceptualised "psi" information as a weak signal, and human percipients as

potential detectors of this signal. His model suggested that reducing somatosensory stimula¬
tion (and conscious mental activity) is equivalent to reducing noise in the perceptual system,
which would therefore be expected to make the detection of a weak signal easier. Taking this
model into account, a progressive relaxation procedure was included as part of our experimental
protocol.

Honorton's noise-reduction model has been influential in the development of the ganzfeld
protocol, which has been widely adopted in psi research during the past three decades (see
Bern & Honorton, 1994; Milton & Wiseman, 1999, for reviews). The ganzfeld procedure typi¬
cally involves physically isolating participants in a sensorially shielded environment (usually a

soundproof, dimly-lit room), and some form of relaxation procedure is most often used at the
beginning of the session. The participant designated as the "receiver" is then be exposed to
the ganzfeld (German for "whole field"), by listening to white noise through headphones and
by wearing translucent eye shields, while diffused red light was most often used to illuminate
the room. The ganzfeld procedure was designed so that the participant's attention is directed
towards internal mentation processes, a desirable feature in that paradigm, as the task required
of the "receiver" is to attempt to perceive and verbalise impressions from the perceptual expe¬
rience of a distant "sender". This mentation report is then used to judge the similarity of its
content to the "target" (usually an image, video clip, or actual physical location) on which the
"sender" is concentrating.6

Although the development of the ganzfeld protocol had been, at least initially, guided
by the noise-reduction model, it is important to note that the procedure does not in fact
involve sensory deprivation, (which according to the model would be the ideal condition for the
detection of a weak signal), but constant stimulation of the visual and auditory sensory systems
with random noise. This stimulation with random, patternless noise, in effect starves the
perceptual system of any meaningful input, thereby inducing a state of perceptual deprivation.
Perhaps as a result of an attempt by the perceptual systems to compensate for the lack of
patterned stimulation, participants in the ganzfeld often report vivid dreamlike imagery and
other characteristic features of altered states of consciousness, such as mood alterations, altered
body image, or a distorted sense of time. These effects of ganzfeld exposure are well known; the
ganzfeld state was in fact first brought to the attention of psychological research due to reports

6Most commonly, four potential targets are chosen at random out of a pool of a hundred or

more, and one target is then chosen randomly out of these four to be used in the session. Various
forms of judging procedures have been used, although these usually involve blindly comparing
the similarity of the percipient's mentation report to each of the four potential targets.
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from pilots and sailors of perceptual alterations and hallucinations when traveling for prolonged
periods of time through clouds or deep fog (Zubek, 1969). Sensory deprivation is thought to
have similar effects, although it is considerably more difficult to induce in the laboratory (usually
requiring the use of a flotation/isolation tank), and very rarely occurs naturally.7 Therefore
the primary effect of ganzfeld exposure appears to be the induction of an altered state of
consciousness characterised by hallucinatory imagery, primarily in the visual modality (Piitz,
Braeunig, & Wackermann, 2006). This imagery is subjectively very similar to that experienced
in the hypnagogic/hypnopompic states encountered at the threshold between sleep and the
waking state (e.g. Mavromatis, 1987).8 Inducing such an altered state in participants would be
appropriate for experiments using the ganzfeld-ESP paradigm, not least because this procedure
generates prodigious amounts of internal imagery, which then constitutes the raw data of a
ganzfeld study in the form of the percipients' mentation reports.

The suitability of the ganzfeld state for the present study was tested in a series of pi¬
lot sessions (n = 6), in which certain variations in EEG recording and stimulus presentation
parameters were also tested. In these sessions participants were exposed to variations of a
ganzfeld-type perceptual deprivation procedure, involving auditory stimulation with white or

brown noise, and exposure to a homogeneous, patternless visual field. What quickly became
apparent in these sessions however was that many of our participants tended to drift into sleep,
especially if they were not being stimulated with photic flashes during the session. In the ab¬
sence of any additional stimulation, (and without the requirement for participants to verbalise
their experience, as is the case in the ganzfeld-ESP protocol), the combination of a relaxation
procedure and ganzfeld exposure appeared to decrease participants' arousal to the point of
readily inducing sleep.9 In addition to its propensity to induce sleep, the primary effect of the
ganzfeld state, i.e. the generation of internal visual imagery, may also be problematic in the
context of the present study. Vivid visual imagery will undoubtedly affect EEG activity, espe¬
cially in the visual areas, and this activity may interact in unpredictable ways with event-related
responses to visual stimuli. For these reasons the ganzfeld procedure was considered inappro¬
priate for this study; using no other sensory stimulation however after the relaxation induction
was also considered to be an unfavourable option, as this was likely to induce hypo-arousal,
and consequently also carried an increased risk of inducing sleep in our participants.

In searching for alternative procedures, the use of rhythmic auditory stimulation was

considered as a possibility. The use of percussion in shamanic cultures for inducing altered
states of consciousness is well documented (e.g. Neher, 1962; Winkelman, 1986), and rhythmic
auditory stimulation with drumming has also been used experimentally in parapsychological
research. In a study using a variant of the ganzfeld procedure, Symmons and Morris (1997)
stimulated participants with electronically-generated drumming at beat frequencies of 4 and
7Hz, together with visual stimulation with a homogeneous field; the authors reported significant

7For example, reduction in vision due to peripheral eye pathology is thought to underly
the visual hallucinations experienced by individuals with Charles Bonnet syndrome (Schultz &
Melzack, 1991).

8Although recent EEG research has revealed distinct differences between the electrophysio¬
logical signatures of these states (Wackermann, Piitz, Buchi, Strauch, & Lehmann, 2002)

9Nearly all relaxation techniques apply various interventions to prevent subjects from falling
asleep (Vaitl et ah, 2005). This was a particular risk in this study, especially as non-stimulated
participants will not be required to respond in any way during the test period when their partner
is photically stimulated, and as they will not be photically stimulated themselves.
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effects at both frequencies, and suggested that rhythmic auditory stimulation may be a useful
alternative to white noise in ganzfeld ESP experiments.

A series of pilot sessions were conducted in order to test the suitability of rhythmic auditory
stimulation for this study (n = 5), in which after the relaxation period participants listened
to a recording of live drumming at a stable beat frequency (described in section 2.2.3.2). This
stimulus appeared to be effective in maintaining a sufficient level of arousal to keep participants
awake throughout the session, and subjective reports from the participants were also largely
positive; their qualitative impression of the effects of the drumming was that it was well-suited
for facilitating a state of consciousness where they could remain focused and alert throughout
the session, and some commented that knowing that their partners were listening to the same

drum-beat helped them maintain awareness of each other.
This section has so far documented the process of developing an experimental procedure for

the induction of an appropriate state of consciousness and level of psychophysiological arousal
in our participants. We have qualified what constitutes a suitable attention/arousal state in
the context of this experiment on two criteria: a state that objectively1 maintains a low level
of psychophysiological arousal which is however above the threshold of sleep onset, and also
one that participants find subjectively to be suitable for the purpose of the study.10 As the
combination of a relaxation procedure followed by drumming fulfills both these criteria, this
was eventually adopted as part of our experimental procedure which is described in more detail
below.

2.2.3.1 Relaxation procedure

A relaxation induction procedure was specifically developed for this experiment, and was

recorded into audio format (the full transcript can be found in Appendix C). This proce¬

dure primarily involves a sequence of progressive relaxation instructions aiming to induce deep
physical and mental relaxation, and was presented simultaneously to both participants of each
pair at the start of their session. As part of our general intention to facilitate a similar state
of consciousness in participant pairs, a number of more specific suggestions were also incorpo¬
rated into this relaxation procedure. For example, participants were encouraged to maintain an

awareness of their partner throughout the session, and were reminded that they were simulta¬
neously listening to the same audio recording and would continue to do so until the end of the
session11. Participants were reminded of the purpose of the experiment in order to facilitate
an intentional attitude, but were also encouraged to surrender to their experience during the
session, and to relinquish any conscious effort to achieve a specific goal.

10It is assumed that the purpose of this study (at least in respect to the participants' percep¬
tion of their task), is to establish some form of distant psychophysiological interaction between
the isolated partners of each pair. This is admittedly a vague and possibly inaccurate assump¬
tion about what mechanism(s) may in fact underly the effects identified in previous studies.
We have tentatively adopted it in this study primarily as a guiding metaphor for designing
the experimental procedure, particularly in terms of how the experiment is conceptualised and
presented to the participants.

11The same instructions were given to Unrelated participant pairs, as well as to Alone par¬
ticipants not matched with a partner.
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2.2.3.2 Drumming
After this relaxation procedure participants listened to an audio recording of shamanic drum¬
ming throughout the experimental part of the session (i.e. during the presentation of photic
stimuli to one of the two participants). This was a recording from two drummers playing
single-headed frame drums, with the drums facing each other in order to optimise natural re¬
verberation (Rutherford & Charing, 2001). The drum rhythm was relatively constant in beat
frequency throughout the session, which ranged between 1.5-2 beats-per-second (bps); as this
was a recording of live drumming, some variation in beat frequency is to be expected. Due to
such natural variations in beat frequency across time and between the two drummers, the two
drum rhythms weave in and out of phase with each other throughout the recording, and this
forms a combined rhythm which appears to be unpredictable, even though it is fairly constant in
frequency. The phase interplay between the two drummers, as well as the reverberation between
the two drums and small variations in pitch across beats, add additional layers of complexity
to the rhythm. This particular recording was chosen, as although the rhythm has a largely
constant frequency (used to maintain a stable state of consciousness for an extended period
of time), the subtle complexity and unpredictability of the rhythm can also help to maintain
the listeners' interest and attention, whereas a simple, periodic (i.e. fixed-frequency) rhythm
could have easily induced boredom. It is also well known that periodic auditory stimulation
can increase the amplitude of EEG rhythms at the beat frequency, what has sometimes been
called "auditory driving" (Neher, 1961). Therefore an additional reason for not using a strictly
periodic rhythm is to avoid the possibility of entraining the resting EEG of participants to the
beat frequency. Such entrainment could potentially complicate the analysis of the results, as it
would be likely to increase variability in the amplitude and morphology of visual evoked poten¬

tials; photic flashes delivered in phase with the positive peaks of this entrained rhythm would
produce higher-amplitude EPs compared to flashes delivered in phase with negative peaks, and
this would therefore increase overall variability in the amplitude of EPs to randomly presented
stimuli (Intriligator & Polich, 1995). Spectral analysis of the drumming audio track (see Fig.
2.1) revealed no stable low-frequency rhythms, and identifiable peaks can only be found at « 90
and 120Hz.

2.2.4 Procedure

The design and purpose of the experiment was described to participants before their session,
and information regarding the design was only withheld from Alone participants, who were

falsely told that they were matched with another participant whom they would meet at the
end of the session. As well as test sessions, where one participant (or none, in the case of the
Alone group) was pliotically stimulated while EEG was recorded from the other non-stimulated
subject, each participant also took part in an individual session, in which they were directly
photically stimulated while their own EEG was recorded. Individual sessions were sometimes
conducted before, and sometimes after the test session, depending on practical considerations
and the preference of the participants.
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Figure 2.1: Frequency spectrum of the drumming audio recording.

2.2.4.1 Related pairs

Related pairs of participants decided amongst themselves who was to be the stimulated and who
the non-stimulated subject, either by mutual choice, or pseudo-randomly (i.e. with a coin-toss)
if they had no preference. They were asked to spend up to 15 minutes alone together before
the session, during which time their aim would be to enhance their awareness of each other and
attempt to cultivate "a shared empathic state of mind". Some activities which could possibly
help them achieve this state were suggested, such as joint meditation, synchronised breathing,
physical touch, gazing into each other's eyes, or by exchanging personal items (e.g. jewellery),
but they were primarily encouraged to use whatever activity felt most appropriate for them
both. They were somewhat discouraged from interacting verbally during this period, and were

given the option to burn some incense while in the room together, which they could also take
in their respective separate experimental rooms. This was introduced as an optional sensory
stimulus, which could potentially act as a memory cue helping them maintain their awareness
of each other into the experimental period; odours are often extremely potent memory cues, an

observation most famously described by Marcel Proust (1934) in his "Remembrance of Things
Past".12 A common odour in the participants' respective rooms would also make their sensory
environments more similar. Participants were given a choice between several different types of
incense, and most (although not all) pairs opted to use some.

After their time alone together, Related participants went to their respective experimental
rooms on their own, and did not interact with the experimenter (or anyone else), until after

12Contemporary neuroscience appears to support this observation, and further suggests that
odours seem particularly effective in evoking the emotional elements of memories. For exam¬
ple, an fMRI study has indicated that the subjective experience of the emotional potency of
memories correlates with specific activation in the amygdala, and this activity is greater in
magnitude when memories are evoked using odours, compared to when the same memories are
evoked using visual cues (Herz, Eliassen, Beland, & Souza, 2004).
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the end of the session. Stimulated participants (who were not wearing an electrode cap) helped
their partners connect the electrode cap they were wearing to the EEG amplifier and to put
on the headphones, closed the door of their room, and then went to their own room, closed
the door and put on the LED glasses and headphones. The experimenter could see when the
non-stimulated participant had settled in from their EEG trace, and gave the other participant
a few more minutes to settle down into their own room. The experimenter made sure both
doors were securely closed and initiated the session.

2.2.4.2 Unrelated pairs

Participants other than those in the Related pairs group, (i.e. 39 of the 65 subjects), had
volunteered individually to take part in the study, and were pseudo-randomly allocated to
either the Unrelated or Alone groups. Two-thirds of these individual participants (i.e. n=26)
were pseudo-randomly matched into pairs to form the Unrelated pairs group. These pairs did
not know each other prior to the experiment, and did not meet each other until after the end
of the session. Within pairs each participant was pseudo-randomly designated to be either the
stimulated or the non-stimulated partner. The non-stimulated participant (who was to have
their EEG recorded during the joint session) was asked to arrive at the laboratory earlier than
their partner, in order to have the electrode cap fitted and to have their individual session
recorded (involving direct photic stimulation).13 When the subject who was to be photically
stimulated arrived at the laboratory, he/she was led to their room without having any contact
(visual or otherwise) with their non-stimulated partner; at the end of the session participants
were introduced to each other.

2.2.4.3 Alone group

Participants in the Alone group were not matched with a stimulated partner, although they
were told that they would be paired with another participant whom they would meet after the
experiment (i.e. as participants in the Unrelated group were told). Therefore these were all
non-stimulated participants, and while photic flashes were delivered according to the standard
procedure, in this group no participant was present in the other room to observe the flashes.
After the session the experimenter gave these participants a full debrief and explained the
reasons for the deception.

2.2.4.4 Timeline of procedure

At the beginning of each session the progressive relaxation instructions were played to partici¬
pants; this recording lasted for approximately 11 minutes, and was followed by the drumming
recording which lasted for approximately 15 minutes. Two minutes after the start of the drum¬
ming randomised photic stimulation was initiated, and lasted for an average of 11.7 minutes
(the actual session length depending on the cumulative duration of the randomly chosen inter-
stimulus intervals). At the end of the experimental part of the session, (after all photic stimuli

13For practical reasons, in the Unrelated pairs group the non-stimulated participant always
had their individual session before the joint session, while the stimulated participant had their
individual session afterwards (either immediately after the joint session, or they would come
back another day if they preferred). In the Related pairs group this varied according to the
participants' preferences and relevant practical considerations.
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had been presented), the volume of the drumming gradually faded out, and participants lis¬
tened to another recording of verbal instructions for ~2-3 minutes. These instructions alerted
the participants to the approaching end of the session, and facilitated their gradual return to
their ordinary waking state of consciousness (see Appendix C).

2.2.5 Equipment and laboratory configuration
2.2.5.1 EEG system and parameters

A portable NuAmps EEG system (Neuroscan, USA), was used for data acquisition and analysis.
The NuAmps EEG amplifier has forty unipolar analog input channels, from which it samples
simultaneously at a user-selected frequency between 125-1000Hz with 22bit A/D resolution. The
full scale of its input range is ±130mV and its input impedance is >80Mf2. It uses optical signal
isolation for the input channels, and accepts digital TTL inputs (+5V logic) for marking the
timing of events on the EEG recording, which are also electrically isolated from the participant
and EEG channels. The NuAmps amplifier was connected via USB to a laptop PC running
SCAN 4.3.1 (Neuroscan, USA), a software package with two primary modules, Acquire, which
is used for data acquisition, and Edit, used for offline data analysis.

Thirty monopolar EEG channels were recorded at a 500Hz sampling rate from the following
electrode sites: Fpl, Fp2, Fz, F3, F4, F7, F8, FCz, FC3, FC4, FT7, FT8, Cz, C3, C4, T7, T8,
CPz, CP3, CP4, TP7, TP8, Pz, P3, P4, P7, P8, Oz, 01 and 02, with averaged ears used as

reference. A 50Hz bandstop filter was used, and the bandpass filter range was l-100Hz. An
electrode cap (QuikCap by Neuroscan, USA) was used for electrode placement together with
clip ear electrodes; all electrodes were sintered Ag/AgCl.

2.2.5.2 Photic stimuli: materials and parameters

A variety of sensory stimuli have been used in the studies reviewed in Chapter 1 in order
to produce EEG responses in stimulated participants; these included trains of photic flashes
(Rebert & Turner, 1974), electric shocks (Tart, 1963), single photic flashes (Millar, 1979a), and
a checkerboard-reversal pattern (Wackermann et al., 2003). Photic flashes have generally been
preferred, as there is less of a risk for sensory leakage with visual compared to auditory stimuli
(although some early studies had used stroboscopes to deliver the flashes, which also produce
sounds when flashing).

Randomly timed single photic flashes delivered by light-emitting diodes (LEDs) were used
as photic stimuli in this study. A checkerboard reversal pattern was used as a visual stimulus
in the Wackermann et al. (2003) study which we are attempting to replicate, and one reason

for choosing a different visual stimulus was in order to introduce sufficient differences between
our respective designs, so that the present study would constitute a conceptual rather than
an exact replication of that study. Using photic flashes triggered by LEDs also carries certain
technical and methodological advantages however. For example, presenting a checkerboard
reversal pattern would most likely require the use of a computer monitor, and there are certain
limitations in the timing accuracy with which stimuli can be presented on screen (associated
with the screen refresh rate of monitors), whereas the timing of presentation of LED flashes can

be controlled with far more accuracy14. Perhaps more importantly, there are issues involving

14A screen refresh rate of 75Hz for example would give a temporal resolution of ~ 13.3ms,
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the emission of electromagnetic radiation from computer monitors which need to be taken
into account, as it is crucial that the possibility of sensory leakage between participants, and
electromagnetic leakage between equipment, is eliminated as much as possible. By contrast,
LEDs emit virtually no electromagnetic radiation (i.e. other than light); this was tested in pilot
sessions where a recording was taken using the EEG amplifier, from a closed-loop unshielded
cable surrounding the LEDs while flashes were being triggered. This recording revealed no

signs of electromagnetic interference associated with the flashes (in frequencies < 500Hz), even
when several hundred flash-related epochs were averaged together. One final advantage of
using LED flashes as stimuli is that these can be delivered through closed eyelids; recording
EEG from participants with eyes closed is preferable, as this minimises ocular artefacts which
could otherwise contaminate the recording and would need to be removed offline, with potential
distortion of the signal and loss of data due to the rejection of noisy epochs.

To present photic stimuli, a pair of dark glasses fitted with eight white (clear) light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) was used, made by Photosonix (USA); four phosphor-coated GaN LEDs were

fixed inside each lens in a diamond-shaped arrangement. The luminance of each set of four
LEDs at a distance of 1cm (« the distance from the eyes) was lOOOLux (Lumen/m2)15, and the
emission spectrum can be seen in Figure 2.2. Although a blue peak is evident in the spectrum,
flashes from the LEDs appeared to human observers as a cool, clear white light, with no visible
colour hue.
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Figure 2.2: Emission spectrum of the white LEDs used in the experiment. A peak of blue
light (« 465 nanometers) which is directly emitted by the GaN LED can be seen, as well as the
broader spectrum emitted by the phosphor coating (« 500 — 700nm).

Each photic flash was presented for a duration of 80ms. LED flashes were triggered using
TTL pulses (+5V logic) delivered from the parallel port of a computer running a script-driven
program (Inquisit by Millisecond Software).

whereas presenting flashes with LEDs (using our equipment configuration; see below) would
provide a timing accuracy of < 2ms.

15Approximately 5-10% of light reaches the retina through closed eyelids (Shneerson, 2005).
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2.2.5.3 Randomised presentation of photic stimuli

Inquisit is a software package for psychological experimentation, and was specifically chosen for
its ability to provide time-accurate stimulus presentation in a Windows OS environment. As
Windows is not a real-time operating system, it may introduce anomalies into stimulus presenta¬
tion times and response latency measurements, which can be problematic when millisecond-scale
accuracy is important (as is the case with EEG recordings). Although no software package run¬

ning under Windows can guarantee perfectly accurate timing, some applications can take steps
that make timing anomalies very rare. Inquisit has been independently tested by researchers at
the University of Ghent, Belgium, using FASTLOG, a program they have developed for testing
the timing accuracy of PC experimentation software (De Clercq, Crombez, Buysse, & Roeyers,
2003). The relative difference between the timing data given by Inquisit and their system never

exceeded 1.84ms in these tests, and in most cases was < lrns.
A command script was written which instructed Inquisit to control the randomised pre¬

sentation of photic and control stimuli (see Appendix D for the command script used in this
experiment). A pseudo-random algorithm16 (L'Ecuyer, 1994) is used by Inquisit to repetitively
select with equal probability (p = .5) one of two events: photic events involve the delivery of
two synchronous electric (TTL) pulses, one of which is directed to the LED glasses and triggers
a photic flash, while the other is directed to the EEG recording amplifier and is used to mark
the timing of each flash on the EEG record. Control events involve only one TTL pulse which
is used to mark the EEG record (i.e. no concurrent photic flashes are presented with these
events); therefore control events can be seen as random samples of EEG activity during periods
when neither participant was photically stimulated.

One-hundred-and-eighty-six (186) events were presented during each test session; therefore
on average, one would expect 50% of these (93) to be photic flashes, and 50% to be control
events. In order to avoid possible learning and anticipatory effects events were sampled with
replacement (i.e. selection probabilities were always p = .5 for each event type, regardless
of how many times it had already been selected during each session), therefore the actual
number of photic and control events presented varied between sessions. The same algorithm
was used to randomise the duration of interstimulus intervals (ISIs), which ranged between
3 and 6 seconds in half-second steps, with the mean ISI being 4.5s. ISIs were also selected
using replacement sampling, with equal selection probabilities (p = .142) for each of the seven

possible ISIs. The mean duration of the stimulation period would therefore be expected to

approximate 13.1 minutes, although (due to replacement sampling of ISIs) the actual duration
varied from session to session. During individual sessions, (involving direct photic stimulation
of each participant while their own EEG was being recorded), one-hundred-and-thirty-six (136)
stimuli were presented, (on average, sixty-eight of each type), with the same range and mean

of randomly chosen inter-stimulus intervals.

2.2.5.4 Laboratory layout and equipment connections

A diagram of the laboratory can be seen in Fig. 2.3, and a diagram showing the connections
between equipment can be found in Fig. 2.4. The computer performing the stimulus ran¬

domisation was directly connected to the LED glasses in order to trigger photic flashes, and to
the EEG amplifier in order to provide photic and control event markers to the EEG recording.

16This algorithm uses the system clock for seeding.
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Figure 2.3: Diagram of laboratory; double wall lines signify sound-shealded rooms.

Figure 2.4: Diagram of equipment and connections.
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Event marker inputs to the NuAmps EEG amplifier are electrically isolated from the participant
and the EEG recording channels, protecting against contamination of the EEG record from the
TTL pulses used to provide event markers, or of inadvertently cuing the participants as to
the existence and timing of events. No auditory or visual cues are emitted from the amplifier
which could indicate the presence of the triggers to the participants. The audio recording of
the relaxation procedure and drumming was played to both participants through headphones
using a shared one-way audio link (stereo).

This section describes the process of selecting the dependent variable to be used for the quan¬

titative analysis of our data, and of developing the operational definition to be used for testing
the experimental hypothesis. To guide this process, EEG recordings from individual sessions
where participants were photically stimulated directly were analysed first, in order to identify
the electrophysiological characteristics of ordinary event-related EEG responses to the photic
stimuli we were using.

2.3.1 Event related potentials
The most widely used method for identifying event-related responses in EEG activity is to
calculate event related potentials (ERPs) (or evoked potentials (EPs), as they are alternatively
called).17 ERPs are calculated through the additive averaging of a number of epochs of EEG
sampled at times when stimuli were presented. These epochs are time-locked to the moment
of stimulus presentation (for example, each epoch could range between 500ms pre-stimulus
and 1000ms post-stimulus, where 0ms was the moment the stimulus was presented), therefore
through the point-to-point averaging of a large number of such epochs, brain electrical activity
which is directly related to the stimulus is additively selected, whereas "background" oscillatory
EEG activity not related to the stimulus is attenuated. Such signal processing through averaging
is most often necessary to reveal the evoked potentials, as these are usually on the order of
microvolts, whereas spontaneous EEG activity is usually in the order of tens of microvolts
(Coles & Rugg, 1996). ERPs can be calculated as:

where N = total number of trials, and = the jth sample of the ith trial of the data
(Kalcher & Pfurtscheller, 1995).

ERPs recorded from the scalp represent electrical fields related to the synchronous activity
of large populations of neurons, although there is considerable debate at the moment regarding
the precise neural mechanism(s) underlying the generation of evoked potentials.18 The mean

17We will use the terms ERPs and EPs interchangeably to refer to the same method, as
described in this section.
18This issue is not directly relevant at this point, but will be discussed in the following chapter.

2.3 Measures of EEG activity

(2.1)
i=1
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evoked potential at electrode Oz for n = 39 participants during direct photic stimulation can

be seen in Figure 2.5.19
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Figure 2.5: Average evoked potential during direct photic stimulation (solid red line) and
control periods (dotted blue line) at electrode Oz. Group mean for n = 39 participants, with
an average of 68 presented stimuli per subject. Photic stimuli were presented at t = 0ms for
80ms.

To a large extent, ERP research into cognitive processes involves the classification of ERP
components (such as the latency of prominent peak and troughs), and the comparison of such
components after experimental manipulations of stimulus characteristics or task demands. It is
not relevant to the aims of this study to attempt to identify all the components involved in the
ERP responses to the photic stimuli we have used, but it will be useful to distinguish between
two classes of components. Those whose characteristics depend on the physical properties of the
stimuli have been termed exogenous, or sensory components, and those whose characteristics
depend on factors related to the subjects and the nature of their interaction with the environ¬
ment, (such as attention, expectation, or the nature of processing required by a stimulus), have
been called endogenous, or cognitive components (Coles & Rugg, 1996). This distinction has
proved to be somewhat oversimplified however, as almost all 'exogenous' components can be
modified by cognitive manipulations, and many of the 'endogenous' components can be affected
by aspects of the stimulus eliciting conditions. Coles and Rugg (1996) have suggested that it
would be more accurate to conceive of an endogenous-exogenous dimension, which is roughly
coextensive with time; therefore early ERP components that occur within the first 100ms after
stimulus presentation tend to be exogenous, whereas components occurring later tend to be
more endogenous. According to this distinction, the first positive deflection in Figure 2.5 which
peaks at sa 100ms (P100) is most likely to represent a sensory (exogenous) component, whereas

19In accordance with the conventions of ERP literature, in graphs showing ERPs the y-axis is
displayed with positive values at the bottom. Subsequent graphs not showing ERPs will follow
the engineering convention of displaying positive values at the top of the y-axis.
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the negative deflection at 250ms (N250) and the P500 are more likely to represent cognitive
(endogenous) components.

2.3.2 Event-related changes in the frequency domain
2.3.2.1 Induced event-related band power

Evoked potentials calculated as described above, only reflect event-related brain activity which
is phase-locked to the stimulus, that is, activity with fixed-latency and fixed-polarity across

epochs in respect to stimulus onset. Phase-locked activity is not the only type of event-related
change found in brain dynamics however; Hans Berger (1929) was the first to observe that
certain events can attenuate (or desynchronise) the ongoing oscillatory brain activity. 'Alpha-
blocking' for example, is a reduction in spectral alpha power in response to a stimulus, which
reflects the event-related attenuation of ongoing alpha rhythms. Such event-related changes can
be said to be time-locked to the event, but they are not phase-locked, (as the alpha oscillations
have no fixed-latency or fixed-polarity relationship to stimulus onset), and therefore cannot be
extracted by averaging. These changes can be detected by frequency analysis, and in the case of
alpha blocking, the effect is often prominent enough to be readily observable on the raw EEG
trace.20 Alpha desynchronisation in response to a stimulus (or action, such as opening the
eyes), is probably the best known phenomenon in human electroencephalography, and it is also
comparatively well understood (e.g. see Shaw, 2003). The alpha rhythm is considered to be
generated by large groups of neurons firing in synchrony, and such large-scale synchronisation
typically occurs when no active information processing is required of these neuronal groups;
for example, a large-amplitude alpha rhythm typically appears in the parieto-occipital region
when the eyes are closed. When the need to actively process information arises, such as when
a stimulus is presented, these neural oscillations become desynchronised, and their summed
electrical potential recorded on the scalp is thereby reduced. This desynchronisation of large-
scale neural oscillations is related to the synchronisation of activity in smaller aggregates of
neurons, which is the hallmark of active information processing (Walter, 1950).

Although several methods have been suggested for quantifying event-related changes in the
amplitude of (non-phased-locked) oscillatory activity, the intertrial variance method proposed
by Kalcher and Pfurtscheller (1995) has been the most widely adopted. This method first
involves bandbass filtering of the epoched EEG data within the frequency band of interest, and
then calculating the point-to-point intertrial variance:

where N = total number of trials, = the jth sample of the ith trial of the bandpass
filtered data, and Xf(j) = mean of data at the jth sample (averaged over all bandpass filtered
trials) (Kalcher & Pfurtscheller, 1995).

20This was the method used in one of the first studies to look at possible event-related EEG
correlations between distant subjects (Duane & Behrendt, 1965); as discussed in the previous
chapter however, visual inspection of the raw EEG for alpha suppression is obviously a poor
choice of dependent variable.

i=N

(2.2)
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Due to phase differences in oscillatory activity between epochs, high-amplitude activity
results in high intertrial variance values, and low-amplitude activity results in lower values; if
an event therefore attenuates or enhances the amplitude of oscillatory activity at a fixed point
in time across epochs, the point-to-point intertrial variance between epochs will reflect such
changes with considerable sensitivity. Kalcher and Pfurtscheller (1995) have suggested using
the term induced activity in order to discriminate this measure from evoked (i.e. phase-locked)
responses.

Figure 2.6 shows the changes in induced alpha power in response to direct photic stimu¬
lation at Oz for n = 39 participants in Study 1 (i.e. this was calculated from the same data
from which the ERP shown in Fig. 2.5 was also calculated). The waveform in Fig. 2.6 shows
a typical example of the alpha desynchronisation response, where a dramatic attenuation of
alpha activity follows the presentation of the photic stimulus. This response starts soon after
stimulus onset, reaches a maximum at « 250ms, and returns to a pre-stimulus baseline level at
« 900ms after stimulus presentation.

The main advantage of this method over previously suggested measures for calculating
event-related changes in the frequency domain, is that the intertrial variance measure only
quantifies non-phase-locked activity, as the mean (which represents evoked activity) is sub¬
tracted from each trial, whereas in former methods both phase-locked and non-phase-locked
activity contributed to the band power changes. The development of this method has enabled
the independent calculation of event-related changes in evoked and induced activity within dis¬
crete frequency bands, and a growing number of studies have been using it to investigate a wide
variety of sensory, cognitive and motor processes, looking at band-specific evoked and induced
components, separately or in parallel (e.g. Pfurtscheller & Silva, 1999; Klimesch, Doppelmayr,
Rohm, Pollhuber, & Stadler, 2000). One of the first and most interesting observations in these
studies, was that the same task or sensory stimulus may result in the desynchronisation of
induced alpha, and at the same time, in the synchronisation of evoked alpha activity (Klimesch
et al., 2000).

2.3.2.2 Evoked event-related band power

Evoked alpha activity refers to phase-locked, event-related activity within the alpha band, which
is calculated through the additive averaging of the (alpha) bandpass filtered EEG epochs. These
are therefore also often referred to as alpha ERPs, as they are calculated in the same way as

evoked potentials, using however only the alpha band activity rather than the broader-spectrum
EEG;21 evoked-alpha activity can therefore be described as the specific alpha-band component
of the general ERP (Kalcher & Pfurtscheller, 1995). The evoked-alpha activity in response to
direct photic stimulation was calculated as described above, with two additional steps after
averaging: squaring the voltage data to obtain power values, and calculating the envelope of
the resulting waveform (see Fig. 2.7).

This measure shows a steep rise in evoked-a band power immediately following stimulation
with photic flashes, which reaches a peak at « 228ms, and returns to a pre-stimulus baseline
level «500ms after stimulus presentation. When the evoked-a response to photic stimulation
seen in Fig. 2.7 is compared to the induced-a response in Fig. 2.6, what has been called an

21EEG epochs used to calculate standard ERPs are also normally bandpass-filtered, although
usually within a broader frequency range, such as between l-30Hz.
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ms

Figure 2.6: Induced (non-phase-locked) alpha band power during direct photic stimulation
(solid red line) and control periods (dotted blue line) at electrode Oz. Group mean for n = 39
participants, with an average of 68 presented stimuli per subject. Photic stimuli were presented
at t = Oms for 80ms.
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Figure 2.7: Evoked (phase-locked) alpha band power during direct photic stimulation (solid
red line) and control periods (dotted blue line) at electrode Oz. Group mean for n = 39
participants, with an average of 68 presented stimuli per subject. Photic stimuli were presented
at f = Oms for 80ms.
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apparent 'paradox' (Klimesch et al., 2000) can be observed; that is, a decrease in induced-
cx power and a simultaneous increase in evoked-a power in response to the same stimulus.
As has been mentioned earlier, the attenuation of induced-cx activity is considered to reflect
the desynchronisation of large-scale alpha oscillations, due to active information processing
prompted by the stimulus. The increase in evoked-oc activity on the other hand, has been
shown to be related to a transient phase-locking of alpha sub-bands in response to the stimulus
(Klimesch et al., 2000). Although this had at first appeared to be a paradox, closer observation
has revealed that these responses serve functionally distinct purposes, and whereas induced-
cx. desynchronisation is associated with cognitive information processing (with different alpha
sub-bands serving different functions) (Klimesch, 1999), evoked-cx synchronisation appears to
be primarily involved in sensory processing, and has been shown to have a strong influence on

the early components of ERPs (Basar, 1999). Therefore the distinction in the functional roles
of evoked and induced alpha responses, appears to follow the exogenous-endogenous dichotomy
of sensory and cognitive functions, also found in the early and later components in ERPs
respectively.

2.3.3 Selection of EEG parameter as dependent variable
Three different measures of event-related changes in EEG activity commonly observed in re¬

sponse to photic stimulation have been described so far: event-related potentials, and event-
related changes in induced-alpha and evoked-alpha activity. There are several other parameters
of EEG activity which also show changes following sensory stimulation, such as induced and
evoked event-related changes in the theta, delta and beta bands, as well as changes in event-
related coherence. These variables have not been investigated as extensively as event-related
changes in the alpha band however, and their functional significance is still relatively poorly
understood. For the purposes of this study, we have therefore constrained our search for a

parameter of EEG activity to be used as the dependent variable within the three measures

described above; the discussion which follows details the rationale for our eventual choice of
one of these measures to be used for the quantitative evaluation of the experimental hypothesis.

Previous studies investigating the possibility of event-related correlations in EEG activ¬
ity between isolated participants have employed as their dependent variable either measures
of alpha desynchronisation (i.e. event-related changes in induced-cx activity), or the standard
(i.e. broad-spectrum) evoked potentials. Changes in induced-cx activity have only been used
in a small number of early studies, while later studies have tended to favour measures based
on evoked potentials. As can be seen in Fig. 2.5 however, the waveforms of evoked potentials
are relatively complex in structure, and contain a number of components with different func¬
tional associations. This characteristic of ERPs is an advantage in cognitive psychophysiology,
where experimental variables can be manipulated in order to disentangle the functional signif¬
icance of the various components, which could then lead to practical and theoretical advances.
Within the context of the present study however, where we are primarily concerned with the
question of whether a series of sensory events can be shown to be associated with identifiable
changes in EEG activity, the structural complexity of the ERP and the wealth of information
contained within it may needlessly complicate our task. As can be seen in Figs. 2.6 and 2.7,
the waveforms of event-related changes in induced and evoked alpha activity are structurally
relatively simple, and occur within a shorter time frame; induced-a responses are completed
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within 900ms post-stimulus and evoked-a responses within 500ms post-stimulus, whereas the
ERP waveform does not return to a pre-stimulus baseline level until 1500ms after stimulus
presentation. The structural simplicity and brief temporal evolution of induced and evoked
responses is a considerable advantage within the context of this study, as this simplifies the
quantification and comparison of activity during photic and control epochs. We have therefore
decided to further limit our search for a suitable dependent variable in this study to evoked and
induced event-related changes in alpha activity.

In a survey of the relevant literature on induced and evoked alpha activity, several factors
were taken into account in considering which to adopt as our dependent variable. One difference
between these two measures has already been mentioned; induced activity is largely associated
with active (cognitive) information processing, whereas evoked activity is more closely related
to sensory processing (Klimesch et al., 2000). We have no theoretical reasons to expect any
anomalous correlations in EEG activity to manifest preferentially in one or the other of these
domains, and previous studies have not addressed this issue. Such correlations have reportedly
been observed using either of these measures, but the few early studies which employed mea¬

sures of induced activity were, on the whole, poorly designed and lacking in adequate controls,
while most of the stronger evidence for such correlations has appeared in later studies using
evoked measures. Additionally, in studies using evoked measures and which have also reported
the latency of the observed correlated activity (e.g. Grinberg-Zylberbaum et ah, 1994), such
correlations most often appeared to manifest soon after stimulus presentation; if we assume that
this is indeed a stable and reliable characteristic of such anomalous correlations, this would ar¬

gue in favour of using evoked-a measures, as these preferentially reflect early components of
ERPs (Klimesch et al., 2000).22

Further investigation of the characteristics of induced-a activity has provided additional
reasons to consider this as a less suitable candidate for a dependent variable in this study. For
example, event-related changes in induced-a activity have been shown to demonstrate much
higher inter-individual variability than evoked responses, which can be attributed, at least in
part, to large individual differences in ongoing alpha activity (Shaw, 2003). Such large individual
differences can be observed not only in the amplitude of the resting alpha rhythm, but also in
the peak frequency of the alpha rhythm across individuals. For example, whereas one individual
may have a resting alpha rhythm which is maximal at 7.5Hz, another may show a rhythm with
maximal power at 13.5Hz, and therefore large portions of alpha band power in these individuals
will fall outside a fixed alpha frequency window of 8-13Hz. For this reason, studies investigating
event-related changes in induced-a activity have increasingly tended to adjust the definition of
the alpha band on a subject-specific basis, and have termed this the individual alpha frequency
(IAF) (Doppelmayr, Klimesch, Pachinger, & Ripper, 1998). Additionally, as evidence has
accumulated suggesting that certain frequency sub-bands within the extended (induced) alpha
band correspond to different cognitive processes, there is a growing tendency to divide the IAF
band to three smaller sub-bands (lower-1 alpha, lower-2 alpha and upper alpha), and to study
these separately according to their functional relevance (Klimesch, Dopplemayr, Russegger,
Pachinger, & Schwaiger, 1998).

Adopting such a strategy of determining the individual alpha band for each subject in
this study, and further sub-dividing this into narrower sub-bands, would make the analysis of
the results unnecessarily cumbersome, and appears to be ill-suited for the primary purpose

22This can also be seen in our own data, by comparing the waveforms in figures 2.5 and 2.7.
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of the study. It is most likely that this purpose would be better served by using a measure

based on evoked-a activity, which is comparatively insensitive to individual differences in alpha
rhythms, and demonstrates much lower inter-individual variability in event-related responses.

An additional reason for giving preference to measures of evoked-a activity as our dependent
variable, concerns differences in the topographical distribution of activity between evoked-a
and induced-a event-related responses; plots of these distributions can be seen in Figure 2.8.

(a) Induced alpha band power desynchronisation in response to photic stimulation.

Kt)(i)oa§#6:
-100ms 0ms +100ms +200ms +300ms +400 ms +500ms +600ms +700ms +800msao

(b) Evoked alpha band power synchronisation in response to photic stimulation.

Figure 2.8: A 2-D plot of the topographical distribution of induced-a and evoked-a event-
related activity in response to direct photic stimulation across the thirty-electrode array. Group
mean for n = 39 participants, with an average of 68 presented stimuli per subject. Photic stimuli
were presented at t = Oms for 80ms.

The top graph (Fig. 2.8a) shows the topographical distribution of event-related changes
in induced-a activity in response to photic stimulation, across the thirty-electrode array from
which we were recording. During the pre-stimulus period, activity from the ongoing (i.e. "rest¬
ing") alpha rhythm is prominently visible in the parieto-occipital area; following stimulus pre¬

sentation, this induced (non-phase-locked) alpha activity is reduced and nearly disappears, and
gradually returns to pre-stimulus levels after « 800ms. The bottom graph (Fig. 2.8b) shows
the topographical distribution of evoked-alpha responses to photic stimulation. This shows a

sharp increase in evoked (phase-locked) alpha power following stimulation, which originates
in the occipital area and spreads throughout most of the cortex, returning to a pre-stimulus
baseline level of activity « 500ms later. In comparing these graphs, induced-a responses to
photic stimulation can be described as a desynchronisation of ongoing (i.e. "resting") alpha
oscillations which are primarily localised in posterior areas, whereas evoked-a responses (which
are thought to reflect a transient phase-locking of alpha sub-bands), are more global in topo¬
graphical distribution. This difference would appear to favour the use of evoked-a measures,

especially as induced-a responses have been shown to have considerable inter-individual vari¬
ability, not only in magnitude and latency, but also in topographical distribution (Burgess &
Gruzelier, 1996). Another reason to consider the wider topographical distribution of evoked-a
responses as a favourable characteristic concerns the use of a global measure of multi-channel
EEG activity in this study, as is described in following section. For the reasons described
above, a measure of evoked-a activity was adopted as the dependent variable to be used for
the quantitative evaluation of the experimental hypothesis; a qualitative assessment of evoked
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potentials and induced-a responses will also be presented in later sections for the purpose of
exploratory analysis.

Multi-channel EEG from thirty scalp electrodes was recorded in this study, therefore a number
of different options are available in considering how to summarise this data and use it for
quantitative analysis. A common practice in EEG/ERP literature for example, is to select a
few electrodes that are of particular interest (e.g. due to past empirical findings or for theoretical
reasons), or to group together electrodes from functionally or anatomically distinct cortical areas
and treat these separately. Previous studies investigating potentially anomalous event-related
EEG correlations have typically recorded EEG from only a small number of electrodes, (usually
four to six), thus providing EEG data-sets with very low spatial resolution; as a consequence, it
is not possible to reach any reliable conclusion regarding the possible cortical localisation of the
effects they have observed. As we had no empirical or theoretical reasons to expect to find a

localised effect in non-stimulated participants in this study, we have therefore decided to use a

global measure of EEG activity, and calculated the Global Field Power (GFP) for this purpose.
The GFP corresponds to the spatial standard deviation between multiple electrodes as

a function of time, and can be used to quantify the instantaneous global electrical activity
across the entire spatial potential field, sampled over the scalp (Lehman & Skrandies, 1980).
As the GFP shows how the strength of the entire potential field recorded across the scalp varies
over time, it is often used as a global measure for identifying the latency of components in
event-related potentials, independently of any specific electrode site. The GFP is calculated as:

where n is the number of electrodes which measure the potentials e,, and ej, with i,j =
1 ...n; the observed potentials are Ui = — ecomrnonreference (Lehmann &; Skrandies, 1984). The
Global Field Power is reference-independent, and quantifies activity over the entire electrode
array considering all electrodes equally; as such, it avoids the potentially problematic issues of
multiple comparisons when several electrodes are used, or of an arbitrary selection of electrodes.
It was therefore deemed to be a suitably conservative choice of EEG parameter to be used for
the quantitative analysis of our data.23

Figure 2.9 shows the distribution of evoked alpha band power in response to photic flashes
across the thirty electrode sites, and Figure 2.10 shows the GFP waveform calculated from this
activity. As the GFP shows how the strength of the entire potential field recorded from the 30-
electrode array varies over time, it can therefore serve as a single-channel metric of global EEG
activity, and can be used to determine the temporal characteristics of event-related responses.

Identifying such temporal characteristics of responses to direct photic stimulation is a crucial
step in defining a measure of EEG activity with which to test the hypothesis of event-related
EEG correlations in non-stimulated participants, and this is described in the following section.

23We are grateful to Dietrich Lehmann and Jiri Wackermann for suggesting the use of this
measure.

2.3.4 Global Field Power

n n

(2.3)
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Figure 2.9: Evoked alpha band power across the thirty electrode recording sites during direct
photic stimulation (solid red lines), and during control periods (dotted blue lines). Group mean
for n = 39 participants, with an average of 68 presented stimuli per subject.
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Figure 2.10: Global held power (GFP) calculated from the 30-channel data shown in Fig.
2.9. Activity shown is evoked alpha band power during direct photic stimulation (solid red
line), and during control periods (dotted blue line). Group mean for n = 39 participants, with
an average of 68 presented stimuli per subject. Photic stimuli were presented at t = 0ms for
80ms.
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2.3.5 Effect measure: A-ratio

In our effort to operationalise and formally test the hypothesis of event-related correlations in
EEG activity between isolated participants, we have attempted to avoid any assumptions re¬

garding the nature of potential mechanisms that may mediate such correlations. Once stripped
of all theoretical assumptions, (such as speculations about information transfer, non-local cor¬
relations, etc.), the fundamental question addressed by all previous studies on this topic is
whether event-related changes in the electrical brain activity of a sensorially stimulated sub¬
ject correlate with synchronous changes in the electrical brain activity of another, physically
isolated (and non-stimulated) subject. Reformulating the question in this way allows us to de¬
scribe the experimental design as follows: EEG activity is recorded from a human participant,
while a sensory event occurs repeatedly at random time intervals and is observed by another
participant. Our task is to establish whether after several presentations of this event, the EEG
recording from the non-stimulated participant shows evidence of changes in brain activity which
are correlated with these events.

As the timing of presentation of these stimulus events is known with precision, and compa¬

rable control periods are available which have been randomly selected using the same algorithm
and prior probabilities as have been used to randomise the presentation of photic stimuli, we
can therefore compare EEG activity in non-stimulated participants during these periods to de¬
termine whether any consistent differences appear across subjects. Based on observations of
ordinary responses to direct stimulation with photic flashes described above (see Figure 2.10),
we can define the time window of interest in the EEG activity of non-stimulated participants
to be the one-second interval centered upon the moment of photic stimulation of their part¬
ners. As evoked-alpha event-related responses in stimulated participants take place within the
500ms post-stimulus interval, it would be reasonable to expect any potential responses in non-

stimulated subjects to also appear within this time window. We can therefore define our test

period to be the 500ms interval after stimulus presentation, and use the 500ms pre-stimulus
period as a comparison reference interval, and a log-ratio measure A of post-/pre-stimulus power

can be calculated using the formula:24
500

£ ccGFPt
A = log10 -*=* (2.4)

aGFP«
t=—500

where the numerator is the sum of evoked-a global field power within the 0 to 500ms post-
stimulus interval, and the denominator is the sum of evoked-a GFP within the -500 to Oms
pre-stimulus interval. According to this measure, a lack of difference between pre-stimulus and
post-stimulus power would result in a A value close to zero, whereas higher alpha-power in the
post-stimulus interval would return positive values, and higher alpha-power in the pre-stimulus
interval would result in negative values. For example, the log-ratio of such a comparison for the
average response to direct photic stimulation seen in Fig. 2.10 would be: \photic — l°gio Hrf =
.347, whereas the ratio for the comparable control period would be: Acontrol = l°gio |§rf = -019-

Therefore by comparing the A-ratio between test and control periods, the hypothesis of

24We are grateful to Jiri Wackermann for suggesting the use of this log-ratio measure.
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signal detection25 by non-stimulated subjects can be formally tested, as specific statistical pre¬
dictions can be made about the expected ratios under the null hypothesis.26 As non-stimulated
participants were never exposed to any photic stimuli themselves, their 'photic' epochs simply
correspond to the (randomly selected) times when their isolated partners where photically stim¬
ulated. Similarly, 'control' epochs for non-stimulated subjects are effectively random samples
taken during periods when their partners were not stimulated. The timing and order of photic
and control events was randomised using the same algorithm and selection probabilities, so

that at any given point in time throughout the session, each event was equally likely to occur.

Therefore for non-stimulated participants, 'photic' and control epochs effectively constitute two
sets of (statistically equivalent) random samples taken from their continuous EEG record, and
as such, 110 difference between these would be expected. The null and experimental hypotheses
can therefore be formally defined as:

Hq • Aphotic — Acontrol
Hl '• Aphotic 7^ Acontrol

with the criterion for Aphotic 7^ Acontrol being a statistically significant difference between
Aphotic and Acontrol', a non-directional hypothesis was chosen as in the Wackermann et al. (2003)
study differences were found in both directions. A separate comparison will be performed for
each of the three groups, and based on the findings of the Wackermann et al. (2003) study, we
would expect to find a significant difference between Aphotic and Acontroi in the Related and the
Unrelated groups, and no such difference in the Alone group.

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Preliminary data processing
The raw EEG data from all 65 participants was band-pass filtered offline within l-30Hz with
24db/octave roll-off. EEG records were visually inspected and bad channels were marked and
removed. Ocular artefacts were minimal as participants had their eyes closed throughout the
session, therefore no ocular artefact correction method was used. Three-second epochs time-
locked upon event markers were sampled from the continuous EEG records (—Is to +2s, with
event at t = 0). Epochs were baseline corrected and those containing amplitudes > 100pV were

automatically rejected; epochs were also visually inspected and those containing additional
smaller artefacts (e.g. from eye movements or muscle activity) were manually rejected. Manual
artifact rejection was conducted blindly as to whether epochs related to photic or control events.

2.4.2 General results

Figure 2.11 shows the mean A-ratios for non-stimulated subjects in the three groups, comparing
photic stimulation and control periods. In the Related pairs group, the mean A value is higher

25Defined as changes in EEG activity temporally correlated with the stimulation of an isolated
partner.

26This A-ratio measure is based on the (logarithmic decibel scale) signal-to-noise ratio mea¬
sure.
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during periods of photic stimulation compared to control periods, and this is also the highest
positive mean A value across the three groups (indicating relatively higher evoked-a global field
power during the post-stimulus period). A higher mean A value for photic relative to control
periods can also be seen in the Unrelated pairs group, although in this case the difference is
entirely due to an unusually low A value for control periods, as the A ratio for photic periods
in this groups is close to the expected value of zero. For the Single participants group, mean

A values for both photic and controls periods are similar, and are close to the value of A = 0
expected under the null hypothesis. Numerical values for means and standard deviations of
A-ratio values for all groups and conditions can be found in Table 2.1.

Related Unrelated

Group

Alone

Condition
I Photic stimulation
| Control periods

Error Bars show Mean +/- 1 0 SE

Figure 2.11: Mean A-ratio for non-stimulated subjects during periods of photic stimulation
of their partners, and during comparison control periods of no stimulation. Error bars show ±
one standard error from the mean.

Table 2.1: Mean A-ratio and standard deviation values for photic and control conditions for
each of the three groups.

Related Unrelated Alone
Photic Control Photic Control Photic Control

Mean A T21 7064 Mb 7l32 T62 .037
Standard Deviation .190 .196 .349 .216 .241 .243

Standardised A (A/SD) .636 -.326 .043 -.611 .257 .152

Although log-ratio data are often assumed to satisfy parametric assumptions, a preliminary
examination of our data revealed that these were not normally distributed. Therefore the non-

parametric Wilcoxon signed-ranks test was used to statistically evaluate the differences in A
values between photic and control periods in each group; the results of this test can be found
in Table 2.2. A significant difference in mean A-ratio values between photic and control periods
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was found for the Related pairs group (p = .023; two-tailed), while differences in the other two
groups were non-significant. Associated effect size estimates can also be found in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Results of Wilcoxon signed-ranks test (two-tailed; o = .05) for differences in mean
A values between control and photic conditions and associated effect sizes (n = 13 for each
group).

Related Unrelated Alone
Wilcoxon p .023 .173 .861
Wilcoxon z -2.271 -1.363 -.175

Effect size r .433 .245 .051

The significant difference between Aphotic and Acontroi in the Related pairs group appears to
support the experimental hypothesis, and the estimated effect size of r = .43 for this difference
is relatively high. The direction of this effect also indicates greater evoked-a activity in non-
stimulated participants during periods of photic stimulation of the partners, compared to control
periods of no stimulation. The small sample size in this study must be taken into consideration
however when evaluating these results, and it is also important to note that the mean value
of A = .121 seen for photic periods in this group, is not the most extreme deviation from
the value of A = 0 expected under the null hypothesis. Control periods in the Unrelated
pairs group show a mean value of A = —.132 which is more extreme, although in the opposite
direction (i.e. indicating relatively higher evoked-a GFP in the pre-stimulus period). This
latter deviation cannot reasonably be attributed to a correlation in event-related EEG activity
between Unrelated participants, as it occurs during control periods of no stimulation; it could
however be seen to suggest, that deviations of such magnitude in A-ratio values due to random
variation may not be uncommon in the means of groups of this size, which would question
the validity of rejecting the null hypothesis based solely on the significant effect found for the
Related pairs group. If we take a measure of variance in A values into account however, the
Related pairs group has the lowest standard deviation values of the three groups, while the
standard deviation values in the Unrelated pairs group are unusually high. When A values are

standardised by dividing mean A by standard deviation therefore, the highest value is found
during photic periods in the Related pairs group; standardised A values for the three groups

can be found in Table 2.1.

Taking these points into consideration, although a significant difference in A values has
been identified in the Related pairs group, it would be difficult to reach a definite conclusion
regarding the hypothesis of event-related correlations in EEG activity between isolated partic¬
ipants based on comparisons of A-ratio values alone. The A-ratio has been adopted in order
to provide a quantitative measure for the statistical evaluation of the experimental hypothesis,
but as it simply quantifies post-stimulus versus pre-stimulus differences in evoked- oc global field
power, it provides very limited information as to the morphology and temporal characteristics
of the underlying EEG activity. It would therefore be useful at this point to examine the mean

waveforms of evoked-a global field power for each group.
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Figure 2.12: Mean evoked-a global field power during photic and control periods for non-
stimulated participants in the Related pairs group (n = 13). Solid (red) line shows mean of
photic stimulation epochs and dotted (blue) line shows mean of controls; on average, 93 photic
and 93 control events were presented per subject.

Figure 2.12 shows the average waveforms of mean evoked-a global field power during photic
and control periods, for the thirteen non-stimulated participants in the Related pairs group. A
relative rise in mean evoked-a GFP can be seen during photic stimulation periods, although
there is no clearly formed event-related response waveform as can seen during the same periods
in stimulated subjects (Fig. 2.10). In addition, a rise in mean evoked-a GFP of nearly the
same magnitude can also be seen during control periods, and although this peaks at ~ 600ms
(which is outside the -500 to +500ms window of interest), a deviation of such magnitude at any
point during control periods may be seen to suggest that such fluctuations in mean evoked-a
GFP for randomly-sampled epochs in a group of this size may not be uncommon, which would
challenge an interpretation of the significant effect found in this group using the A-ratio com¬

parisons as evidence for event-related EEG correlations between isolated participants. Such an

interpretation is also somewhat incompatible with the observation that although event-related
activity in photically stimulated subjects is maximal at « 250ms after stimulus presentation,
the rise in evoked-a GFP seen in non-stimulated participants during photic stimulation periods
peaks at « 50ms. Finally, the observed deviation in evoked-a GFP seen during photic periods
in non-stimulated participants appears to begin during the pre-stimulus period, i.e. before the
presentation of photic stimuli to their partners, a characteristic which is also problematic to an

interpretation of the effect as a correlation in EEG activity between isolated participant pairs.

The mean evoked-a GFP waveforms for non-stimulated participants in the Unrelated pairs

group (Figure 2.13), reveal that although evoked-a activity during photic periods (red line)

2.4.3 Related Pairs

2.4.4 Unrelated Pairs
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reaches its highest level during the 500ms post-stimulus interval, the morphology of the wave¬

form does not indicate a clearly formed event-related response, and the difference in magnitude
of activity within the 500ms post-stimulus interval compared to the rest of the epoch is quite
small, something which is also reflected in the small A = .015 value for photic periods in this
group.

The activity underlying the large negative A = —.132 value found during control periods
in this group, can be identified by examining the mean evoked-a GFP waveform (blue dotted
line); a relatively large deviation in mean GFP can be seen in the pre-stimulus period, which is
also larger in magnitude at the peak latency (« —240ms) than the deviation seen during photic
stimulation periods.

These observations support the non-significant result of the comparison of A-ratios in
photic and control periods for this group, and further confirm that no evidence can be found
for anomalous event-related correlations between pairs of unrelated isolated participants.

2.4.5 Alone Participants
Estimated A-ratios for Alone participants in both photic and control periods were very close to
the expected value of zero (Table 2.1), and the mean evoked-a GFP waveforms for both photic
and control periods are relatively flat, showing no prominent deviations from baseline, and
never exceed lp.V2 in magnitude (Fig. 2.14). This is what would be expected from the means

of epochs randomly sampled from non-stimulated subjects, and it is somewhat reassuring, as it
suggests that no systematic sources of error, such as electromagnetic leakage from the triggering
of photic flashes or the setting of event markers, were affecting the EEG recordings from non-

stimulated participants.

2.5 Discussion

In this study a statistically significant difference between Aphotic and Acontrol has been found in
the Related pairs group, with a higher mean A-ratio observed during photic compared to con¬

trol periods in non-stimulated subjects, whereas no significant differences between such periods
have been found in the other two groups. Although this appears to support the experimental
hypothesis and to suggest the presence of an anomalous correlation in event-related activity
between related pairs of participants, closer inspection of the results has led to several obser¬
vations which may challenge such an interpretation. For example, the temporal characteristics
of the observed rise in mean evoked-a GFP during photic periods for non-stimulated subjects
in the Related pairs group (Fig. 2.12), are not aligned with the temporal characteristics of
responses to direct photic stimulation in their partners; the activity in non-stimulated sub¬
jects reaches a peak much earlier than would be expected if this activity was correlated with
the event-related responses of directly stimulated participants. Furthermore, the observed rise
in evoked-a activity in non-stimulated subjects appears to precede the presentation of photic
stimuli to their partners; this characteristic is clearly problematic if it is assumed that such
activity reflects event-related responses in non-stimulated participants, or event-related EEG
correlations between stimulated and non-stimulated participants. As the timing of photic events
was randomised, conventional anticipatory activity (especially in non-stimulated participants)
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Figure 2.13: Mean evoked-a global field power during photic and control periods for non-
stimulated participants in the Unrelated pairs group (n = 13). Solid (red) line shows mean of
photic stimulation epochs and dotted (blue) line shows mean of controls; on average, 93 photic
and 93 control events were presented per subject.
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Figure 2.14: Mean evoked-a global field power during photic and control periods for non-
stimulated participants in the Alone participants group (n = 13). Solid (red) line shows mean
of photic stimulation epochs and dotted (blue) line shows mean of controls; on average, 93
photic and 93 control events were presented per subject.
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cannot account for this effect; such observed pre-stirnulus activity cannot be readily accommo¬

dated within causal or non-local correlational explanatory models, and may therefore represent
an additional anomaly in need of further investigation. Although similar anomalous anticipa¬
tory responses have been reported in a number of experimental studies (e.g. Bierman & Radin,
1997), such responses preceded the actual sensory stimulation of the subjects involved; obser¬
vations of anticipatory responses in non-stimulated participants which are correlated with the
sensory stimulation of distant participants have not, to our knowledge, been reported before in
the literature. Taking into account the small sample size of this study, it would therefore be
premature to interpret the observed pre-stimulus activity as evidence of a temporal anomaly;
it would perhaps be more appropriate at this stage to consider the unusual temporal charac¬
teristics of the observed activity as a challenge to the experimental hypothesis of event-related
EEG correlations between isolated participants.

Another problematic observation concerns deviations in mean evoked-a GFP in the wave¬

forms of activity during control periods (for non-stimulated participants in the Related and
Unrelated groups; Figs. 2.12 and 2.13); these are of comparable magnitude to the deviation
seen during photic periods in the Related pairs group, which is responsible for the significant
effect identified in this group. This observation appears to suggests that fluctuations of this
magnitude in the average waveforms of evoked-a GFP from randomly sampled epochs may

not be unusual, at least in the averages of groups of this size (n = 13). This may appear to
suggest that fluctuations of such magnitude due to chance variation may not be uncommon, it
is important to note however that group-average waveforms such as these can be disproportion¬
ately affected by extreme deviations in the waveforms of a small number of unrepresentative
individuals. In contrast, the use of the non-parametric Wilcoxon test for comparing differences
in A-ratios between photic and control periods, ensures that extreme scores in a few subjects
will not affect the overall outcome of the test. The mean Aphotic in Related pairs was signifi¬
cantly higher than the mean Acontroi according to this test, and it was also the most extreme
positive value across the three groups (Related Aphotic = .121). Although a more extreme (al¬
though negative) mean A-ratio value has been found in control periods for the Unrelated pairs
group (Unrelated Acontrol = —.132), when mean A values are divided by the standard deviation
for each group, the most extreme standardised A value is found during photic periods for the
Related pairs group (see Table 2.1).

Several of the previous studies investigating potential EEG correlations between isolated
participants have reported observing "transferred potentials" (TPs), i.e. ERP-like waveforms
in the averages of epochs taken from the EEG activity of non-stimulated participants, which
coincided with the photic stimulation of their isolated partners, and which were similar in
morphology to the VEPs of these stimulated subjects (Grinberg-Zylberbaum et al., 1994). In
most reported examples of such TPs, the similarity in evoked activity between stimulated and
non-stimulated participants occurred soon after stimulus presentation (within the first 200ms
post-stimulus), which was one of the reasons for our choice of evoked-a measures in this study,
as evoked-a activity is known to preferentially reflect the early components of ERPs (Klimesch
et ah, 2000). Although we have found no clear evidence of such "transferred potentials" in the
group-mean waveforms of evoked-a GFP for any of the three groups in this study, a moderate
rise in evoked-a GFP has been observed in the Related pairs group during photic stimulation
periods. It is worth noting that the reported TPs in previous studies have always involved
comparisons of individual averages (i.e. comparing evoked activity between stimulated and
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non-stimulated participants within each pair), whereas in this study we have compared group

averages of such activity. This method was chosen in order to avoid some of the problematic
aspects of the methodology used in previous studies, as identified in Chapter 1; many of the
reported instances of TPs involved the selective reporting of suggestive examples, and most
often the reporting of overall quantitative results was absent or incomplete. As can be seen

in the group-mean waveforms of evoked-a GFP in non-stimulated participants in the Results
section, relatively large (and presumably random) fluctuations in evoked-a activity can be
found during control periods, even in group averages from thirteen participants; it is only to be
expected that random fluctuations of even greater magnitude would be observed in individual
mean waveforms, and the risk of misinterpreting these as TPs, when they occasionally happen
to occur within a chosen interval of interest, would be considerable. For this reason we have
chosen not to compare individual averages, and to only compare group means of evoked-ct
activity; perhaps this would be seen to render our results incomparable with the results reported
by Grinberg-Zylberbaum et al. (1994), but we do not consider this to be a valid objection.
Should activity suggestive of TPs be present in the means of some individuals at a frequency
of occurrence which is above what would be expected by chance, this activity would also be
reflected in the overall group averages, even if it is "dampened down" somewhat by individuals
who have not demonstrated TPs. It is possible that this is responsible for the relative rise in
activity seen during photic periods in the mean evoked-a GFP waveform for Related pairs (Fig.
2.12).

In conclusion, the significant difference between Aphotic and ^control found for non-
stimulated participants in the Related pairs group must be interpreted in conjunction with
other relevant observations of descriptive aspects of the data, as discussed above. This signif¬
icant effect and the observation that the largest standardised A value is found during photic
periods in the Related pairs group, appear to support the experimental hypothesis. However,
the temporal characteristics of the observed changes in mean evoked-a GFP in this group

(see figure 2.12) are not entirely compatible with an interpretion of the effect as evidence of
event-related correlations between isolated pairs of participants. We therefore recommend
treating the significant effect identified in the Related pairs groups with caution at this point,
and consider it as suggestive but not evidential of an anomalous interaction between isolated
participants. To further clarify this issue, additional tests will need to be conducted in order
to increase the cumulative sample size and decrease the uncertainty regarding the contribution
of chance variation; this function will be served by the two subsequent studies reported in this
thesis.

The lack of a significant difference between mean Aphotic and Acontrol values in the Un¬
related pairs group supports the null hypothesis, and appears to contradict the findings of
Wackermann et al. (2003) who found similar effects for Related and Unrelated pairs. It is pos¬

sible that differences in experimental design, procedure, or analysis methods may be responsible
for this difference; for example, unrelated participants in the Wackermann et al. (2003) study
were unaware that they were paired with another participant, or that they were taking part
in a psi experiment, whereas unrelated participants in our study had full knowledge of the
purpose and design of the experiment. We had chosen to fully inform unrelated participants
in this way, so that the only difference between Related and Unrelated groups would be the
presence of an interpersonal relationship and pre-session interaction (or lack of such) between
participant pairs. However, the lack of an effect for Unrelated participants in this study should
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be considered as a tentative conclusion pending further testing, for the same reasons that the
apparent effect in the Related pairs group is treated with reservation. The lack of an effect in
the Alone participants group, and the lack of notable fluctuations in the average waveforms of
evoked-a GFP for this group in particular, supports the null hypothesis as predicted, and is
reassuring as it suggests that our measures were not contaminated by electromagnetic leakage
or other sources of error.
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Study 2

3.1 Introduction

In a review of studies investigating potential correlations in event-related EEG activity be¬
tween physically separated participants, Wackermann (2004) identified the main problems in
research concerning such correlations as being the "lack of a solid theoretical background, and
still insufficient knowledge about the phenomenon in question". One conclusion of that review
was that a phenomenon has been identified in several studies which is not easy to attribute to
a methodological or technical artefact, but whose nature is not currently understood. Wack¬
ermann suggested that the goal of future research should be first to "find a minimal set of
conditions rendering the investigated effect stable, reproducible and quantifiable"; we consider
our attempt in this study to replicate the effect found in Study 1 to be aimed at achieving
this goal. Study 2 also aims to serve as an extension of the first study, in the sense that the
experimental design will be sufficiently similar in order to enable the results of the two studies
to be combined. This will provide a cumulative dataset with a larger overall sample size, which
will hopefully help to resolve the uncertainties regarding the validity of the effect identified in
Study 1.

The significant effect identified in Study 1 appeared to suggest the presence of a corre¬

lation in event-related EEG activity between isolated participants in the Related pairs group;

however, closer inspection of descriptive aspects of the data has provided reasons to consider the
results as inconclusive. Although non-stimulated participants in the Related pairs group had
demonstrated activity during periods of photic stimulation of their distant partners which was

significantly higher in mean A-ratio compared to activity during control periods of no stimula¬
tion, a more extreme deviation in mean A-ratio has also been observed during control periods
in the Unrelated pairs group (although in the opposite direction). This was interpreted as
an indication that random variation may have been involved in the significant effect observed
for Related pairs, which challenges the interpretation of the effect as evidence of event-related
correlations between participant pairs. A similar effect was not found for Unrelated pairs, and
although relatively large fluctuations in activity were present in the mean waveforms of evoked-oc
GFP in this group, these appeared during both photic and control periods. Single participants
without a stimulated partner (Alone group) showed no significant difference in activity between
photic and control periods, and their group-mean waveforms of evoked-oc GFP in both periods
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were characterised by a notable lack of prominent fluctuations, a finding which suggests the
absence of any methodological or technical artefact affecting the results.

In designing Study 2 our principal aim was to attempt to replicate the effect found for
Related pairs in Study 1, and by providing additional data which can be cumulatively combined
with the results of the first study, to reduce variance and thereby enable a more confident
evaluation of the experimental hypothesis. The design of Study 1 was based on an earlier study
which had identified a similar effect using a different type of visual stimuli (i.e. a checkerboard
reversal pattern), different measures of EEG parameters and different statistical methods (see
Wackermann et al., 2003). Both Study 1 and the Wackermann et al. (2003) study have found
an effect for Related pairs, and no effect for Alone participants; unlike our findings in Study 1
however, Wackermann et al. (2003) found an effect of similar magnitude for both Related and
Unrelated pairs of participants. As Experiment 2 is intended to be a replication of these two

previous studies, we will therefore retain the same group design (involving Related, Unrelated
and Alone participants) in an attempt to resolve these contradictory findings concerning the
presence of an effect for Unrelated pairs.

Wackermann (2004) suggests that following the reliable replication of this effect, the next
goal would be to vary conditions systematically in order to study the dependence of the mag¬

nitude of the effect on experimental variables. In order to address this second goal, we have
included variations in the physical parameters of the photic stimuli to be used in Study 2. In
considering which parameters of the stimuli to vary, we were primarily guided by an interest in
producing visual evoked potentials (VEPs) in stimulated participants of clearly differentiable
magnitudes. Measures of EEG activity in non-stimulated subjects during epochs associated
with these two types of stimuli could then be compared, in order to test the hypothesis that
the stimuli producing the stronger responses in stimulated subjects, would also be associated
with larger effects in non-stimulated subjects.

After considering various possible variations in stimuli parameters able to produce such
differentiable responses, an oddball-type paradigm was eventually chosen for this purpose. In
the oddball paradigm two stimuli are presented in a random sequence with one presented
only infrequently relative to the other. The infrequently presented (oddball) stimulus typically
produces larger evoked potentials compared to the common stimulus, as well as a prominent
P300 component (e.g. Barry et al., 2004). The oddball paradigm usually involves a two-target
discrimination task, where subjects are required to respond to the target (oddball) stimuli
(e.g. by pressing a key, or by mental counting), while ignoring the common (standard) stimuli.
This active oddball paradigm is best suited for producing a reliable P300 component, which
has numerous uses as an index of cognitive competence and mental dys/function (e.g. Polich,
Ladish, & Bloom, 1990). Such a paradigm however, places obvious attentional, cognitive and
behavioural task demands on the subjects, and introducing such additional demands in Study
2 would be undesirable, as ideally the methodology should be kept as similar as possible to

Study 1, in order to allow the comparison and combination of their results. A less-frequently
used variation of the oddball paradigm, involves no active discrimination task, i.e. subjects are

simply required to attend to all stimuli without responding in any way. This passive oddball
paradigm is more similar to the procedure used in Study 1, and will be preferred here for this
reason. Both passive and active oddball tasks produce larger-amplitude EPs for rare compared
to common stimuli, although this amplitude is somewhat smaller in passive compared to active
tasks (Mertens & Polich, 1997). The P300 component produced in passive oddball tasks also
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appears to be more variable and more prone to habituation than that seen in active tasks (e.g.
Mertens & Polich, 1997), but as our interest in adopting an oddball paradigm in Study 2 is
for the sole purpose of producing EPs of two differentiable amplitudes (between common and
rare/oddball stimuli), the presence of a reliable P300 component is not relevant to our design.

White (clear) flashes had been used in Study 1, therefore one possible modification of
that procedure along the lines of an oddball-type paradigm, would involve using flashes of
different colours, with one colour of flashes presented less frequently relative to the other. This
is similar to the use of tones of different frequencies in auditory oddball tasks, which is a very

commonly used procedure in ERP studies. After exploring various options through a series
of pilot sessions, a passive oddball paradigm was eventually adopted in Study 2, involving the
presentation of green and red photic flashes at a 3:1 ratio respectively. A detailed description of
this paradigm, of the physical parameters of the chosen stimuli, and of the pilot sessions which
led to their selection can be found in the Method and Discussion sections. A further addition

to the methodology of Study 2 was the use of two EEG recording units, in order to record EEG
simultaneously from stimulated and non-stimulated participants.

3.1.1 Hypotheses
Based on the results of Study 1, our hypotheses for Study 2 are as follows:

1. For non-stimulated participants in the Related pairs group, we expect to find evidence
of event-related changes in evoked-alpha activity during periods of photic stimulation of
their distant partners (i.e. we expect to find a statistically significant difference between
Aphotic and Acontrol)'

2. Although no significant effect was found for Unrelated pairs in Study 1, a previous study
by Wackermann et al. (2003) has reported significant effects of a similar magnitude for
both Related and Unrelated pairs. Therefore precise predictions regarding this group

cannot be made at this point, and the null hypothesis of no difference between Aphotic
and Acontrol will tested in an attempt to clarify the contradictory findings between these
studies.

3. We expect to find no difference in event-related EEG activity between photic and control
epochs for non-stimulated participants in the Alone group (i.e. \photic — Acontrol)■

4. An oddball stimulation paradigm is used in this study, where evoked responses to less-
frequently presented stimuli are known to be characterised by larger amplitudes, com¬

pared to responses to more-frequently presented stimuli. If an effect similar to the one

found in Study 1 is also found in this study, (i.e. a difference between photic and control
periods in the event-related EEG activity of non-stimulated participants), we would also
expect this effect to be larger in relation to rare compared to common stimuli.

3.2 Method

Although the experimental design of Study 2 is largely based on the design of Study 1, certain
changes to the methodology have been introduced, primarily involving the addition of the
oddball paradigm. These changes will be described in detail in this section, where certain
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elementary aspects of the methodology that have remained unchanged between the two studies
will also be summarised. In the interest of avoiding unnecessary repetition, the summary of
such common methodology will be brief, therefore concerning elements of the methodology for
which no information is explicitly given in this section, the reader should refer to the previous
chapter.

3.2.1 Design
EEG was recorded simultaneously from two physically isolated participants, while one of the
two was stimulated with randomly timed (single) photic flashes. These flashes were presented
interspersed with randomly timed control events (involving no stimulation), and event-related
band power measures were used to compare photic stimulation and control epochs. The null
hypothesis predicts no difference between such epochs for the non-stimulated subject of each
pair. Green and red flashes were presented at a 3:1 ratio respectively, as part of a passive
oddball stimulation paradigm. Three groups of participants were recruited, involving related
pairs, unrelated pairs, and single subjects.

3.2.2 Participants
Sixty-five unpaid volunteers were recruited through fliers posted on notice boards and dis¬
tributed throughout Edinburgh, as well as by word of mouth. Twenty-six participants had
volunteered as (thirteen) pairs, reportedly sharing an empathic relationship (as close friends,
relatives or partners); these participants constituted the Related pairs group. Thirty-nine indi¬
vidual volunteers were pseudo-randomly assigned into either the Unrelated pairs group, (where
they were pseudo-randomly matched into thirteen pairs), or the Alone group (where they were

not matched with another subject). Thirty-one female and thirty-four male participants took
part, with a mean age of 30.4 years, ranging between 19 and 56 years of age.

3.2.3 Equipment and materials
3.2.3.1 Audio material

The same audio recording of a progressive relaxation procedure was used as in Study 1 (see
Appendix C for the transcript), which included suggestions to the participants to maintain an

awareness of each other throughout the session. This was followed by the recording of shamanic
drumming (1.5-2 beats-per-second) also used in Experiment 1 (Rutherford & Charing, 2001).
The aim of this procedure was to induce deep relaxation, and to simultaneously facilitate a

similar, non-ordinary state of consciousness in both participants. The audio recording was

played to both participants using a shared one-way audio link.

3.2.3.2 EEG system and parameters

Two independent EEG recording units were used for data acquisition in this study, in order to
enable simultaneous recording of EEG from the stimulated and non-stimulated participants in
each pair. Each unit consists of a 40 channel NuAmps EEG amplifier (Neuroscan, USA) and
a (Windows XP) PC laptop running the data acquisition software (Scan 4.3.1). The NuAmp
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amplifier unit used for recording EEG from non-stimulated participants was situated in Exper¬
imental room 1, and was powered (via the laptop) by a medical-grade isolated power supply.
The unit used for recording EEG from stimulated participants was situated in Experimental
room 2, and was powered by the laptop battery (see Figure 2.3 for room diagram). The use of
a common mains power source for both EEG units was avoided, in order to guard against any
possible spurious correlations between the two recordings due to shared contamination from
mains-related noise. Thirty monopolar channels were recorded from each participant with a

500Hz sampling rate from the following electrode sites: Fpl, Fp2, Fz, F3, F4, F7, F8, FCz,
FC3, FC4, FT7, FT8, Cz, C3, C4, T7, T8, CPz, CP3, CP4, TP7, TP8, Pz, P3, P4, P7, P8,
Oz, Ol and 02, with averaged ears used as reference. Data was bandpass-filtered online within
1- 100Hz, with an additional 50Hz bandstop (notch) filter (24db/octave roll-off was used on all
filters). An electrode cap (Neuroscan, USA) with sintered Ag/AgCl electrodes was used for
electrode placement.

3.2.3.3 Photic stimuli: materials and parameters

In this experiment we have adopted a variation of the oddball stimulation paradigm, which
involves presenting subjects with two sensory stimuli in a random sequence, so that one is
presented only infrequently relative to the other; the less frequently presented stimulus typically
evokes larger electrocortical responses compared to the more frequently presented one. We have
adopted this paradigm in order to explore the nature of the effect found in Study 1, which had
suggested the presence of a correlation in event-related EEG activity between physically isolated
participants. As no currently known physical mechanism can account for such correlations,
exploring the psychophysiological parameters of the effect can be helpful in clarifying the nature
of the underlying processes that may be involved, and as Wackermann (2004) has suggested,
one way to approach this would be by varying the physical parameters of the stimuli used. By
including in the experimental design variations known to produce differential responses in ERP
amplitude in stimulated subjects, we can test whether the magnitude of the effect seen in non-

stimulated subjects is related to the magnitude of stimulus-evoked responses in their stimulated
partners. One study has reported correlational evidence supporting such a relationship (Radin,
2003); in that study only one type of stimulus was used however, and a correlation was found
between the amplitude of activity in non-stimulated subjects and natural variations of ERP
amplitude in stimulated subjects.

In Study 1 we had used white (clear) photic flashes as stimuli, and as a modification of
this procedure into an oddball stimulation paradigm, green and red photic flashes will be used
in Study 2. During pilot testing n = 6 subjects were presented with equal numbers of green and
red flashes, at an equal luminance of lOOOLux (Lumen/m2). These tests revealed that evoked
responses to these two colours of flashes were only minimally different, and large differences
in responses between subjects further obscured any consistent patterns sometimes seen within
individuals. It was certainly clear that when presented at an equal frequency, neither colour
of flashes consistently produced larger-amplitude evoked responses. In further pilots tests the
relative presentation frequency of the two types of flashes was manipulated, and we established
that by presenting green and red flashes in a 3:1 ratio respectively, consistently larger-amplitude
evoked potentials are produced in response to the less-common (red) flashes. In attempting to
further accentuate the difference in the magnitude of responses to the two stimuli, we also
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varied the duration of the flashes and established that presenting the common (green) stimuli
for 40ms and the rare (red) stimuli for 70ms further increased the amplitude of evoked responses
to the rare stimuli, and also had the subjective effect of making these stimuli appear brighter.
As our intention was to use two types of stimuli producing evoked responses of clearly distinct
magnitudes, this difference in duration of stimulus presentation was adopted as part of our
protocol.

A pair of dark glasses fitted with eight coloured LEDs was used to present photic stimuli
(Photosonix USA), with four LEDs (two green and two red) fixed inside each lens in a diamond-
shaped arrangement. The luminance of each pair of (same colour) LEDs at a distance of 1cm
(approximately the distance from the eyes) was lOOOLux (for both green and red LEDs). Peak
emission wavelength was 660nm for the red and 565nm for the green LEDs (see Fig. 3.1), and
the duration of flashes was 70ms for the red and 40ms for the green stimuli.

500 550 600 650 700 750
WowMtngtft A (nmj

RELATIVE INTENSITY Vs. WAVELENGTH

Figure 3.1: Emission spectrum of green and red LEDs used in this experiment.

3.2.3.4 Randomisation and presentation of stimuli

LED flashes were triggered using TTL pulses (+5V logic) from the parallel port of a computer
running a script-driven program (Inquisit by Millisecond Software, USA), which controlled the
randomised presentation of the two types of photic stimuli, (i.e. green and red flashes), at a
3:1 ratio respectively; separate synchronous TTL pulses were used to mark the timing of these
photic events on the continuous EEG record of both recording EEG units (see Appendix D for
the Inquisit script used in this experiment). Control events consisted of EEG event markers
only, i.e. without associated flashes presented; control markers for common and rare events
were also selected at a 3:1 ratio respectively, in order to provide comparable numbers of control
epochs for each type of photic stimulus. Two hundred and eighty (280) events were presented
during each session, and on average, half of these (140) would be expected to be photic flashes
and the other half to be control events. Given the 3:1 ratio one would expect an average of
105 green and 35 red flashes per session, although the actual number presented varied, as a

pseudo-random algorithm repetitively sampled with replacement one of the four types of events.
The same algorithm (L'Ecuyer, 1994) was also used to randomise the duration of interstimulus
intervals (ISI), which ranged between 3 and 5.5 seconds in half-second steps, with the mean ISI
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being 4.25s.1

3.2.3.5 Equipment connections and electrical isolation
The computer controlling the presentation of photic stimuli was connected directly to the
stimulated participants' LED glasses, as in Study 1. Unlike Study 1 however, in Study 2
we were recording EEG simultaneously from both participants in each pair, and the issue of
possible electrical leakage between the two EEG units, however remote, was a major concern
to us for obvious reasons. It was therefore decided to ensure that the two EEG units did not

share the same (mains) power source, and for this reason one unit was powered by battery.
As in this equipment configuration (see Figure 3.2) the stimulus randomisation computer must
be connected to both EEG units in order to send synchronised event marker signals, another
potential source of leakage between the two EEG units would be via the stimulus presentation
computer. In order to eliminate this possibility, it was decided to ensure that the delivery of
event markers (signaling the timing of stimulus and control events) to the two EEG units was

conducted via optical isolation.

Figure 3.2: Diagram of equipment and connections.

A purpose-built optical isolation signal router was constructed (see Appendix E for the
circuit diagram), which uses a series of eight independent photovoltaic relays (PVA33 by Inter¬
national Rectifier). The timing of photic and control events is signaled to the EEG amplifiers
using TTL (+5V logic) pulses, which trigger the appropriate photo-relays (depending on the
event type); relays triggered by TTL pulses connect the appropriate serial port pin of each EEG
amplifier unit to the earth ground of the same unit. Therefore beyond this optical isolation
stage, signals for event markers to the EEG amplifiers were electrically passive; i.e. no electrical
current was used to convey event marker signals, and no electrical connection existed between
each unit and the stimulus presentation computer. Optical isolation also ensured the absence

1This mean ISI of 4.25s refers to the presentation of both photic and control events, and as
these were presented at an equal frequency, the mean ISI between photic flashes (i.e. the mean
ISI as perceived by stimulated participants) was therefore 6.4s.
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of any form of electrical link between the two participants and/or their respective recording
EEG units, therefore each participant and EEG unit was electrically isolated from the other,
as well as from the stimulus-generating PC. No auditory or visual cues are emitted from the
recording amplifiers during the signaling of event markers, and the amplifiers' EEG channels
are themselves optically isolated from the subjects.

3.2.4 Procedure

3.2.4.1 Related pairs

Related pairs of participants decided amongst themselves who was to be the photically stimu¬
lated subject, either by choice or pseudo-randomly. They were asked to spend 10-15 minutes
alone together before their session, during which time time they were asked to try to "enhance
their awareness of each other" (the same instructions were given as in study 1). If the partici¬
pants requested advice on how to do this, the experimenter suggested various possible activities
such as joint meditation, synchronised breathing and/or the exchange of personal items, and
participants were encouraged to do whatever felt most appropriate for them both.

3.2.4.2 Unrelated pairs

Unrelated pairs did not know each other prior to the experiment, and only met after the session
was completed. The experimenter pseudo-randomly matched individual participants into pairs,
and pseudo-randomly assigned them to the roles of stimulated and non-stimulated partner.

They were each told that a participant whom they don't know is in the other room, and were

asked to try and stay aware of this person throughout the session; i.e. they were given the same

instructions as Related pairs, excluding the pre-session interaction.

3.2.4.3 Alone participants

Alone participants were told that they may be paired with another participant whom they do
not know, and that the probability of this happening is 2:3. This strategy was preferred to

outright deception, and participants were told to assume that they are paired with someone, as

this was ultimately more likely.2 All participants in the Alone group served as non-stimulated
subjects, and the procedure followed was the same as for the other groups, i.e. the audio
recording was played to both rooms, and the flashes were delivered as normal in the other
(empty) room.

3.2.4.4 General procedure

The design and purpose of the experiment was explained to all participants before their session,
and if they expressed a desire to, (and if time allowed), they were shown the results of Study 1.
In general the experimenter attempted to give them positive expectations as to the outcome,
while also explaining that this is still exploratory work, and that the presence of an effect has
not been established beyond doubt. They were asked to keep the aim of the experiment in mind

2This was true when they had first volunteered, as through random group allocation 2/3 of
all single volunteers were assigned to the Unrelated group (and randomly matched into pairs),
while the other 1/3 were assigned to the Alone group.
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throughout the session, but were also discouraged from making a conscious effort to "perform
well" in any way.

The progressive relaxation recording was played at the beginning of each session, which
lasted for approximately 11 minutes and was followed by the drumming recording which lasted
until the end of the photic stimulation period. Three minutes after the start of the drumming
randomised photic stimulation was initiated, which lasted for an average of 19.8 minutes, the
actual duration in each session depending on the cumulative duration of the randomly chosen
inter-stimulus intervals. After the end of photic stimulation the drumming volume faded out,
and the final instructions were played preparing the participants for the end of the session (see
Appendix C for the script of the relaxation procedure and verbal instructions).

All non-stimulated participants also had an individual session where their EEG was

recorded while they were directly stimulated with photic flashes themselves, in order to have
a record of their own ordinary psychophysiological responses to the stimuli. This session was

sometimes conducted before and sometimes after the joint session, depending on the partici¬
pants' preferences and other practical considerations.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Preliminary data processing
The raw EEG data from all 65 participants was band-pass filtered offline within l-30Hz with

24db/octave roll-off. EEG records were visually inspected and bad channels were marked
and removed. These missing channels were replaced by channels reconstructed from intact
neighbouring channels via linear interpolation; no individual EEG record had more than four
such reconstructed channels. Ocular artefacts were minimal as participants had their eyes closed
throughout the session, therefore no ocular artefact correction method was used.

Three-second epochs time-locked upon event markers were sampled from the continuous
EEG records (—Is to +2s, with event at t = 0). Epochs were baseline corrected and those con¬

taining amplitudes > lOOpV were automatically rejected. Epochs were also visually inspected
and those containing additional smaller artefacts (e.g. from eye movements or muscle activ¬
ity) were manually rejected; such manual artifact rejection was conducted blind as to whether
epochs related to photic or control events.

3.3.2 Dependent measure
The envelope of evoked (i.e. phase-locked) event-related power within the alpha band was used
as a measure of responses to photic stimulation, as in Study 1. The raw EEG of all event-related
epochs was first band-pass filtered around the central frequency band of interest (8-13Hz), and
epochs were averaged point-by-point (as in evoked potentials). The amplitude values of the
resulting average waveform were then squared in order to obtain power measures (pV2), and
the envelope of this waveform was calculated.

As we had recorded EEG from thirty scalp electrodes, the Global Field Power (GFP)
was calculated as a measure of global EEG activity (see Equation 2.3). The GFP corresponds
to the spatial standard deviation between multiple electrodes as a function of time, and is
used to quantify the global electrical activity across the spatial potential field sampled over the
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scalp (Lehman & Skrandies, 1980). The GFP quantifies activity over the entire electrode array

considering all electrodes equally, and it is reference-independent.

3.3.3 Analysis of responses to direct photic stimulation
EEG data from all photically stimulated participants (including participants who were not
stimulated during the experimental sessions) was analysed first, in order to identify the electro¬
physiological characteristics of ordinary responses to the photic stimuli we were using. Figure
3.3 shows mean ERPs for common (green) and rare (red) photic stimuli for all participants
(n = 65). It is clear from this comparison that rare stimuli produce responses of a higher am¬
plitude at all ERP components (marked in Fig. 3.3), compared to common stimuli, as would
be expected in an oddball stimulation paradigm.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of mean ERPs at Oz in response to direct stimulation with common
(green line) and rare (red line) photic stimuli for n = 65 participants.

The mean evoked-a GFP for all participants (n = 65) during direct photic stimulation
can be seen in Figure 3.4. As expected, these responses are characterized by higher amplitudes
associated with rare (red) compared to common (green) flashes, although the large difference
in the mean number of trials for each type of stimulus (35 for rare and 105 for common stimuli)
makes the direct comparison of these waveforms somewhat difficult. Average waveforms of
evoked-a activity are sensitive to the number of epochs they are comprised of, as ongoing
(i.e. non-phase-locked) oscillatory activity will increasingly cancel out during the averaging
of event-related epochs, in direct proportion to the number of epochs which are averaged.
Average waveforms from a smaller number of epochs will therefore retain a greater amount of
this background activity, and this is responsible for the higher baseline seen in the waveform
for rare compared to common stimuli in Fig. 3.4.

Figure 3.5 adjusts for this difference by using only one-third of the epochs for common
stimuli; both these waveforms are comprised of the same number of epochs (35 on average) and
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(a) Common stimuli (b) Rare stimuli

Figure 3.4: Mean GFP (evoked-a) in response to direct photic stimulation for all N = 65
participants, (a) shows responses to common flashes and (b) to rare flashes; comparable control
periods are shown in dotted lines. Please note the large difference in mean number of stimuli
presented; an average of 105 common compared to 35 rare flashes (per subject/session).

are therefore directly comparable. It is clear from this graph that rare photic flashes produce
evoked-a responses with a considerably higher amplitude, and responses to rare stimuli also
demonstrate a late component (~ 500 — 1000ms), which is not present in responses to common

stimuli; this is most likely to represent cognitive processing related to the oddball status of the
rare stimuli.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison ofmean evoked-a GFP in response to direct stimulation with common
(green line) and rare (red line) photic stimuli for n = 65 participants. In order to make
the waveforms comparable, only one-third of epochs for common stimuli has been included;
therefore both waveforms are comprised of an average of 35 stimuli per subject.

The difference in activity between photic stimulation (solid lines) and control (dotted
lines) periods is clearly visible in Fig. 3.4, and a comparison of activity during these periods
in the EEG of non-stimulated participants will be used to investigate potentially anomalous
correlations with the EEG activity of their stimulated partners. In Study 1 we had defined
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the time window of interest in the EEG activity of non-stimulated participants to be the one-

second interval centered upon the time of photic stimulation of their partners, as responses in
stimulated participants appear primarily within the 500ms post-stimulus interval, and it would
be reasonable to expect any potential responses in non-stimulated subjects to also appear within
this time window. We therefore defined our test period to be the 500ms interval after stimulus
presentation, and used the 500ms pre-stimulus interval as a comparison reference period. As in
Study 1, we have calculated a log-ratio measure of post-/pre-stimulus power using the formula:

500

Y ocGFPt
A = loSio "IT (3-1)

Y aGFP*
t=—500

where the numerator is the sum of evoked-a GFP within the 0 to 500ms post-stimulus
interval, and the denominator is the sum of evoked-a GFP within the -500 to 0ms pre-stimulus
interval. According to this measure, no difference between pre-stimulus and post-stimulus
power would result in a A value close to zero, whereas positive values would indicate higher
alpha-power in the post-stimulus interval, and negative values would indicate higher alpha-
power in the pre-stimulus interval. For example, the log-ratio of such a comparison for the
average response to direct photic stimulation (common flashes) seen in Fig. 3.4a would be:
Aphotic = logi0 = .598, whereas the ratio for the comparable control period would be:
Acontrol = logic = .057. Therefore by comparing this ratio A between test and control
periods, the hypothesis of event-related changes in the EEG activity of non-stimulated subjects
can be formally tested, as specific statistical predictions can be made about the expected ratios
under the null hypothesis.

As non-stimulated participants were never exposed to any photic stimuli themselves, their
'photic' epochs correspond to the (randomly selected) times when their isolated partners where
photically stimulated. Similarly, 'control' epochs for non-stimulated subjects are effectively
random samples taken during periods when their partners were not stimulated. The timing
and order of photic and control events was randomised using the same algorithm and selection
probabilities, so that at any given point in time throughout the session, each event was equally
likely to occur. Therefore for non-stimulated participants, test and control epochs effectively
constitute two sets of (statistically equivalent) random samples taken from their continuous
EEG activity, and as such, no difference between these would be expected. The null and
experimental hypotheses can therefore be formally defined as:

Hq : Aphotic — Acontrol
. Aphotic 7^ ^control

with the criterion for Aphotic / Acontrol being a statistically significant difference between
Aphotic and Acontrol at P < -025 using a two-tailed non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-ranks test.3

3As two comparisons are conducted for each group (one for each type of stimuli), the a value
is adjusted accordingly for multiple testing.
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3.3.4 General results for all groups

3.3.4.1 Common photic stimuli

Figure 3.6 shows the mean estimated A-ratio for non-stimulated subjects in the three groups,

contrasting periods of presentation of common photic stimuli (to their partners) with compa¬
rable control periods. A large difference in mean A values can be seen between photic and
control periods for the Related pairs group, which is due to a large negative A value in photic
periods, indicating comparatively high evoked-a activity in the pre-stimulus interval, whereas
the mean A-ratio in the corresponding control periods is close to the expected A value of zero.
No comparable differences between photic and control periods in mean A values can be seen in
the other two groups, where estimated ratios are close to the value of A = 0 expected under
the null hypothesis. Numerical values for the mean A-ratios in these comparisons, as well as
associated values for the standard deviation, can be found in Table 3.1. It is worth noting
that the lowest estimated standard deviation across all groups can be seen in the Related pairs
group during photic periods, which suggests that the large (negative) mean A-ratio value for
this group is not due to extreme scores from a few atypical participants.

Related Unrelated

Group

Alone

Condition
H Photic stimulation
H Control periods

Error Bars show Mean +/- 1,0 SE

Figure 3.6: Common stimuli: Mean A-ratio for non-stimulated subjects during periods of
photic stimulation of their partners, and during comparison control periods of no stimulation.
Error bars show ± one standard error from the mean.

3.3.4.2 Rare photic stimuli

For rare photic stimuli no major difference can be seen in mean A values between photic and
control periods for any of the groups, although moderate positive A values for photic periods
can be seen in the Unrelated and Alone groups (see Figure 3.7 and Table 3.2). It must be
emphasized however, that only an average of thirty-five rare stimuli had been presented during
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Table 3.1: Common stimuli: Mean A-ratio and standard deviation values during photic
and control periods for non-stimulated participants, n = 13 in each of the three groups.

Related Unrelated Alone
Photic Control Photic Control Photic Control

Mean A -.228 -.035 4)49 -.008 4)29 -.066
Stand, dev. (A) .172 .218 .243 .248 .195 .245

each session, compared to an average of 105 presented common stimuli. Therefore the individual
mean evoked-a GFP waveforms for rare events are likely to involve higher levels of variance, as
they result from the averaging of a smaller number of epochs. This within-subject variance is
not reflected in the standard deviation of A-ratio values (see Table 3.2), or the standard error

estimates shown in Fig. 3.7, as these variance measures only assess between-subject variance in
A-ratio values. This should be taken into account when comparing results for common and rare

events; A-ratio estimates and group-mean evoked-a GFP waveforms for rare events are likely
to be less reliable than the equivalent measures for common events, as rare events involve a

smaller number of epochs.

Condition
| Photic stimulation
| Control periods

Error Bars show Mean +/- 1 0 SE

Figure 3.7: Rare stimuli: Mean A-ratio for non-stimulated subjects during periods of photic
stimulation of their partners, and during comparison control periods of no stimulation. Error
bars show ± one standard error from the mean.

A non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-ranks test was used to evaluate differences in mean A
values between photic and control periods for the comparisons above; the results of this test and
associated effect size estimates for these comparisons can be found in Table 3.3. A significant
difference in mean A-ratio values between photic and control periods was found for common
stimuli in the Related pairs group (p = .007; a = .025), whereas differences in the other two
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Table 3.2: Rare stimuli: Mean A-ratio and standard deviation values during photic and
control periods for non-stimulated participants, n = 13 in each of the three groups.

Related Unrelated Alone
Photic Control Photic Control Photic Control

Mean A .002 .011 .094 .033 .119 .016
Stand, dev. (A) .221 .221 .267 .308 .260 .197

groups were non-significant. Differences in mean A-ratio values between photic and control
periods for rare stimuli where non-significant for all groups. The estimated effect size for the
Related pairs group (common events) is relatively large (r = —.43) and is of the same magnitude
as the estimated effect size for the same group in Study 1, although in the opposite direction.
The mean A-ratio for photic periods is significantly smaller than the A-ratio for control periods
in Study 2, whereas the opposite was true in Study 1; the reasons for this difference will be
clarified in the following section.

Table 3.3: Results ofWilcoxon signed-ranks test (two-tailed) for differences in mean A values
between control and photic conditions, and estimated effect sizes (n = 13 for each group).
Calculated for common and rare stimuli in each group, therefore significance level is adjusted
for multiple tests (a = .025).

Related Unrelated Alone
Common Rare Common Rare Common Rare

Wilcoxon P .007 .917 .701 .861 .221 .221
Wilcoxon z -2.691 -.105 iOb-t—H100CO1 -1.223 -1.223
Effect size r -.43 -.01 .11 .10 .20 .21

3.3.5 Results per group

Graphs of mean evoked-a activity for each group and type of stimulus can be found in Figures
3.8-3.10. As in each individual session 105 common and 35 rare events were presented on

average, the group mean waveforms for rare events result from the averaging of a smaller
number of epochs; these are subsequently more noisy and show a higher baseline compared to
the waveforms for common events. Therefore waveforms for common and rare events are not

directly comparable, and only comparisons between photic and control periods for each group

and type of stimulus are legitimate in this context.4

3.3.5.1 Related pairs

For common stimuli in the Related pairs group (Fig. 3.8a), a rise in evoked-a activity can be
seen during photic periods between -250ms and + 150ms, whereas in control periods ex activity
appears to be stable throughout the epoch. This post/pre-stimulus difference in activity during

4Note that common and rare event graphs are plotted on a different y-axis scale for this
reason.
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(a) Common stimuli (b) Rare stimuli

Figure 3.8: Mean evoked-alpha GFP for common and rare stimuli, related pairs (non-
stimulated subjects). Solid line is mean of photic periods and dotted line is mean of controls.

common photic events is reflected in the large negative A value for this group (see Fig. 3.6). For
rare stimuli (Fig. 3.8b) activity in control and photic periods is similar and shows no deviations
from baseline (some increase in amplitude can be seen around +750ms, but this is outside the
period of interest; see also comments above regarding relative noise in averages for rare events).

It has already been established that the difference in A-ratio between photic and control
periods (for common events) in this group is statistically significant. The shape of the evoked-a
GFP waveform (Fig. 3.8a) for photic periods seems to suggest the presence of an evoked poten¬
tial field, with perhaps large inter-individual variability in magnitude and latency of responses
accounting for the apparently slow rise and fall, and the flat peak of the average waveform
(relative to evoked responses to direct photic stimulation; see Fig. 3.4). This activity in non-

stimulated subjects however, is clearly not temporally aligned with the ordinary evoked activity
seen in responses to direct photic stimulation (see Fig. 3.4), as it appears to begin « 250ms
before stimulus presentation, and nearly returns to baseline by the time stimulated subjects are

showing the first signs of their responses. This characteristic is incompatible with a hypothesis
of synchronous non-local correlations in EEG activity between isolated participants, which has
been the most common interpretation of the effect identified in previous studies using this type
of experimental paradigm (e.g. Grinberg-Zylberbaum et ah, 1994; Wackermann et al., 2003).
It is however similar to the effect observed in Study 1, where deviations in evoked-a activity
in non-stimulated participants also appeared to begin before the photic stimulation of their
partners (t « —150ms), and reached a peak approximately 34ms post-stimulus. In the present
experiment the observed mean deviation appears to start even earlier, and peaks well before
the actual presentation of photic stimuli.

Although in both studies there are clear and significant differences in A-ratios between
photic and control periods for Related pairs, and deviations from baseline suggestive of evoked
responses can be seen in the mean waveforms of evoked-a activity for this group, the temporal
locus of activity in non-stimulated participants does not accurately correspond to the timing of
evoked activity in their stimulated partners. For this reason, although there are good statistical
grounds in both studies for rejecting the null hypothesis, an interpretation of these effects as

evidence of distant correlations between the brain activities of stimulated and non-stimulated

participants is considerably problematic. One possibility would be to interpret these obser¬
vations as suggestive of a temporal anomaly, along the lines of a precognitive or presentiment
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effect. Without any theoretical justification or further supporting evidence however, we consider
such an interpretation to be premature and unjustified at this point.

If the unusual EEG activity seen in non-stimulated participants during the photic stim¬
ulation of their partners with common stimuli is considered to suggest a correlation between
the brain activities of participant pairs, one would also expect non-stimulated participants to
show similar activity during the stimulation of their partners with rare flashes. Furthermore,
one would expect such activity in non-stimulated subjects to be of a greater magnitude to the
one seen in relation to common flashes, as rare stimuli produce responses of greater magnitude
in stimulated subjects themselves. The absence of a similar effect for rare stimuli is an addi¬
tional reason for interpreting these results with caution, and will be further addressed in the
discussion.

3.3.5.2 Unrelated pairs

pV 2.3

Unrelated - Rare

(a) Common stimuli (b) Rare stimuli

Figure 3.9: Mean evoked-alpha GFP for common and rare flashes, unrelated pairs (non-
stimulated subjects). Solid line is mean of photic periods and dotted line is mean of controls.

For the Unrelated pairs group (Fig. 3.9), mean evoked-a activity is similar during photic
and control periods, for both common and rare events. All waveforms are similar and relatively
flat, as one would normally expect from the averages of randomly sampled epochs from the
EEG of non-stimulated participants. These results fully support the null hypothesis, and can

also be seen to suggest that no methodological or other artefacts were affecting our results.

3.3.5.3 Alone participants
In contrast to the Unrelated pairs group, mean evoked-a waveforms for the Alone group (Fig.
3.10) show relatively large fluctuations during both photic and control periods, for both common
and rare events. The fact that these large fluctuations had relatively little effect on the mean

calculated A values for this group (as seen in Figures 3.6 and 3.7), is largely due to the fact that
the A ratio quantifies differences in post-/pre-stimulus activity for each individual participant,
and if these differences are not consistent across subjects (particularly in regard to direction),
they will tend to cancel out when averaged. The similarity in fluctuations between photic
and control waveforms is somewhat reassuring, as it indicates no overall difference in activity
between these periods. The magnitude of the fluctuations however, some of which are larger
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Figure 3.10: Mean evoked-alpha GFP for common and rare flashes, alone participants. Solid
line is mean of photic periods and dotted line is mean of controls.

than the deviation responsible for the significant effect in the Related Pairs group, can be seen

to be a reason for concern. If these fluctuations are simply considered to be random in the case

of the Alone group, the same argument could be made for the fluctuation responsible for the
significant effect found for the Related Pairs group.

3.3.6 Differences in oscillatory activity between the three

groups

Subsequent investigation has revealed that the frequency spectrum of background EEG activ¬
ity differed considerably between the three groups, with the Alone group showing much higher
overall power in the alpha band than the other two groups (see Figure 3.11). Frequency-based
measures of the ongoing (i.e. 'background') EEG activity have been traditionally considered
to reflect neural processes which are largely independent from the averaged stimulus-evoked
potentials. Evoked potentials are normally much smaller in amplitude than the ongoing EEG
activity, and can usually only be revealed after multiple epochs which are time-locked upon re¬

peated presentations of a stimulus are averaged together (i.e. the standard ERP method). This
point-to-point averaging across multiple epochs cancels out ongoing EEG oscillations having no

fixed time relationship to the stimulus (i.e. non-phase-locked activity), whereas stimulus-evoked
activity with fixed latency and fixed polarity in relation to the stimulus (phase-locked activity)
is additively enhanced. This process resembles the gradual extraction of signal from noise, and
perhaps somewhat seduced by this analogy, most ERP research to date has generally regarded
'background' EEG oscillations as being largely irrelevant to the study of evoked potentials.

This view has dominated the literature until quite recently, even though a number of
studies have been reporting strong positive correlations between the amplitude of pre-stimulus
EEG rhythms and the amplitude of stimulus-evoked potentials for some time (Rodin, Grisell,
Gudobba, & Zachary, 1965; Sayers & Beagly, 1974). It is now well established that both the
amplitude and the phase of EEG rhythms at the moment of stimulus presentation are strongly
involved in shaping the magnitude and morphology of stimulus-evoked potentials (Jansen &
Brandt, 1991; Brandt, Jansen, & Carbonari, 1991; Li, Yao, Liu, & Zhao, 2005), and that in¬
dividual differences in overall EEG power (especially in the theta and alpha bands) are an
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Hz

Figure 3.11: Frequency spectrum (FFT) of the Is pre-stimulus period for the three groups

important source of variability for ERP components such as the P300 (Intriligator Sz Polich,
1995). Based on these findings, a growing number of studies have suggested that evoked po¬

tentials are (at least partly) the result of a reorganisation in the phase relationships of ongoing
EEG oscillations (Brandt, 1997; Makeig et ah, 2002; Penny, Kiebel, Kilner, & Rugg, 2002).

This 'phase-resetting' hypothesis has received good experimental support; figure 3.12
shows an example of this process, where the amplitude of early components of the ERP (P100
and N200; upper graph) is shown to be related to the stimulus-evoked phase-locking of ongoing
alpha oscillations (bottom graph); (Klimesch et al., 2000). The alternative (i.e. more 'tradi¬
tional') view, suggests that the stimulus evokes a discrete neural response with fixed-latency
and fixed-polarity in each trial. As the evidence so far appears to partially support both the¬
ories, and neither theory alone seems able to account for all aspects of ERPs, it is likely that
both mechanisms may be involved the generation of evoked potentials (Shah et al., 2004).

The relevance of these findings to the interpretation of our results will become more obvious
by referring to figure 3.13. Figure 3.13a shows the difference in spectral alpha power between
the three groups for the one-second pre-stimulus period, where the mean induced a power in the
Alone group is clearly much higher than in the other two groups, which share very similar levels
of pre-stimulus a activity; this suggests that Alone participants have 'resting' alpha rhythms
of considerably higher amplitude compared to participants in the other two groups. Figure
3.13b demonstrates the strong positive correlation between such pre-stimulus alpha rhythms
(i.e. induced ot activity) and post-stimulus evoked (phase-locked) a power.

When considered together, the these two observations can account for the difference be¬
tween the average evoked a-GFP waveforms for the Alone group (figure 3.10) and the waveforms
for the other two groups (figures 3.8 and 3.9). As participants in the Alone group have been
shown to have ongoing ct-rhythms of much higher amplitude than the other groups, one would
also expect their evoked-a activity (i.e a-rhythms which are phase-locked to the event markers)
to also demonstrate higher amplitudes. This would be the case even with random event markers
not associated with any sensory or other event, due to the chance phase alignments between
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Inset A Inset B

Figure 3.12: Lower graph shows alpha oscillations in three alpha sub-bands which are out of
phase in the pre-stimulus interval, synchronising in response to the stimulus. This stimulus-
evoked phase-locking of alpha rhythms contributes « 36 — 100% of the amplitude in the P100
and N200 components of the standard ERP (upper graph); reproduced from Klimesch et al.
(2000).

waveforms in a finite number of averaged epochs. The potential for large chance fluctuations
in averaged waveforms will be higher with a small number of epochs (as can be seen in the av¬

erages of rare compared to common events), as well as with epochs containing large-amplitude
waveforms (as can be seen in the Alone group averages).5 Therefore although the fluctuations
in evoked-a activity seen in figure 3.10 may appear large compared to the waveforms for the
other two groups, the large difference in pre-stimulus a rhythms between the Alone group and
the other two groups suggests that such between-group comparisons are not valid and are likely
to be misleading. The Related and Unrelated groups are more readily comparable however, as
the amplitude of their resting pre-stimulus a-rhythrns is nearly equivalent.

One way to constitute the average evoked-a waveform graph for the Alone group compa-

5Averaging a very large number of epochs sampled using such random markers would tend
to produce a flat line, regardless of the amplitude of ongoing rhythms, as any chance phase
alignments would eventually cancel each other out.
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Figure 3.13: (a) Comparison of mean pre-stimulus (Is) induced (non-phase-locked) alpha
power between the three groups, (b) Scatterplot of the relationship between pre-stimulus
induced and post-stimulus evoked alpha power (mean GFP) for n = 39 directly photically
stimulated subjects. Line represents best fit of linear regression.

rable (at least visually) to those of the other groups, would be to adjust the scale of the graph
in proportion to the pre-stimulus difference in induced a-power between the groups, while also
taking into account the observed magnitude of the relationship of pre-stimulus induced a-power

and post-stimulus evoked-a power. Such a re-scaled graph can be found in figure 3.14.6
The evoked a-GFP waveforms for the Alone group in this re-scaled graph appear far more

comparable to those of the Related and Unrelated groups. Although there are still relatively
large fluctuations in power, especially for rare events, these fluctuations appear in the GFP
waveforms of both the photic and control epochs, showing no consistent difference between
them. Although the waveforms of photic and control epochs for common events appear to
deviate after « +250ms, the statistical comparison of the respective A values did not approach
significance (p = .221). It is important to remember that the GFP graphs represent group

averages of evoked a activity, and as such they may be disproportionately affected by high
values in one, or a few, atypical individuals. By contrast, the Wilcoxon comparisons of A-ratios
evaluate the consistency of differences between photic and control epochs across individuals,
and only in the Related pairs group (and only for common stimuli), was this difference large
and consistent enough to be statistically significant.

6The ratio of pre-stimulus a-power for the Related and Unrelated groups (averaged together)
to that of the Alone group is 1/2.07. As the correlation of pre-stimulus induced a-power
and post-stimulus evoked a-power is r = .815, the required scaling ratio was calculated as
Sr = 2.07 * 0.815 = 1.687. Figure 3.14 is the product of the graphs in figure 3.10 with the
y-axis values multiplied by Sr. Please note that such re-scaling is only a rough approximation,
and there is evidence that the relationship between the amplitude of pre-stimulus a and the
amplitude of post-stimulus evoked potentials may not be best described by a linear relationship
(as we have assumed by using the linear regression coefficient), but rather by a cubic curve (Li
et al., 2005).
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(a) Common stimuli (b) Rare stimuli

Figure 3.14: Re-scaled graph of mean evoked-alpha GFP for common and rare flashes for
Alone participants. Solid line is mean of photic periods and dotted line is mean of controls.

3.3.7 Remaining questions
Despite the significant effect identified in the Related pairs group, and the partial resolution of
the question regarding the large evoked-a fluctuations found in the Alone participants group,

several issues raised by the results of this study remain unresolved; these are listed below, and
will be examined in more detail in the Discussion.

1. Participants in the Alone group demonstrated EEG activity characterised by resting a-

rhythms of much higher-amplitude compared to participants in the other two groups.

As this characteristic has affected the evoked-a GFP measure which was used as our

dependent variable, it is important to investigate possible reasons for this difference in
a-rhythms between these groups.

2. A significant effect was only found for the Related pairs group, and only in relation to
common stimuli. Finding an effect for related and not for unrelated pairs is perhaps not
surprising, and this would be in agreement with the results of Study 1. If we assume

this effect to reflect a genuine event-related correlation between the brain activity of
participant pairs however, then we would also expect to find an effect, (possibly of an even

larger magnitude), in relation to rare stimuli, as such stimuli typically evoke stronger
responses in directly stimulated subjects compared to common stimuli. The lack of
an effect for rare stimuli would therefore appear to challenge an interpretation of the
significant effect identified for common stimuli as indicative of event-related correlations
between the EEG activity of participant pairs.

3. The observed deviation in evoked-a activity seen in non-stimulated subjects occurs pri¬
marily during the pre-stimulus interval, i.e. before their partners are photically stimu¬
lated (see figure 3.8a). The temporal locus of the effect is therefore problematic for an
interpretation of the effect as evidence of event-related correlations between the brain
activities of participant pairs.
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3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Differences in a-rhythms between groups

The Alone group was found to have resting a-rhythms of dramatically higher amplitude com¬

pared to the other two groups, and as this characteristic was shown to have affected our measure
of evoked-a activity, we will now discuss possible reasons for this difference between groups.

ft is well known that a-rhythms vary considerably across individuals, both in amplitude
as well as in dominant frequency (Shaw, 2003), and with a relatively small sample size as was

used in this study, it is possible that the Alone group simply contained more subjects with
naturally high-amplitude a-rhythms than the other two groups. The Related pairs group was

self-selected, and could well have been different in many respects to the other two groups.

Single participants were pseudo-randomly allocated to either the Unrelated or Alone groups,

but with small samples, such randomisation cannot be guaranteed to be effective. Another
possible explanation involves potential psychological effects of the different instructions given
to the three groups.

Related pairs had come to the laboratory together and were generally highly motivated to
participate in the task and to perform well. Unrelated pairs did not know each other, and did not
meet before the session; they were explicitly told however that they were matched with another
volunteer, whom they would meet at the end of the session. In contrast, Alone participants were

only told the probabilities of being matched with a partner (2:3), and were asked to assume
that they were indeed matched with another participant, as this was ultimately more likely.
This was true when they first volunteered, as all single volunteers were randomly assigned
either to the Unrelated or to the Alone group; two-thirds of these volunteers were assigned to
the Unrelated group and then randomly matched into pairs. However, by the time they had
arrived at the laboratory for their session, Alone participants obviously already belonged to the
one-third of volunteers who were not matched with a partner; the only reason we had decided
to give them probabilistic information (which was only actually true at some point in the past),
was to avoid using outright deception. Although this procedure introduced an additional, and
ultimately unwanted, difference between the Alone and Unrelated groups, it was chosen based
on the comments of Alone participants in Study 1, many of whom had objected to being falsely
told that they were matched with another person). In designing the procedure for Study 2,
we chose to respect these objections in order to maintain a relationship of trust between the
experimenter and the participants, although this might have been a less than ideal arrangement
in terms of experimental design. When questioned after the experiment however, most Alone
participants said that they had assumed they were not matched with another person, as the
vague probabilistic information the experimenter had given them seemed somewhat "suspicious"
within the context of a psychology experiment.' This (ultimately correct) assumption, that they
were alone and that there was no other person in the other laboratory room, may well have
affected the way Alone participants responded to the experimental procedure. It seems quite

7A few participants in the Unrelated group also reported they had assumed (erroneously
in their case) that they were not matched with a partner. Unfortunately, no complete formal
records were kept of the numbers of participants in each of the Unrelated and Alone groups who
had reported this. The informal session notes of the experimenter suggest that < 3 participants
in the Unrelated group had assumed they were alone, compared to > 9 participants in the
Alone group.
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likely that under such an assumption, they would no longer be as motivated as the other two
groups to engage with the task, as they considered themselves to be part of the control group. As
a result, Alone participants may have been less alert and less attentive throughout the session,
and if so, this would have affected the amplitude of their ongoing a-rhythms. Hans Berger
had recognised early on in his investigations that an individual's state of arousal correlates
to a large extent with the amplitude of their alpha rhythms (Gloor, 1994). A prominent
a-rhythm is now commonly considered as an indication of relaxation and cortical inactivity,
and this relationship is sufficiently robust that intra-individual changes in a-power have often
been used as a physiological metric of arousal (Lindsey, 1960). Berger had also noted an inverse
relationship of alpha amplitude with attention, with alpha amplitude decreasing when attention
is focused and consciously directed, a finding subsequently confirmed by many others (Shaw,
2003).8

The high-amplitude a-rhythms observed in Alone participants, could therefore be a physi¬
ological concomitant of decreased motivation, wavering attention, and a lack of engagement with
the experimental task. In the partially sensory-deprived environment of this experiment, which
required subjects to sit in a reclining chair in a dimly-lit, sound-attenuated room, whilst lis¬
tening to a relaxation induction procedure and low-frequency monotonous drumming, a lack of
motivation and engagement with the task would most probably lead to inattentiveness and low¬
ered arousal. Such an interpretation is only speculative however; we cannot conclude that Alone
participants were in a low-arousal state simply because they demonstrated high-amplitude a-

rhythms, as potentially large inter-individual differences in alpha amplitude considerably limit
the validity of any between-groups comparisons. To empirically test this hypothesis, one would
need a separate measure of arousal which is physiologically independent from alpha activity.
An index of electrodermal activity would perhaps be ideal, but this was not measured in this
experiment.

A potential improvement on the design of this experiment could have avoided this problem.
An alternative to using a group of Unrelated pairs and a group of unmatched Alone participants
as we have done in Study 2, would be to use two groups both consisting of randomly matched
pairs of unrelated subjects. The only difference between these would be that in one of the groups

no photic stimuli would be presented to "stimulated" participants. In order for such a group to
still serve as an effective control (e.g. for the possibility of electrical leakage between equipment),
it would be necessary to deliver photic stimuli to the LED glasses as normal, while somehow
preventing the "stimulated" participants in this group from seeing these flashes (e.g. by covering
the LEDs with an opaque material). There are obvious practical difficulties in implementing
such a design, but it would perhaps be the only way to effectively compare groups with and
without a stimulated participant, while avoiding potentially confounding variables such as we

have encountered in Study 2. In a design where randomly matched pairs are used for both
groups, whether the "stimulated" participant in a particular pair will actually be presented
with photic stimuli or not, can be randomly decided after all interpersonal interactions with
the non-stimulated participant have been completed.

8This inverse relationship of alpha amplitude to arousal only holds true in the waking state.
Looking at a wider window on the continuum of arousal, alpha amplitude appears to follow
an inverted-U curve, with the highest a-amplitude associated with relaxed wakefulness in the
middle, and decreasing a-amplitude both when the subject becomes more aroused, as well as
with the onset of sleep (Lindsey, 1960).
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3.4.2 Comparison of effect between common and rare

events

Contrary to our predictions, the effect identified in the Related pairs group was only observed
in relation to common photic stimuli. This characteristic is to a large extent, physiologically
counterintuitive, as ordinary responses to direct photic stimulation in an oddball paradigm are

typically characterised by evoked potentials of a larger amplitude in relation to rare compared
to common stimuli. An oddball paradigm had been adopted in this study to produce differential
responses in stimulated subjects, in order to test whether the magnitude of the effect seen in
non-stimulated subjects may be related to the magnitude of evoked responses in their stimulated
partners. The lack of an effect for rare stimuli in the Related pairs group does not support
this hypothesis, and may also be considered to question the validity of the effect observed for
common stimuli.

ft is important to take into account however, that measures of evoked-a activity are sen¬

sitive to the number of epochs that the average waveforms are calculated from. Evoked-a
measures quantify phase-locked event-related activity, whereby non-phase-locked (i.e. induced)
background oscillations are removed through the additive averaging of a number of event-related
epochs; through such averaging evoked activity is additively enhanced, whereas induced activ¬
ity is subtracted. Removing all such background oscillatory activity however would require the
averaging of a very large number of epochs, and in most cases some amount of induced activity
would be present in the average evoked-a waveforms. The amount of this residual induced
activity is directly proportional to the number of epochs used in the averaging, and for this rea¬

son, mean evoked-a waveforms from a smaller number of epochs demonstrate a higher baseline
compared to mean evoked-a waveforms from a larger number of epochs. This characteristic is
responsible for the difference seen in the baseline evoked-a activity between the waveforms for
common and rare events in this study (e.g. see Fig. 3.8), and may also be responsible for the
apparent lack of an effect for rare stimuli. As the amplitude of background oscillatory activity
is in the order of tens of microvolts, whereas the amplitude of evoked responses is normally
in the order of microvolts, it is essential to use a sufficiently large number of event-related
epochs in order to extract the waveforms of stimulus-evoked activity from the background EEG
'noise'. This is especially important where small-amplitude responses are expected, as is likely
to be the case in this study. Therefore it is possible that the apparent lack of an effect for
rare stimuli may be due to an insufficient number of available event-related epochs. Due to
the requirements of the oddball paradigm, only one-third as many rare events were presented
relative to common events (35 compared to 105 respectively), and this number of samples may
be insufficient to discriminate event-related evoked responses from background oscillatory ac¬

tivity through additive averaging. Although this was a risk we had considered at the time of
designing the experimental protocol, increasing the number of rare events presented per session
would also require increasing the number of common events proportionally by a factor of three;
this would have extended the session duration beyond what we expected to be comfortable for
the participants, and had therefore decided against it.

The lack of an effect for rare stimuli may also be related to the physical and psychological
properties of the stimuli used in this study. Green photic flashes were always used as the more

frequently presented (common) stimuli, based on the comments of participants in the pilot ses¬

sions, who had reported that red flashes felt more "stimulating", and suggested that this may
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due to the connotations of red colour, i.e. due to its common use in traffic light signals, and its
semantic associations with danger. This subjective effect was reported even when red flashes
were presented at the same frequency and for the same duration as green flashes, and although
evoked responses to the two type of flashes were not markedly different in such a case. As part
of our attempt to maximise the difference in the magnitude of evoked responses to the two types
of stimuli, we had decided to use the red flashes as the rare, longer-lasting (and subjectively
brighter) stimulus, which also had semantic (and perhaps also conditioned) associations with
arousal and alertness. In contrast, as green flashes were more common they were expected to be
perceived as less interesting and less arousing, and perhaps to also involve a relatively greater

degree of habituation throughout the session. In terms of experimental design however, it would
have been preferable to counterbalance the use of the two colours of flashes (as common and
rare stimuli) across subjects. Although directly stimulated participants did show larger evoked
responses to rare stimuli as expected, having used only red flashes as rare stimuli further com¬
plicates the interpretation of the lack of an effect for rare flashes in non-stimulated subjects. As
a result, we cannot discriminate the potential contribution of the frequency of presentation, the
duration and of the colour of the flashes itself, in the differential effect found between common

(green) and rare (red) flashes in non-stimulated subjects. Our working hypothesis was that any
effect found for non-stimulated subjects would be likely to show similar psychophysiological
characteristics to the event-related EEG responses of their stimulated partners; this may not
be a valid assumption however, and past research has presented contradictory findings in this
respect (e.g. Grinberg-Zylberbaum et ah, 1994; Wackermann et al., 2003). It could be the case
for example, that the differences in psychophysical and psychological properties between the
two stimuli used in this study, may be relevant to the potential for event-related EEG correla¬
tions to manifest between separated subjects. As the physical, physiological and psychological
mechanisms through which these correlations may function are unknown, expecting a direct
correspondence of electrocortical activity between stimulated and non-stimulated participants
was only an exploratory hypothesis, adopted due to the lack of a theoretical framework able to
generate more sophisticated predictions.

Although a conclusive explanation for the lack of an effect for rare stimuli cannot be
identified due to the limitations discussed above, several suggestions can be made to guide
future research intending to clarify this issue. We would still encourage the use of stimuli
producing differential physiological responses in stimulated subjects, in order to investigate
possible correlated activity with differential signatures in their non-stimulated partners. We
would also however advise the use of stimuli as similar as possible (if not identical) in physical
properties, in order to avoid the difficulties in interpreting any differential findings, as we have
encountered in this study. In this respect, we would also advise against using an oddball-type
paradigm in the future, as this would normally necessitate the use of stimuli with different
physical properties. By requiring the use of a different frequency of presentation for each
stimulus, another consequence of using an oddball paradigm is that fewer epochs associated
with rare events are subsequently available for analysis, which inevitably reduces the signal-
to-noise ratio in averaged waveforms for rare events. A suggestion by Wackermann (2004), to
separately stimulate the left and right visual fields (with identical visual stimuli) would avoid
all the disadvantages of the stimuli used in this study, and would also produce evoked responses

with distinct psychophysiological signatures (in stimulated subjects).
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3.4.3 Temporal displacement of effect
The significant difference between photic and control epochs found for non-stimulated subjects
in the Related pairs group, may be interpreted to suggest a correlation in event-related brain
activity between the physically isolated partners. However, the temporal characteristics of
the observed increase in evoked-a power in non-stimulated participants are not conducive to
such an interpretation, as this activity largely precedes the photic stimulation (and associated
brain responses) of their partners (Fig. 3.8). The effect found in Study 1 followed a somewhat
similar pattern, in that evoked-a activity in non-stimulated participants appeared to rise above a

baseline level before the presentation of the stimuli (Fig. 2.12). In Study 1 however, this activity
reached a peak at approximately +36ms post-stimulus, whereas in Study 2 peak amplitude is
reached as early as -150ms pre-stiniulus.

In investigating this unexpected temporal displacement, the first hypothesis to consider
is the possibility of an artefact, such as timing errors in the delivery of the electrical trigger
pulses used to mark the timing of photic stimuli on the EEG records of participants. No similar
temporal discrepancies can be seen in the averages from directly stimulated subjects however
(see Fig. 3.4), which rules out the possibility that such errors have been introduced by the
computer responsible for stimulus randomisation and presentation. This computer generated
TTL pulses (+5V logic) which were used to trigger photic flashes to stimulated subjects, as well
as to deliver synchronous event markers to the recording EEG amplifiers of both stimulated and
non-stimulated subjects. With each flash presented (using one TTL pulse), another synchronous
TTL pulse was used to mark the timing of photic events on the EEG records of both subjects in
each pair; therefore timing errors introduced at this stage should equally affect both stimulated
and non-stimulated subjects, and this is quite clearly not the case.

It is still possible that timing errors could have been introduced in the recordings of non-
stimulated subjects only however, during the later stage of optical isolation of event marker
signals. As has been described in the Method section, we have used a series of photovoltaic relays
to signal the timing of event markers to the two EEG amplifiers, in order to ensure electrical
isolation, both between the stimulus presentation computer and the two EEG amplifiers (and
subjects), but also between the two subjects (and respective EEG amplifiers) themselves (see
circuit diagram in Appendix E). Eight independent optical relays were used (four for each
subject), in order to separately signal event markers for each of the four events presented (i.e.
common flash, rare flash, common control and rare control). As it was the same physical relay
therefore that always handled signals indicating common flash events for the EEG record of
non-stimulated subjects (relay U8 in circuit diagram, Appendix E), it is therefore possible that
a fault in this component could have introduced timing errors in the averages of EEG activity
recorded from these subjects. For example, a slow relay could introduce delays in the placing of
event markers intented to signal the timing of photic flashes, and if this delay was sufficiently
long, a VEP response could falsely appear to occur before the photic event that had generated
it. Such a problem could therefore be responsible for the temporal discrepancy seen in our

results.

In order to test this hypothesis, a system test was conducted using a photodiode (BPW21
by Osram Opto-Semiconductors) with a fast response time (mean rise/fall time 1.5ps), and
a spectral sensitivity approximating that of the human visual system. This photodiode was

connected as an open circuit to the EEG amplifier (i.e. as a photovoltaic cell), and was attached
to the LED glasses, so that photic flashes would trigger a photovoltaic response in the diode
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which would register on the EEG recording as voltage increase. A trial was conducted with 280
events presented randomly over a period of « 20min, according to the standard experimental
procedure for Study 2 described in the Method section. The photovoltaic response to the flashes
was recorded using the EEG amplifier which was normally used to record brain activity from
non-stimulated participants, and associated event markers were delivered using TTL pulses
through the signal isolation device, according to the usual experimental protocol. This test can
provide a precise indication of the actual timing of photic flashes in relation to event markers,
as any timing discrepancies between these events would easily become apparent.
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Figure 3.15: (a) Mean photovoltaic response to green flashes (solid line) and associated control
periods (dotted line). Average number of epochs for each event was one-hundred-and-five (105).
The start and end of the flash duration (0-40ms) is marked, (b) Mean photovoltaic response to
red flashes (solid line) and associated control periods (dotted line). Average number of epochs
for each event was thirty-five (35). The start and end of the flash duration (0-70ms) is marked.

Figure 3.15 shows the results of this system test for green (Fig. 3.15a) and red (Fig.
3.15b) flashes. No major temporal divergence can be seen between the event markers (f = 0
on the graph) and the photovoltaic response to the flashes, other than a small positive delay
in response time (« 8ms), which is similar for green and red flashes. Further inspection of
individual epochs revealed no observable variation in this delay across epochs.9

These results appear to verify the accuracy of synchronisation between the placing of
event markers and the presentation of photic stimuli. The small delay between the timing of
event markers and photovoltaic responses to flashes (~ 8ms) is in the opposite direction to the
discrepancy seen in the EEG records of non-stimulated subjects, and cannot account for the
temporal characteristics of their results10. It seems therefore unlikely that a technical artefact
is responsible for the temporal discrepancy seen in these results, and alternative hypotheses
will need to be considered.

9As the sampling rate was 500Hz, the temporal resolution of the EEG recording was 2ms,
therefore such variations in latency could be occurring < 2ms without being observable. Vari¬
ations at such small time scale would of course be irrelevant in this context.

10Activity in non-stimulated subjects appears to begin « —250ms pre-stimulus, therefore,
(assuming the activity is genuinely related to the distant photic stimuli), a delay of « 250 +8ms
in setting the event marker would be needed to produce the temporal difference seen in our
results
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3.4.4 Conclusions

As we have found no technical or methodological artefact which can adequately account for the
effects found in Studies 1 and 2, there appear to be two main possible interpretations of these
findings at this point.

The first possible interpretation is to consider the effect found for Related pairs in Studies 1
and 2 as due to chance fluctuations in evoked-a activity. Although in both studies a significant
difference in A-ratio estimates, (a measure of pro-/pre-stimulus evoked-a activity), has been
found between photic and control epochs for non-stimulated subjects in Related pairs, it is
clear from the average of control periods (from both stimulated and non-stimulated subjects)
that chance fluctuations of this magnitude occasionally do appear in the average evoked-a
waveforms for samples of this size. The fact that such fluctuations in the average waveforms
from Related pairs happened to occur within our time window of interest (i.e.-500 to +500ms)
rather than at other times during the epoch, may be nothing more than a chance occurrence,

and the temporal inconsistency of the observed effect between Studies 1 and 2 would appear to

support this interpretation.
The other possible interpretation is to consider the observed effect as evidence of distant

correlations in event-related brain activity between physically isolated participants. The fact
that significant differences between photic and control periods were found only for Related pairs
in both studies, and that the fluctuations in evoked-a activity responsible for these significant
differences manifested during photic stimulation periods and not during control periods, would
appear to support this interpretation. However, due to the temporal discrepancy seen in both
studies between the observed brain activity in non-stimulated participants and the timing of
photic stimulation of their partners, this hypothesis can apparently only be sustained by in¬
voking an additional anomaly, i.e. the presence of a retrocausal or precognitive effect. Such
effects have been sporadically reported in the literature, usually involving observations of phys¬
iological activity which precedes the presentation of randomised stimuli, and which cannot be
explained as anticipatory responses (e.g. see Bierman & Radin, 1997). In the case of Studies
1 and 2 however, no stimuli had been presented to the participants demonstrating this appar¬

ently precognitive effect, and the participants who were directly photically stimulated do not
show any similar activity preceding the presentation of photic stimuli. This presents us with
something of a conundrum; even if one tentatively assumes that it is possible to respond to
stimuli precognitively, to propose that non-stimulated participants may respond precognitively
to stimuli presented to others, when these other stimulated participants show no such precog¬

nitive responses themselves, would most likely be stretching the limits of plausibility. It would
perhaps make evolutionary sense for pairs of humans who share an emotional, empathic bond,
(and therefore have a mutual interest in each others' survival), to make use of any precogni¬
tive abilities available to perceive potential dangers pertaining to themselves as well as to each
other. But in order not to overwhelm the organism with torrents of irrelevant information, (as
could potentially be obtained through such channels, if no spatial or temporal restrictions ap¬

ply), such abilities must be weak and normally dormant, only manifesting perhaps on the rare

occasions where the organism's survival is at stake. It would therefore seem to be exceedingly
unlikely for such abilities to manifest as abundantly as they appear to be in our results, if these
results are interpreted as evidence of such interactions.

The relatively small sample size in each study is largely responsible for limiting our ability
to interpret these results with more certainty. With a larger sample size, chance fluctuations in
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evoked-a activity in individual waveforms would cancel each other out when group averages are

calculated, whereas with only thirteen (Related) subjects in each study, it is possible that large-
amplitude chance fluctuations in a few individuals may still have affected the group average.

It would therefore be useful at this point to combine the results of Studies 1 and 2 in order
to calculate average waveforms for each group and condition across the two studies. This will
provide a sample size of n = 26 for each of the three groups, and will allow general conclusions
to be drawn from these averages with a greater degree of confidence. As the findings from the
combined results of Studies 1 and 2 have consequently influenced the design of Study 3, these
will be reported in the introduction to the following chapter.
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4.1 Combined findings of Studies 1 and 2
Studies 1 and 2 were designed to be sufficiently similar, so that their results can be cumulatively
combined; this will be presented in this section, and the overall results will be used to guide
the design of Study 3. Studies 1 and 2 each consisted of three groups (Related pairs, Unre¬
lated pairs and Alone participants), with thirteen non-stimulated participants in each group.

Although in Study 1 EEG was only recorded from non-stimulated participants during the test
sessions, whereas Study 2 involved simultaneous EEG recordings from both participants in each
pair, this is not relevant to the combined analysis, as only data from non-stimulated partici¬
pants will be used. Although in both studies photic stimulation epochs were compared with
randomly sampled control periods, the primary difference between the two studies involved the
presentation of two types of photic stimuli in Study 2 (green and red flashes), whereas in Study
1 only one type of flashes (white) had been presented.

Although it would be possible to include epochs related to both green and red flashes from
Study 2 in this cross-study average, on closer inspection this option appeared to carry several
disadvantages. The main difficulty concerns the fact that Study 2 involved an oddball stimula¬
tion paradigm, where rare (red) photic stimuli have a lower frequency of presentation compared
to common (green) photic stimuli, and produce evoked responses with distinctly different am¬

plitude, latency and morphological characteristics. Due to their infrequent presentation, rare
stimuli are perceived as 'oddballs' (i.e. different, unusual), and involve additional cognitive
processing compared to common stimuli, as can be seen by the additional late components in
evoked-a responses to these stimuli (see Fig. 3.5, page 62).

Photic stimuli in Study 1 and the common photic stimuli in Study 2 share a similar
frequency of presentation, i.e. on average, one flash was presented every 4.5s in Study 1, and
one flash every 6s for common flashes in Study 2, whereas rare photic flashes in Study 2 were

presented every 13.5s on average, therefore both were expected to be perceived as 'common'
stimuli (even though common stimuli in study 2 were of shorter duration compared to stimuli in
study 1, i.e. 40ms Vs 80ms respectively).1. Another issue related to the frequency of stimulus

1This similarity in presentation frequency is reflected in a morphological similarity in the
average waveforms of evoked-a responses to direct photic stimulation with these stimuli (for
Study 1 see Fig. 2.10 on page 41, and for Study 2 see Fig. 3.4 on page 62)
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presentation, is the cumulative number of photic stimuli presented in each session. Study
1 involved an average presentation of 93 flashes during each session, whereas in Study 2 an

average 105 common flashes and an average of 35 rare flashes were presented in each session.
Therefore the total number of epochs per session in each study is unequal by a considerable
margin (93 versus 140, in studies 1 and 2 respectively), if both common and rare stimuli are
used from study 2. If however only common flashes are included from Study 2, the number of
epochs in each study will be more comparable.

As the photic stimuli used in Study 1 are more similar in duration and frequency of
presentation to the common photic stimuli used in Study 2, and these also share a comparable
cumulative number of presentations during each session, it was decided to only include common
events from Study 2 in the cross-study average. The absence of an obvious effect for rare stimuli
in Study 2 may also be seen as a reason not to include this data, although this could be objected
to as an arbitrary rejection of data not favourable to the experimental hypothesis. However,
combining the results of Studies 1 and 2 is conducted as an exploratory post-hoc analysis, and
not for the purpose of hypothesis testing. It may be that for unknown reasons, rare stimuli
failed to evoke responses in non-stimulated participants whereas common stimuli succeeded;
this possibility would advise against reducing the signal-to-noise ratio by including rare events
in the average of the two studies.

Figure 4.1 shows the average waveform of evoked-a global field power for Related pairs
in studies 1 and 2, for n = 26 non-stimulated subjects. A rise in evoked-a activity can be
seen in the mean waveform for photic epochs, which appears to begin ~ —250ms pre-stimulus
and reaches a maximum at -15ms, i.e. immediately preceding stimulus presentation. The
rise and fall of this activity appears to be nearly symmetrical in time, centered approximately
at the moment of stimulus presentation, and the peak of activity at this latency also shows
the highest evoked-a GFP value observed throughout the three groups (1.19p.V2). Evoked-a
activity observed during photic periods in this group is of a clearly higher magnitude to activity
during control periods, and its morphology is highly suggestive of an event-related response.

However, its temporal characteristics are incompatible with such an interpretation; this issue
will be further discussed in the following section.

Figure 4.2 shows the average waveform of evoked-a global field power for Unrelated pairs
in studies 1 and 2, for n = 26 non-stimulated subjects. A small rise in mean evoked-a activity
can be seen during the post-stimulus interval in photic stimulation periods, which reaches
a maximum at +210ms. Although the peak at this latency shows the highest GFP value
throughout both photic and control periods in this group (1.07pV2), fluctuations of only a

slightly smaller magnitude can be seen throughout the control period, which suggests that the
deviation seen during photic periods is very likely to be due to similar chance fluctuations.

Figure 4.3 shows the average waveform of evoked-a global field power for Alone partici¬
pants in studies 1 and 2, for n = 26 non-stimulated subjects. The waveforms for both photic and
control periods in this group show relatively minor fluctuations which never exceed 0.95|TV ,

and which are not suggestive of event-related activity. This is somewhat reassuring, as it sug¬

gests that the deviation seen in the average waveform for Related pairs is unlikely to be due to
a methodological or technical artefact.
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ms

Figure 4.1: Combined results of studies 1 and 2: Mean evoked-a global field power for Related
pairs (n = 26). Solid line represents photic stimulation and dotted line control periods.

ms

Figure 4.2: Combined results of studies 1 and 2: Mean evoked-a global field power for
Unrelated pairs (n = 26). Solid line represents photic stimulation and dotted line control
periods.
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ms

Figure 4.3: Combined results of studies 1 and 2: Mean evoked-a global field power for Alone
participants (n = 26). Solid line represents photic stimulation and dotted line control periods.

4.1.1 Conclusions

The average evoked-a waveforms for the combined results of studies 1 and 2 have revealed
changes in evoked-a activity in non-stimulated participants in the Related pairs group, which
appear to be related to the photic stimulation of their physically isolated partners. This is in
agreement with the results of the statistical tests conducted in each of the two studies, which had
identified significant differences in evoked-a activity between photic and control periods for this
group. The main difficulty in interpreting these results concerns the temporal characteristics
of the observed effect; as the activity observed in non-stimulated participants (on average)
precedes the event-related activity of their photically stimulated partners, and also precedes
the presentation of the stimuli themselves, such temporal characteristics do not appear to be
directly compatible with an interpretation of the effect as involving event-related correlations
between the EEG activity of participants pairs.

It would however be constructive at this point, to briefly suspend any concerns regarding
the interpretation of these unusual temporal characteristics, in order to examine the cumulative
results of the two studies from a purely data-driven perspective. The results of studies 1 and
2 have independently suggested the presence of a rise in evoked-a activity in non-stimulated
participants in Related pairs, during epochs when their partners were photically stimulated,
and revealed no similar changes in activity during control periods of no stimulation. The
mean evoked-a waveform for this group in Study 1 (see Fig. 2.12 on page 46) indicates that
this activity took place primarily between -150 and +250ms, and peaked just after stimulus
presentation (« +36ms); the mean waveform for the same group in Study 2 (see Fig. 3.8 on

67) indicates that the rise in activity took place largely between -250ms and +150ms, with the
peak of activity at ~ —150ms. The findings of these two studies when seen separately and in
combination, appear to suggest that the observed rise in evoked-a activity has a variable latency
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across individual participants, with an average maximum amplitude centered approximately at
the time of stimulus presentation. Visual inspection of mean evoked-a waveforms for individual
participants appeared to confirm this hypothesis; although several subjects showed only minor
and seemingly random fluctuations in activity, some subjects demonstrated activity strongly
suggestive of event-related responses. The latency of such activity was highly variable across

subjects, although it appeared to 'gravitate' towards t = Oms, as is also suggested by the
combined average waveform for the two studies seen in Fig. 4.1 above.

In order to clarify the nature of this effect, it may be useful to recapitulate the under¬
lying physiological EEG processes which are reflected in the evoked-a activity measures used
in these studies. As has been described in the previous chapters, measures of evoked-a ac¬

tivity quantify EEG changes (within the alpha band) which are phase-locked to the moment
of stimulus presentation. The presentation of a stimulus forces a re-organisation in the phase
relationships of ongoing oscillatory EEG rhythms, and alpha rhythms which are out of phase
with each other (in the pre-stimulus interval), have been shown to become synchronised (in
the post-stimulus interval) in response to the stimulus, and to contribute in the formation of
evoked potentials (e.g. Klimesch et al. (2000); see Fig. 3.12 on page 71). This mechanism
of phase synchronisation of ongoing (i.e. "background") alpha rhythms is the process largely
underlying the rise in evoked-a activity seen in response to direct photic stimulation (e.g. see

Fig. 2.7 on page 36), and is also likely to be involved in the effect found in the evoked-a ac¬

tivity of non-stimulated participants. In the case of non-stimulated participants however, the
observed changes in evoked-a activity appear to precede the presentation of photic stimuli and
the evoked responses of their photically stimulated partners; in order to produce the average

evoked-a waveform seen in Fig. 4.1 (page 84), the phase relationships of ongoing alpha oscil¬
lations in non-stimulated participants would appear to briefly synchronise as the moment of
stimulus presentation approaches.

Although this effect can be described as "event-related", in the sense that evoked-a activity
appears to change in relation to the presentation of photic stimuli, this relationship between
evoked-a activity (in non-stimulated participants) and the presentation of photic stimuli (to
their partners), appears to be correlational rather than causal; what necessitates the inference
of a correlational relationship is the variable latency of the effect across participants, which
sometimes follows and sometimes precedes the presentation of the stimuli. These characteristics
cannot be accommodated within a causal-deterministic biophysical framework, and they would
also seem to be at odds with quantum mechanical interpretations, as models of quantum-
entanglement between the brain activity of participant pairs proposed in previous studies (e.g.
Grinberg-Zylberbaum et al., 1994; Wackermann et ah, 2003) would predict synchronous changes
in brain activity between participants. Nevertheless, the change in mean evoked-a activity seen

in non-stimulated participants in Related pairs across the two studies (Fig. 4.1 on page 84),
appears to be centered at the moment of photic stimulation of their partners. As the timing
of stimulus presentation was randomised, and as non-stimulated participants were also blind
to the presentation of photic flashes, this activity cannot be ascribed to ordinary anticipatory
responses, as often seen when stimuli are presented periodically. The fact that this activity
precedes the presentation of photic stimuli would also appear to rule out the possibility of
electromagnetic leakage (e.g. from LED flashes) affecting the results.

As has been described in Chapter 3, direct stimulation with photic flashes produces both
evoked (phase-locked) and induced (non-phase-locked) responses (e.g. see Fig. 2.6 on page 36).
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In contrast to evoked responses to photic stimulation, induced responses involve a desynchroni-
sation of ongoing alpha rhythms, i.e. the alpha-blocking effect. It would therefore be useful to
examine whether the effect found in non-stimulated participants also appears to involve changes
in induced alpha activity; figure 4.4 shows a graph of the average non-phase-locked alpha ac¬

tivity for n = 26 non-stimulated participants in the Related pairs groups from studies 1 and
2. As can be seen in that graph, induced-a activity shows no signs of event-related changes,
and activity during photic and control periods is similar. The effect found for non-stimulated
participants therefore does not demonstrate the changes in induced oscillatory EEG activity
normally found in responses to direct photic stimulation, and appears to be limited to changes
in evoked (phase-locked) activity.
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Figure 4.4: Combined results of studies 1 and 2: Mean induced-a global field power for
Related participants (n = 26). Solid red line represents photic stimulation periods and dotted
blue line represents control periods.

The measure of evoked-a activity used as dependent variable in studies 1 and 2, specifically
quantifies evoked activity within the alpha band (8-13Hz); as direct photic stimulation produces
evoked responses in a broad frequency range however, (i.e. the standard ERP; see Fig. 2.5
on page 33), it would be useful to investigate whether such changes can also be found in
non-stimulated participants. Figure 4.5 shows the broad-frequency (l-30Hz) ERP for n = 26
non-stimulated participants in the Related pairs groups from studies 1 and 2. Although there
is no indication in this graph of a clearly formed evoked potential as found in responses to
direct photic stimulation, the ERP waveforms of photic and control periods appear to deviate
from each other between approximately -250 and +250ms, and an identifiable peak in activity
can be seen during photic periods at « —4ms, i.e. immediately preceding the presentation of
photic stimuli. Although this difference between photic and control waveforms in the broad-
frequency ERP is clearly smaller than the difference found using the evoked-a measure, it may
nevertheless suggest that the effect, although shown to be limited to changes in evoked activity,
may not be limited exclusively to evoked changes within the alpha band. However, subsequent
examination of evoked activity separately in the delta (l-4Hz), theta (4-8Hz), and beta (13-
30Hz) bands, have revealed no evidence suggestive of event-related activity, and no differences
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between photic and control periods in non-stimulated participants. Therefore the deviation
between photic and control periods seen in the broad-frequency evoked potential (Fig. 4.5) can
be attributed primarily to changes in evoked activity within the alpha band (8-13Hz).

The global field power measure used so far in the combined study analysis, quantifies the
evolution of the entire potential field recorded over the scalp from the thirty-electrode array

(see Eq. 2.3); as the GFP consists of a single-channel measure of global EEG activity, it does
not provide any information as to the spatial distribution of this activity over the scalp, ft will
be useful however to examine the spatial distribution of evoked-a activity in stimulated and
non-stimulated participants; this can be seen in Figure 4.6. The top graph (Fig. 4.6a) shows the
spatial distribution of responses from photically stimulated participants (Related pairs, studies
1 and 2); as expected, this shows a rapid increase in evoked-a activity in response to photic
stimulation, which starts in the occipital area and spreads throughout most of the cortex. The
bottom graph (Fig. 4.6b) shows the spatial distribution of evoked-a activity in non-stimulated
participants during the same time interval. In agreement with the average cross-study GFP
waveform presented and discussed above (Fig. 4.1), evoked-a activity appears to increase before
stimulus presentation, and reaches a maximum approximately at t = Oms. This activity in non-

stimulated participants appears to be considerably more localised compared to the evoked-a
responses seen in their partners, and is primarily focused in the parieto-occipital area.

In summary, the analysis of the combined data from studies 1 and 2 has largely confirmed
the findings of each individual study, namely that changes in evoked-a activity in non-stimulated
participants which appear to be related to the photic stimulation of their physically isolated
partners, can only be found for participants in the Related pairs group. However, the un¬

usual temporal characteristics of the observed activity do not fully support an interpretation
of the effect as involving correlations in event related brain activity between participant pairs.
Further examination of the combined data has revealed that unlike stimulated participants,
non-stimulated subjects do not show any changes in induced activity, and neither do they show
any changes in evoked activity in frequency bands other than alpha. These characteristics,
along with the observation that the observed changes in evokcd-a activity in non-stimulated
participants are far more localised than event-related changes in their photically stimulated part¬

ners, suggest that direct parallels between the brain activity of stimulated and non-stimulated
subjects cannot easily be drawn. Although the combined dataset from studies 1 and 2 has
enabled a more thourough examination of the characteristics of the observed effect, the rela¬
tively small magnitude of the difference in activity between photic and control periods, and the
(still) relatively small sample size in the two studies, continue to limit the conclusiveness of our
interpretation of the results. The purpose of the third and final study is to further investigate
the effect identified in the first two studies, while increasing the sample size and introducing
modification in the experimental methodology likely to avoid some of the problems and clarify
some of the questions encountered in the previous studies.

4.2 Design of Study 3
The effect found in studies 1 and 2 involves changes in the EEG activity of non-stimulated
participants, which appear to be related to the photic stimulation of their partners. Unlike
event-related responses to direct photic stimulation, this effect has been shown not to involve
event-related changes in induced activity, or any changes in evoked activity in frequency bands
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Figure 4.5: Combined results of studies 1 and 2: Mean ERP (global field power) for Related
participants (n = 26). Solid red line represents photic stimulation periods and dotted blue line
represents control periods.
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(a) Mean evoked alpha band power for stimulated participants (n = 26).
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(b) Mean evoked alpha band power for non-stimulated participants (n = 26).

Figure 4.6: A 2-D plot of the topographical distribution of evoked-a event-related activity
across the thirty-electrode array for n = 26 non-stimulated andn = 26 directly photically
stimulated participants (Related pairs groups) from studies 1 and 2 (with an average of 93 and
105 presented stimuli per session, respectively in each study). Photic stimuli were presented at
t = 0ms; please note difference in scale between graphs.
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other than alpha. Therefore the measure of evoked-a activity adopted as the dependent variable
in studies 1 and 2 appears to be well-suited for investigating this effect, and will also be used
in Study 3. As the effect has only been observed in Related pairs in both studies conducted so

far, only related pairs will be recruited in Study 3 in an attempt to study this effect in more

detail.

In the average waveform of the combined data from studies 1 and 2, (for non-stimulated
participants in the Related pairs group; see Fig. 4.1), the observed activity appears to begin
(on average) approximately -250ms before stimulus presentation, and is roughly symmetrical
pre-/post-stimulus. It is therefore important to note, that as the measure of event-related
activity used for the statistical evaluation of the experimental hypothesis in studies 1 and 2
(i.e. the A-ratio; see Eq. 2.4) quantifies the relative difference in activity between the pre-

and post-stimulus intervals, this would return a value close to zero for the mean combined
waveform of the two studies. Although in both studies 1 and 2 significant differences in mean

A-ratio estimates have been found between photic and control periods, and the effect size for
this difference was of equal magnitude, the direction of the difference was reversed between
the two studies. The combined analysis of the results of both studies has suggested that large
between-subject variability in the latency of the effect was responsible for this difference between
studies, and that the average effect across the n = 26 subjects is centered approximately at
t = 0ms. This would suggest that the A-ratio measure as used in studies 1 and 2 is not suitable
for quantifying this effect, therefore a modified formula based on the combined results of the
first two studies will be used in Study 3; this will be described in detail in the Method section.

In the experimental procedure used in studies 1 and 2, participants listened to a recording
of continuous drumming during their experimental session, intended to induce a similar state of
consciousness in participant pairs. As discussed in the General Methodology section in Chapter
2 (page 17), based on the findings of past research there were reasons to expect that such a

shared altered state may help in facilitating the emergence of event-related correlations in brain
activity between stimulated and non-stimulated subjects. Although an effect has been found
in these studies which may be interpreted to suggest the presence of such correlations, it is not
possible to examine whether the drumming procedure was related to the effect in any way, as

this was the only type of auditory stimulus used. An additional issue which must be raised
in relation to the drumming procedure, is the question of possible auditory evoked potentials
being produced in non-stimulated participants in response to the drumming. This has been
addressed briefly in Chapter 2, where it was demonstrated that the drumming rhythm has no

stable low-frequency periodic elements, and is therefore unlikely to produce "auditory driving",
i.e. an increase in the amplitude of the resting EEC at the same frequency as the drumming (see
Fig. 2.1 on page 26). However, auditory EPs to individual drumbeats are still to be expected,
and although these are likely to be fairly randomly timed, they may still produce fluctuations in
evoked activity in non-stimulated participants, beyond the level of what one would expect in the
EEG activity of resting subjects. Some of these auditory EP fluctuations could then be included
in the samples of photic and control epochs from non-stimulated subjects, and may eventually
affect the resulting average waveforms of evoked-a activity used as the dependent variable.
Although such fluctuations arc unrelated to the timing of phot ic and control events, and would
therefore be expected to cancel out when averaged, this may only happen in practice when a very

large number of epochs is used. There is no reason to expect fluctuations in evoked-a activity
from auditory EPs to affect photic and control periods differentially, but such fluctuations could
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make spurious differences between photic and control periods more likely. For these reasons,

in Study 3 drumming will be compared with a different type of auditory stimulation which
has no periodic structure and no discrete sounds which could produce auditory EPs; auditory
stimulation based on brown noise was used for this purpose, and this will be described in more

detail in the Method section.

The main limitation of studies 1 and 2 was their relatively small sample size, and the
combined analysis of their results has made it clear that this needs to be increased even further
in order to verify the validity and clarify the nature of the observed effect. However, as ex¬

perimental sessions in these studies were considerably time-consuming (usually lasting between
1.5-3 hours), and participant recruitment was therefore difficult, Study 3 has been designed
with the aim of maximising the amount of data which can be collected, without the need to
recruit a larger number of participants. The modification proposed is to photically stimulate
both participants in each pair, at different (randomised) time intervals; therefore while the
procedure can largely remain the same, both participants in each pair will serve as stimulated
and as non-stimulated subjects, thereby doubling the available sample size. For example, in
a pair of participants A and B, participant A will be photically stimulated at random time
intervals, and participant B will be stimulated at different randomly selected intervals. The
same measure can be used as in studies 1 and 2, i.e. evoked-a activity in subject A will be
compared between periods when subject B was photically stimulated and periods when neither
subject was stimulated, and evoked-a activity in subject B will be compared between periods
when subject A was photically stimulated and periods when neither subject of the pair was

stimulated.

By slightly modifying this design further, it would also be possible to investigate an addi¬
tional comparison, which was not possible in the two previous studies. In the design described
above, both participants in each pair will be directly photically stimulated at different times
during their session; if these subjects are also photically stimulated simultaneously at some

other (also randomly determined) time intervals, it would be possible to compare, for example,
the visual evoked responses of subject A when only A is photically stimulated, to the visual
evoked responses of subject A when both subjects A and B are photically stimulated (and vice
versa). According to the experimental hypothesis adopted in studies 1 and 2, changes in the
EEG activity of a non-stimulated participant which are correlated to event-related changes in
the EEG activity of a distant randomly stimulated partner, would be considered as indicative
of distant correlations in brain activity between participant pairs. Such distant EEG correla¬
tions may also be expected to manifest as changes in the amplitude of a subject's visual evoked
responses which are dependent on whether their partner is also visually stimulated at the same

time. This can provide an additional comparison for testing the hypothesis of event-related cor¬

relations in brain activity between participant pairs, which may also carry several advantages
to the method used so far in the previous two studies. For example, a persistent problem in
studies 1 and 2 was the uncertainty regarding whether chance fluctuations in evoked-a activity
may be involved in the observed effects. This problem was related to the fact that the compar¬

isons used to evaluate the experimental hypothesis in these studies involved measures of EEG
activity from periods of no stimulation; i.e. EEG samples from 'photic' and 'control' periods
in non-stimulated participants essentially consisted of random samples from their resting EEG
activity, as these participants were never photically stimulated themselves. This is an unusual
procedure in EEG studies, and there is a distinct lack of standardised methods for performing
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this type of comparison. It is the lack of such methods which necessitated the development
of the A-ratio measure used in this series of studies, and although this measure is used con¬

sistently across the three studies described in this thesis, it can still only be considered as an

exploratory method which has not been sufficiently evaluated. It would therefore be beneficial
to supplement this with a standardised method which is in general use in EEG/ERP research,
such as the comparison of evoked responses to two types of stimuli. In the case of the compar¬

ison proposed in this study however, there is actually only one type of photic stimulus, as all
photic flashes are physically identical; the only difference is that (on average) half of the photic
stimuli presented to each subject will coincide with the simultaneous photic stimulation of their
partner, whereas the other half of the stimuli presented will only involve photic stimulation of
that one subject.

4.2.1 Hypotheses
Based on the combined results of studies 1 and 2, our hypotheses for Study 3 are as follows:

1. We expect to find changes in evoked-alpha activity in non-stimulated participants during
periods of photic stimulation of their physically isolated partners. As these changes
identified in the two previous studies appeared to be maximal between -250 and +250ms,
the A-ratio measure will be modified to consider this period as the test interval of interest.

2. We expect the amplitude of visual evoked-a responses in photically stimulated partici¬
pants to vary depending on the presence or absence of simultaneous photic stimulation
for their physically isolated partners.

3. Participant pairs will be randomly assigned to one of two groups; one group will be
exposed to auditory stimulation with drumming during the experimental session (as in
studies 1 and 2), whereas the other group will be exposed to auditory stimulation with
brown noise. We expect to find no difference in effects (as defined above) between these
two groups.

4.3 Method

4.3.1 Design
EEG was recorded simultaneously from two physically isolated participants, while both par¬

ticipants were stimulated with randomly timed (white) photic flashes. Flashes were presented
independently to each participant (only), as well as simultaneously to both, in a randomised
sequence and with an equal frequency of presentation; these flashes were presented interspersed
with randomly timed control events involving no stimulation for either participant. For each
participant, event-related band power measures were used to compare activity during periods
when (only) their partner was photically stimulated, to control epochs when neither subject
was stimulated (as in the two previous studies, although with a modified A-ratio formula; see

relevant section below). Additionally, the peak amplitude of visual evoked-a responses of each
participant was compared between periods of photic stimulation of themselves only, and periods
of photic stimulation of both participants in each pair. Only related pairs of participants were

recruited in this study, and each pair was randomly assigned to one of two groups. In one group
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participants listened to a recording of shamanic drumming throughout the session (Drumming
group), while in the other group participants listened to a recording of brown noise (Brown
Noise group); the experimental procedure was otherwise identical for both groups.

4.3.2 Participants
Fifty-two unpaid volunteers were recruited through fliers posted on notice boards and dis¬
tributed throughout Edinburgh, as well as by word of mouth. Only related pairs of participants
were recruited in this study, i.e. pairs reportedly sharing an empathic relationship, as close
friends, relatives or partners. Each participant pair was pseudo-randomly assigned to either
the Drumming or Brown Noise group. Twenty-seven male and twenty-five female participants
took part in this study, with a mean age of 33.4 years, ranging between 18 and 64 years of age.

4.3.3 Equipment and materials
4.3.3.1 Audio material

The same audio recording of a progressive relaxation procedure was used as in studies 1 and
2 (see Appendix C for the transcript), which also included suggestions to the participants
to maintain an awareness of each other throughout the session. For participant pairs in the
Drumming group, this was followed by a recording of shamanic drumming (1.5-2 beats-per-
second) as used in studies 1 and 2 (Rutherford & Charing, 2001), whereas for participant pairs
in the Brown Noise group this was followed by a recording of brown noise mixed with the sound
of rainfall.

Viz 27.s' M 'lb 220 ' ' 4o ' "sfo ' tlfc 1520 ' ' 7540 ' '

Figure 4.7: Frequency spectrum of the audio recording of brown noise mixed with the sound
of rainfall.

Auditory stimulation with drumming involves rhythmic beats known to produce auditory
evoked potentials, therefore in order to provide a contrasting alternative, a recording of brown
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noise mixed with the sound of rainfall was chosen; this auditory stimulus has no rhythmic
elements and contains no discrete sounds which could produce auditory evoked potentials.
Brown noise is derived from white (i.e. random) noise by filtering out the high frequencies, and
was chosen as the auditory stimulus as it was considered to be more pleasant compared to white
noise. This was mixed with a recording of the sound of rainfall in order to make the auditory
stimulus more interesting for participants; the frequency spectrum of this mixed recording can

be seen in Figure 4.7, which demonstrates that the characteristics of brown noise dominate the
recording.

The aim of this procedure was to induce deep relaxation, and to simultaneously facilitate
a similar, non-ordinary state of consciousness in each pair of participants (in both groups). The
audio recording was played to both participants using a shared one-way audio link.

4.3.3.2 EEG system and parameters

Continuous EEG was recorded simultaneously from both participants of each pair using two
independent EEG recording units. Each unit consists of a 40 channel NuAmps EEG amplifier
(Neuroscan, USA) and a (Windows XP) PC laptop running the data acquisition software (Scan
4.3.1). The EEG equipment placement and configuration was as in Study 2; the optical isola¬
tion signal router was also used in this study to relay the timing of photic and control events
from the stimuli presentation computer to the EEG amplifiers, in order to eliminate the possi¬
bility of electrical leakage between the two EEG recording units (see Figure 3.2 for equipment
connections diagram). Thirty monopolar channels were recorded from each participant with a

500Hz sampling rate from the following electrode sites: Fpl, Fp2, Fz, F3, F4, F7, F8, FCz,
FC3, FC4, FT7, FT8, Cz, C3, C4, T7, T8, CPz, CP3, CP4, TP7, TP8, Pz, P3, P4, P7, P8,
Oz, 01 and 02, with averaged ears used as reference. Data was bandpass-filtered online within
1 -100Hz, with an additional 50Hz bandstop (notch) filter (24db/octave roll-off was used on all
filters). An electrode cap (Neuroscan, USA) with sintered Ag/AgCl electrodes was used for
electrode placement.

4.3.3.3 Randomisation and presentation of stimuli

As discussed in the previous chapter, the oddball stimulation paradigm used in Study 2 proved
to be problematic for several reasons, therefore in Study 3 we will revert to the stimulation
paradigm used in Study 1, and present only white (clear) photic flashes. Two pairs of dark
glasses each fitted with eight white LEDs were used to present photic stimuli (Photosonix, USA);
four phosphor-coated GaN LEDs are fixed inside each lens in a diamond-shaped arrangement.
The luminance of each set of four LEDs at a distance of 1cm (« the distance from the eyes)
was lOOOLux (Lumen/m2); the emission spectrum can be seen in Figure 2.2.

LED flashes (of 55ms duration) were triggered using TTL pulses (+5V logic) delivered
from the parallel port of a computer running a script-driven program (Inquisit by Millisecond
Software, USA), which controlled the randomised presentation of the three types of photic
stimuli, (i.e. flash for subject A only; flash for B only; flash for both), and control events
(i.e. no flash for either subject). Each of these four events was randomly selected (replacement
sampling) with equal probabilities using Inquisit's inbuilt pseudo-random algorithm (L'Ecuyer,
1994). Three-hundred and thirteeen (313) events were presented during each session; therefore
on average, approximately seventy-eight (78) events of each type would be expected in each
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session (although the actual number varied due to replacement sampling). The same algorithm
was also used to randomise the duration of interstimulous intervals (ISIs), which ranged between
4-7 seconds in half-second steps, with the mean ISI being 5.5s.2 Separate synchronous TTL
pulses were used to mark the timing of photic and control events on the continuous EEG record
of both recording EEG units (see Appendix D for the Inquisit script used in this experiment);
control events consisted of EEG event markers only, i.e. without associated flashes presented.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Preliminary data processing
The raw EEG data from all 52 participants was band-pass filtered offline within l-30Hz with
24db/octave roll-off. EEG records were visually inspected and bad channels were marked and
removed. These missing channels were reconstructed from intact neighbouring channels via
linear interpolation; no individual EEG record had more than four such reconstructed channels.
As both subjects in each pair were photically stimulated in this study, we would expect ocular
artefacts related to eye movements in response to flashes to contaminate the EEG recordings
(unlike studies 1 and 2, where non-stimulated subjects showed virtually no such artefacts).
Ocular artefacts were corrected using the ocular movement reduction algorithm in Scan-Edit
v.4.3 (Neuroscan, USA). Three-second epochs time-locked on event markers were sampled from
the continuous EEG records (—Is to +2s, with event at t = 0). Epochs were baseline corrected
and those containing amplitudes > lOOpV were automatically rejected. Epochs were also
visually inspected and those containing additional smaller artefacts (e.g. from eye movements
or muscle activity) were manually rejected; such manual artifact rejection was conducted blind
as to whether epochs related to photic or control events.

4.4.2 Dependent measure
The envelope of evoked (i.e. phase-locked) event-related power within the alpha band was used
as a measure of responses to photic stimulation, as in studies 1 and 2. The raw EEG of all
event-related epochs was first band-pass filtered around the central frequency band of interest
(8 13Hz), and epochs were averaged point-by-point (as in evoked potentials). The amplitude
values of the resulting average waveform were then squared in order to obtain power measures

(pV2), and the envelope of this waveform was calculated.
As we had recorded EEG from thirty scalp electrodes, the Global Field Power (GFP)

was calculated as a measure of global EEG activity (see equation 2.3). The GFP corresponds
to the spatial standard deviation between multiple electrodes as a function of time, and is
used to quantify the global electrical activity across the spatial potential field sampled over the
scalp (Lehman & Skrandies, 1980); the GFP quantifies activity over the entire electrode array,

considering all electrodes equally.

2This mean ISI of 5.5s refers to the presentation of both photic and control events; the mean
ISI between photic flashes (i.e. the mean ISI as perceived by participants) was therefore 6.8s.
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4.4.3 Comparison of A-ratio measures

Although both subjects in each pair were photically stimulated in this study, it is still possible
to conduct the same comparison as in studies 1 and 2; i.e. measures of evoked-a activity from
the EEG of each participant can be compared between periods when (only) their partner was
piratically stimulated, and periods when neither subject was stimulated. The same method
using the A-ratio measure can be employed in this study, although this will be slightly modified
in order to take into account the findings from the combined analysis of studies 1 and 2.
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Figure 4.8: Combined results of studies 1 and 2: Mean evoked-a global field power
for Related participants (n = 26). Solid line represents photic stimulation, and dotted line
represents control periods. Colour index shows intervals to be used as test and control periods
in Study 3.

The changes in evoked-a activity in non-stimulated subjects identified in the combined
study results, appeared to be maximal between -250 and -|-250ms; therefore if these changes
represent genuine event-related activity, we would expect to find similar changes during the
same interval in Study 3. Although the choice of this interval may appear to imply that a

hypothesis involving a temporal anomaly is being adopted in Study 3, the decision to focus
on the -250 to 250ms interval is entirely data-driven, based on the empirical findings from the
cumulative results of studies 1 and 2, which have suggested that changes in evoked-a activity
in non-stimulated subjects during epochs involving the photic stimulation of their partners are

more likely to appear within that interval (see Figure 4.8). Any interpretations regarding the
temporal characteristics of these effects will be postponed until the analysis of the results of
Study 3 is completed, when a large enough body of data will be available to evaluate the nature
of these characteristics with more confidence. As different test and control intervals will be

used in this study (as shown in Fig. 4.8), the A-ratio measure to be used in Study 3 will be
modified accordingly:
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where the numerator is the sum of evoked-a global field power within the -250 to 250ms
test interval of interest, and the denominator is the sum of evoked-a GFP within two other
intervals to be used as comparison control periods; the interval between -500 to -350ms, and
the interval between 350 and 1500ms (see Figure 4.8). As test and control periods are of
unequal length, the sum of evoked-a activity in the numerator and denominator are divided by
the respective length of these periods in milliseconds (i.e. 500ms for test periods and 1300ms
for control periods). Two 100ms intervals which border the test and control periods will be
excluded from the analysis.

Therefore this modified A' measure is designed to quantify the relative difference in evoked-
a GFP between the -250 to 250ms interval and the rest of the epoch. As in studies 1 and 2, the
null hypothesis to be tested is the expectation that there will be no difference between A'p^otic
(involving epochs when only the other subject was stimulated ) and A'controi (involving epochs
when neither subject of each pair was stimulated). Therefore the data used in this comparison
in Study 3 are equivalent to data from non-stimulated participants in studies 1 and 2, i.e. photic
and control epochs effectively constitute two sets of (statistically equivalent) random samples
taken from their continuous EEG activity at times when they were not themselves photically
stimulated. As such, no difference between these epochs would be expected, and the null and
experimental hypotheses can therefore be defined as:

w • \' ~ v0 • "photic control

^photic ^control

with the criterion for A'photic A'contTOi being a statistical difference between \'photic and
\'control with P < -025, using a two-tailed non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-ranks test. As an
additional statistical comparison will be conducted in this study, (i.e. comparing the magnitude
of evoked-a responses to direct photic stimulation relative to the synchronous stimulation of
another participant), the alpha significance level is adjusted accordingly for multiple compar¬

isons.

4.4.3.1 General results for all groups

Figure 4.9 shows the mean A'-ratio for subjects in the two groups during photic stimulation
of their partners (only), and during comparison control periods of no stimulation for either
participant of each pair. Participants in the Drumming group show mean A' values very close
to zero, for both photic and control periods, which suggests that differences in evoked-a activity
between the test interval of interest (-250 to 250ms ) and the rest of the epoch were minimal.
The mean A' values for participants in the Brown Noise group are slightly larger in magnitude
(although negative), but the mean of photic and control periods is nearly identical.

Table 4.1 shows numerical values for means and variance estimates for these comparisons;
mean A'-ratio values are very close to zero for both groups and conditions, as would be expected
if no event-related changes in a activity (similar to those identified in the combined results of
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Figure 4.9: Mean A'-ratio for all subjects during periods of photic stimulation of their partners,
and during comparison control periods of no stimulation. Error bars show ± one standard error
from the mean; n = 26 in each group.

studies 1 and 2) were present in this study. The results of the statistical comparisons of photic
and control periods using the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test, strongly support the null hypothesis
for both the Drumming (p = .638, n = 26) and the Brown Noise group (p = .99, n = 26).
Estimated standard deviation values are comparable to those found in studies 1 and 2.

The mean waveforms of evoked-a GFP for participants in the Drumming group can be
seen in Figure 4.10. It is clear that there are no notable deviations from baseline within the -250
to 250ms interval of interest, and although some rise in activity can be seen later in the epoch
for both photic and control periods, these fluctuations are small and never exceed lp.V2. This
is generally what would be expected from the group average of evoked-a GFP from randomly
sampled epochs during periods of no stimulation, and it is therefore supportive of the null
hypothesis.

The mean waveforms of evoked-a GFP for participants in the Brown Noise group can

be seen in Figure 4.11. Although an unusually low level of evoked-a activity can be seen

within the -250 to 250ms interval of interest during control periods, the mean waveforms in this
group for both photic and control periods are characterised by large fluctuations throughout
the epoch, reaching relatively extreme values in the early and late parts of the epoch. Although
in agreement with the non-significant results of the Wilcoxon test, no meaningful differences
between photic and control periods can be identified, the magnitude of the observed fluctuations
is unexpected under the null hypothesis. As the mean waveforms for the Drumming group do
not show fluctuations of a similar magnitude, it would be useful to identify why these may

have appeared in the Brown Noise group. Similar large fluctuations in evoked-a activity have
also been observed in Study 2, in the group mean waveforms of participants in the Alone
group. In that study such fluctuations were shown to be related to large-amplitude ongoing
(i.e. "background") alpha-rhythms; it would therefore be reasonable to suspect that a similar
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Figure 4.10: Drumming group: Mean waveform of evoked-a GFP during photic stimulation
of partner (red line) and control periods of no stimulation (blue dotted line). Seventy-eight
events of each type (on average) presented per session at t = 0ms; n = 26.
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Figure 4.11: Brown Noise group: Mean waveform of evoked-a GFP during photic stimula¬
tion of partner (red line) and control periods of no stimulation (blue dotted line). Seventy-eight
events of each type (on average) presented per session at t = 0ms\ n = 26.
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Table 4.1: Mean A'-ratio and standard deviation values for subjects in the two groups, during
photic stimulation of their partners and during comparison control periods of no stimulation.
Results of Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests (two-tailed) for these comparisons and associated effect
size estimates; n = 26 in each of the two groups.

Drumming Brown Noise
Photic Control Photic Control

Mean A -.021 .007 -.064 -.066
Stand, dev. (A) .217 .143 .245 .238
Wilcoxon p .638 .99
Wilcoxon z -.47 -.013
Effect size r -.075 .004

process may be involved in this study.

Hz

Figure 4.12: Frequency spectrum (FFT) Comparison between the Drumming and Brown
Noise groups (during periods of no stimulation).

Figure 4.12 shows the frequency spectrum for the Drumming and Brown Noise groups;

it is clear from this comparison that alpha activity (8-13Hz) in the Brown Noise group is of
a much higher amplitude compared to alpha activity in the Drumming group. As has been
discussed in Study 2, the amplitude of ongoing (i.e. induced) alpha rhythms has been shown to
be positively correlated to the amplitude of evoked-a activity; therefore the large fluctuations in
evoked-a activity observed in the Brown Noise group are most likely the result of high-amplitude
resting alpha rhythms in this group.3 We can only speculate as to the reasons for the observed
high-amplitude a-rhythms in the Brown Noise group, but this is likely to be related to the
differences in experimental procedure between the two groups, i.e. the difference in type of

3The reader is referred to the Results and Discussion sections of Study 2 for a more in-depth
treatment of this topic.
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auditory stimulation. As mentioned in Study 2, the amplitude of an individual's resting alpha
rhythms is known to be related to their level of psychophysiological arousal (e.g. Lindsey,
1960), and it would not be surprising if auditory stimulation with brown noise induced a lower
level of arousal in participants, compared to auditory stimulation with drumming. Although
brown noise was mixed with a recording of rainfall sounds in order to make it more interesting
to participants, it is easy to see retrospectively why this combination could have induced a low
arousal state in participants, at least in comparison to participants listening to the drumming
recording.

4.4.4 Comparison of visual evoked responses

The second comparison to be performed in this study involves the amplitude of visual evoked-a
responses to direct photic stimulation. The peak amplitude of each participant's visual evoked
responses when only they alone where photically stimulated, will be compared to their visual
evoked responses when both they and their partner where photically stimulated simultaneously;
no difference between these responses would normally be expected, as participant pairs are

physically isolated from each other and unaware of the timing of each other's stimulation, and
as all photic flashes are physically identical. If such differences are found consistently across

subjects however, this would be seen to support the hypothesis of correlations in event-related
brain activity between participant pairs.

In order to conduct these comparisons, the mean waveforms of evoked-a responses to

photic flashes for each group must first be examined, in order to determine the interval of
interest to be used in the comparison. Figure 4.13 shows the mean evoked-a GFP waveforms
for the Drumming group, during photic stimulation of each subject only (Self-flash) and during
photic stimulation of both subjects in each pair (Both-flash). In order to determine the interval
of interest, the mean waveform of the two waveforms to be compared is first calculated (shown
as black line in Fig. 4.13). The latency of the peak of this mean waveform is then identified
(162ms in this case), and the 50ms interval surrounding this peak is defined as the interval of
interest (marked in Fig. 4.13). The mean evoked-a GFP for each subject within this interval
(137-187ms in this case), will then be compared between Self-flash and Both-flash periods.

The same procedure has been followed to determine the interval of interest for the Brown
Noise group; Figure 4.14 shows the mean evoked-a GFP waveforms for Self-flash and Both-flash
periods, as well as the mean of the two (black line). The peak latency of the mean waveform is
229ms in this group, and the 50ms interval surrounding this is 204-254ms; the mean evoked-a
GFP within this interval will therefore be compared between Self-flash and Both-flash periods
for each subject.

Figure 4.15 shows the mean peak GFP during the intervals defined above for participants
in the two groups; it is clear that mean peak GFP is very similar during Self-flash and Both-flash
periods, for both the Drumming and the Brown Noise groups. This is in agreement with the
mean evoked-a GFP waveforms shown above, (Figs. 4.13 and 4.14), which also show minimal
differences between Self-flash and Both-flash periods.

Numerical values for mean peak GFP and standard deviation estimates can be found in
Table 4.2, which also shows the results of the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test for these comparisons.
These test results fully support the null hypothesis of no difference in peak evoked-a activity
between Self-flash and Both-flash conditions.
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ms

Figure 4.13: Drumming group: Mean waveforms of evoked-a GFP during photic stim¬
ulation of each subject only ('Flash for self') and during photic stimulation of both subjects
in each pair ('Flash for both'). Black line shows the mean of these two waveforms; the 50ms
interval surrounding the peak amplitude of the mean waveform is marked. Seventy-eight events
of each type (on average) presented per session at t = 0ms; n = 26.

ms

Figure 4.14: Brown Noise group: Mean waveform of evoked-a GFP during photic stim¬
ulation of each subject only ('Flash for self') and during photic stimulation of both subjects
in each pair ('Flash for both'). Black line shows the mean of these two waveforms; the 50ms
interval surrounding the peak amplitude of the mean waveform is marked. Seventy-eight, events
of each type (on average) presented per session at t = 0ms; n = 26.
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Figure 4.15: Mean peak GFP during photic stimulation of each subject only and photic
stimulation of both subjects in each pair. Error bars show ± one standard error from the mean;
n = 26 in each group.

Table 4.2: Mean peak GFP and standard deviation values during photic stimulation of each
subject only (Self flash), and photic stimulation of both subjects in each pair (Both flash).
Results of Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests (two-tailed) for these comparisons and associated effect
size estimates; n = 26 in each of the two groups.

Drumming Brown Noise
Self flash Both flash Self flash Both flash

Mean peak GFP (rV2) 3/73 3/78 T83 3/72
Std. Dev. (|xV2) 4.48 4.72 3.68 3.21
Wilcoxon p .79 .809
Wilcoxon 2 -.267 -.241

Effect size r -.005 .016
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In examining the mean evoked-a GFP waveforms for these comparisons, perhaps the
only noteworthy difference between Self-flash and Both-flash periods can be seen in the Brown
Noise group (Fig. 4.14) during the pre-stimulus interval (-500 to 0ms). However, as has been
briefly discussed above in relation to the large fluctuations in evoked-oc activity seen in this
group during periods of no direct photic stimulation (see Fig. 4.11), the frequency spectrum
of background EEG activity for the Brown Noise group is characterised by unusually large
amplitude alpha rhythms (see Fig. 4.12). As the amplitude of these rhythms is known to be
correlated to the amplitude of evoked-oc activity, the seemingly large difference in evoked-oc
GFP between Self-flash and Both-flash waveforms in the pre-stimulus period in Fig. 4.14 is
most likely to be artefactual, and can attributed to the large-amplitude oscillatory activity in
the alpha band identified in this group.

4.5 Discussion

Study 3 was designed after an examination of the combined results of studies 1 and 2, with the
aim of using their findings to develop an experimental paradigm specific to studying the effect
identified in those two studies, while also addressing some possible methodological problems.
For example, only related pairs of participants were recruited in Study 3, as significant effects
in studies 1 and 2 were only found for this group, and the oddball stimulation paradigm used
in Study 2 was abandoned, as it was found to be problematic in many respects, in favour of
using only one type of photic stimulus. Additionally, in order to address the possibility that
auditory evoked potentials may have affected the measure of evoked-a activity in studies 1 and
2, in Study 3 auditory stimulation with drumming was contrasted with stimulation with brown
noise, which does not produce auditory EPs.

The effect identified in studies 1 and 2 involved differences in the evoked-a activity of non-
stimulated subjects, between periods when their partner was photically stimulated and periods
when neither participant of the pair was stimulated, and this was an aspect of the design which
has remained largely unchanged in Study 3. In order to maximise the available sample size
however, which was a factor limiting the conclusiveness of the results of the first two studies,
each participant in Study 3 has served both as stimulated and as non-stimulated subject, a

change in the design which doubles the available sample size. Additionally, the A-ratio measure

used in the first two studies was modified in Study 3 to consider as the test interval of interest
the period between -250 to 250ms, as based on the combined results of the first two studies,
changes in evoked-a activity in non-stimulated subjects were maximal within this interval.
The results of this comparison in Study 3 were non-significant however, and A'-ratio values for
photic stimulation periods (for partner) and control periods (no stimulation for either) were

similar, in both the Drumming and the Brown Noise groups. Furthermore, A-ratio values for
both groups and conditions were close to A = 0, which suggests minimal differences in evoked-a
activity between the -250 to 250ms interval of interest and the rest of the epoch, a finding which
can also be confirmed visually by examining the group-mean waveforms of photic and control
periods for the two groups (see Figs. 4.10 and 4.11). Therefore the effect found in studies 1
and 2 has not been replicated in Study 3, and as the sample size of each of the two groups in
this study was as large (n = 26) as the combined sample size of studies 1 and 2 (for related
pairs), this presents the possibility that the effect found in the first two studies may have been
a chance artefact due to normal fluctuations in evoked-a activity. Such an interpretation would
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be supported by the temporal displacement of the effect observed between studies 1 and 2,
which is inconsistent with what would be expected in ordinary event-related responses. The
modified A'-ratio measure used in Study 3 was developed to take into account the possibility of
an inherent variability in the latency of the effect, but this has not been successful in identifying
a similar effect as found in studies 1 and 2.

In evaluating the lack of an effect in a replication study however, it is necessary to take
into account differences in the experimental design and procedures between studies, which may

have affected the chances of replication. The primary difference between the first two studies
and Study 3 in this respect, is that both subjects in each pair were photically stimulated in the
final study, whereas participants in the first two studies had clearly designated roles as either
stimulated or non-stimulated subjects. Stimulated and non-stimulated participants in the first
two studies where essentially adopting the respective roles of "sender" and "receiver",4 and it
is quite likely that they have perceived their task differently to participants in the third study,
who were asked to take both roles interchangeably (and also simultaneously, when both were

photically stimulated at the same time). Regardless of any speculative differences in the partic¬
ipants' perception of their task however, these differences in experimental procedure between
the first two studies and the third would have undoubtedly affected the participants' psycho¬
logical and psychophysiological state. Non-stimulated participants in the first two studies were

simply asked to sit back and listen to the relaxation procedure and drumming recording, while
keeping their partners in mind; in contrast, participants in the third study were given the
same instructions, but they were also photically stimulated throughout the session (every 6.8s,
on average). Such photic stimulation would be expected to increase their overall level of psy¬
chophysiological arousal during the session, and could also have affected their internal attention
state, by drawing their focus more towards the external environment. According to Honorton's
(1977) noise reduction model, which postulates that "psi functioning is enhanced ... when the
receiver is in a state of sensory relaxation and is minimally influenced by ordinary perception
and proprioception", sensory stimulation, higher somatic arousal and a more externally directed
focus of attention would be detrimental to psi interactions between participant pairs. Whether
this could have contributed to the lack of an effect in Study 3 will be further discussed in the
following chapter.

The second hypothesis addressed in Study 3 involved comparisons in the amplitude of
visual evoked-a potentials of each subject, during photic stimulation of that subject only (Self-
flash), and during photic stimulation of both subjects in each pair (Both-flash). The expectation
was that if event-related correlations in brain activity are responsible for the changes in evoked-
a measures identified in non-stimulated participants in studies 1 and 2, then such correlations
may also be involved in modulating a subject's evoked-a responses to direct photic stimulation,
in relation to the presence or absence of synchronous photic stimulation for their partner.
This comparison was adopted in Study 3 as it provides an additional method for testing the
hypothesis of event-related correlations in brain activity between participant pairs, which would
also involve the use of methodology which is well-established in ERP/EEG research. The
results of this comparison proved to be non-significant however, and the amplitude of visual
evoked-a potentials during Self-flash and Both-flash periods was virtually identical, in both the
Drumming and the Brown Noise groups (see Fig. 4.15 on page 103). These findings are in

4Although the terms "sender" and "receiver" were avoided by the experimenter, both in the
writing of this thesis as well as during the running of experiments.
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agreement with the non-significant results found in the comparisons of Aphotic and Acontrol > and
further support the conclusion that no evidence of event-related correlations in brain activity
between participant pairs could be found in Study 3.

Although only related pairs of participants were recruited in Study 3, these pairs were ran¬

domly assigned to one of two groups; in one group participants listened to the same drumming
recording throughout the session as used in studies 1 and 2, whereas the second group listened
to a recording of brown noise. This manipulation was adopted in order to investigate the possi¬
bility that auditory evoked potentials produced in response to the drumming may have affected
the measure of evoked-a activity used as dependent variable. Such auditory evoked potentials
could have produced fluctuations in evoked-a activity in non-stimulated participants, thereby
increasing the likelihood of finding spurious changes in averaged evoked-a measures resembling
event-related activity. As no effects have been found in Study 3 for either of the two groups,

it is somewhat difficult to evaluate the possibility that the effects identified in the first two
studies may have been related to such auditory potentials. However, in examining the mean

waveforms of evoked-a activity from the Drumming and Brown Noise groups in the present

study (Figs. 4.10 on page 99 and 4.11 on page 99), it is clear that whereas mean evoked-a
activity was stable throughout the epoch in the waveforms of the Drumming group, evoked-
a activity in the Brown Noise group was characterised by unusually large fluctuations. This
finding was therefore the opposite of what would be expected if auditory evoked potentials had
been producing fluctuations in evoked-a activity. Subsequent investigation of the frequency
spectrum for the two groups (see Fig. 4.12 on page 100), has revealed that participants in the
Brown Noise group had resting alpha rhythms of considerably higher amplitude compared to
participants in the Drumming group, and this difference is most likely responsible for the large
fluctuations in mean evoked-a activity in the Brown Noise group. In conclusion, the results of
the comparison of auditory stimulation with drumming and brown noise in Study 3 do not sup¬
port the hypothesis that auditory evoked potentials may have been responsible for the effects
identified in the first two studies. However, as evidence for similar effects has not been found
in Study 3, the validity of the effects observed in studies 1 and 2 is brought into question; this
question will now be addressed in more depth in the final chapter.
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General discussion

5.1 Overview of research findings
The three experiments presented in this thesis have investigated the hypothesised presence of
correlations in event-related brain activity between physically isolated pairs of participants,
as has been suggested by the findings of previous studies (see Chapter 1, section 1.2 on page

4 for a review). The results of the first two experiments appeared to support the presence

of such correlations between related participant pairs (i.e. pairs in a self-reported empathic
relationship), as significant differences in measures of brain activity (evoked-a Global Field
Power) from non-stimulated subjects were found between periods of photic stimulation of their
partner and control periods of no stimulation (Study 1: z = —2.27, p = .023, n = 13; Study 2:
z = —2.55, p = .011, n = 13). Similar effects have not been found in unrelated (i.e. randomly
matched) pairs of participants, or in control sessions with single, non-paired subjects (i.e. where
photic flashes were administered but no other subject was present to observe these), which
suggests that the methodological and analytical procedures used in these experiments were free
from systematic sources of error. The temporal characteristics of the observed deviations in
the brain activity of non-stimulated subjects in related pairs varied between the two studies
however, and this activity did not accurately coincide with the latency of mean evoked responses

in their stimulated partners. In study 1 the activity observed in non-stimulated participants
(group mean) reached a peak before the average maximum of evoked responses in their partners
(see Fig. 2.12 on page 46), whereas in study 2 this activity preceded the actual presentation
of photic stimuli (see Fig. 3.8 on page 67); this temporal inconsistency of the effect appears
somewhat incompatible with an interpretation of the effect as reflecting correlations in brain
activity between participant pairs. One methodological difference between these first two studies
was the addition of an oddball stimulation protocol in study 2, whereby two types of photic
stimuli of different colour and duration were randomly presented in a 3:1 ratio, which typically
produces evoked potentials of larger amplitude in response to the less frequently presented
stimulus. Based on the hypothesis that the investigated effect involves event-related correlations
in EEG activity between isolated participant pairs, it was predicted that such experimental
manipulation of the amplitude of evoked responses in stimulated subjects would correlate with
the magnitude of observed effects in their non-stimulated partners. Contrary to this hypothesis
however, a significant difference between photic and control periods (for non-stimulated subjects
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in related pairs) was only found in relation to common (i.e. frequently presented) photic stimuli
(z = —2.69, p = .007), whereas differences between epochs associated with rare stimuli and
control periods were non-significant (z = —.105, p — .91). When the results from related pairs
in studies 1 and 2 are combined (including rare epochs from study 2), a Stouffer z = 3.41 with
associated probabilities p = .0006 is obtained (cumulative n = 26).

A number of methodological modifications were introduced in the third and final study in
an attempt to investigate the identified effect in greater detail, and to further exclude potential
sources of artefacts. A largely data-driven approach was adopted in choosing these modifica¬
tions, based on the combined findings of studies 1 and 2. As the effects identified in these two
studies were only observed between related participants, twenty-six related pairs were recruited
in study 3; in order to further increase the available sample size, the experimental design was

modified so that both participants in each pair were photically stimulated throughout each
session, thereby alternately serving as stimulated and as non-stimulated subjects (increasing
the available sample size by a factor of two; i.e. total n = 52). Additionally, as the average de¬
viation in EEG activity in non-stimulated participants across the first two studies was observed
between -250ms pre-stimulus and 250ms post-stimulus, this period was adopted as the test
interval of interest in study 3, and the dependent variable measure was modified accordingly
(see section 4.4.3 on page 96).

One potential source of artefacts not considered in the first two studies, is the possibility
that the auditory stimulation of participants with drumming may have produced auditory
evoked potentials in their EEG activity. Although the timing of any such auditory EPs in
non-stimulated subjects would be independent from the randomised photic stimulation of their
partners, such potentials may have produced large fluctuations in evoked-a activity, which
in turn may introduce spurious differences between test and control epochs in studies with a

small sample size. The twenty-six participant pairs in the final study were therefore randomly
allocated into one of two groups; participants in one group were exposed to drumming during
the session (as in the first two studies), whereas participants in the other group listened to a

recording of brown noise. Greater fluctuations in evoked-a activity were found in participants
exposed to brown noise however, which suggests that auditory evoked potentials are unlikely
to be responsible for the effects found in studies 1 and 2.

An effect similar to the one seen in the first two studies has not been found in the final

study, and differences between photic and control epochs in non-stimulated participants were

non-significant in both the drumming (z = —.47, p = .63, n = 26) and the brown noise groups

(z = —.01, p = .99, n = 26). An additional methodological modification in study 3 involved
the simultaneous photic stimulation of both participants in each pair at random time intervals
during each session; this has enabled the comparison of actual visual evoked potentials from
each subject between epochs when only themselves were photically stimulated, and epochs when
their partner was also simultaneously stimulated. We had speculated that if the effect found in
studies 1 and 2 was due to correlations in brain activity between participant pairs, differences
in the peak amplitude of evoked potentials between epochs when only one, and epochs when
both participants were stimulated would be expected. No such differences were found however
for either the drumming (z = —.26, p = .79, n = 26) or the brown noise groups (z = —.24,
p = .81, n = 26).

Therefore the effect found in studies 1 and 2 has not been replicated in the final study,
and the combined Stouffer z for all three studies (comparison of photic and control epochs for
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non-stimulated subjects in related pairs) is z = 1.83 with a non-significant p = .067 (when
both the drumming and brown noise groups from study 3 are included; cumulative n = 78). It
can be argued that the brown noise group was sufficiently different methodologically to justify
considering this separately; in such a case, if only the drumming group from study 3 is included
the combined Stouffer z for the three studies is z = 2.35 with a significant p = .019 (cumulative
n = 52). No matter how well justified however, any such post hoc data selection can only be
considered to have limited validity and does not negate the fact that an effect was only found in
the first two studies, each only involving a relatively small sample size (n = 13 non-stimulated
participants in related pairs), whereas the final study with an n = 26 did not show a similar
effect. This may suggest that the differences between photic and control periods found in the
first two studies were due to chance fluctuations in evoked-a activity, whereas the lack of a
similar effect in study 3 represents a regression towards mean chance expectation when a larger
sample size is used.

Alternative interpretations for the inconsistent findings between studies must also be con¬

sidered however; for example, the experimental procedure used in studies 1 and 2 was nearly
identical (as it involved the photic stimulation of only one participant in each pair), whereas in
study 3 both participants in each pair were photically stimulated throughout each session. In
order to explore possible explanations for the lack of replication of the effect in the final study,
it may therefore be instructive to consider studies 1 and 2 in combination and study 3 sepa¬

rately. As in study 3 both subjects in each pair were photically themselves stimulated during
each experimental session, they would therefore be expected to be in a state of higher psy¬

chophysiological arousal compared to non-stimulated subjects in studies 1 and 2, who simply
relaxed listening to drumming throughout the session; photic stimulation would also be ex¬

pected to direct the participants' focus of attention towards their external environment. Both
these characteristics (higher somatic arousal and externally directed attention) are considered
detrimental to psi performance according to Honorton's (1977) noise reduction model, and may
have contributed to the lack of an effect in study 3. As discussed in previous chapters, one EEG
correlate of psychophysiological arousal is the amplitude of spontaneous alpha rhythms; it is
therefore possible to investigate whether participants in study 3 demonstrate higher levels of
arousal compared to participants in studies 1 and 2, by comparing the amplitude of their resting
alpha rhythms during control (i.e. non-stimulation) periods. A comparison of the frequency
spectrum during these periods between studies 1+2 and study 3 can be found in Figure 5.1;
this shows that the resting alpha rhythms (8-13Hz) of subjects (non-stimulated in related pairs)
in studies 1+2 (Fig. 5.1a) are of considerably higher amplitude compared to the resting alpha
rhythms of subjects in study 3 (drumming group) (Fig. 5.1b). As subjects in all three studies
were not stimulated during these control intervals (and were all resting listening to drumming),
the only difference between studies 1+2 and study 3 is that in the latter these participants
were themselves photically stimulated at other intervals during the session, whereas subjects
in studies 1+2 were not stimulated at any time throughout their session. It is therefore likely
that the observed difference in the amplitude of resting alpha rhythms between these groups

can be attributed to the intermittent photic stimulation of participants in study 3, and the
lower-amplitude alpha activity seen in these subjects can be considered to reflect increased
psychophysiological arousal throughout the session.

This difference in the subjects' resting alpha rhythms and levels of somatic arousal be¬
tween studies 1+2 and study 3 may therefore be responsible for the difference in observed
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of mean frequency spectrum between studies 1+2 (related pairs,
n = 26) and study 3 (drumming group, n = 26); samples taken from control periods of no
stimulation.

effects between these studies; even if this hypothesis is accepted however, there are two possible
interpretations of the overall results from the three studies. One interpretation would be to
consider the effect found in studies 1 and 2 as a genuine anomaly (possibly suggesting some

form of correlation in event-related brain activity between the isolated partners), and to at¬
tribute the lack of a similar effect in study 3 to changes in the experimental procedure which
were responsible for inducing higher psychophysiological arousal (and higher-amplitude resting
alpha rhythms) in these participants. However, as has been seen in study 2 in the case of the
single-subjects' group (see section 3.3.6 on page 69), and in study 3 in the case of the brown
noise group (see section 4.4.3.1 on page 97), large-amplitude resting alpha rhythms can intro¬
duce 'noise' fluctuations in measures of average evoked-a activity. As the observed effect in
studies 1 and 2 involved changes in measures of evoked-a activity, an alternative interpretation
would therefore be to consider this effect as due chance fluctuations related to large-amplitude
spontaneous alpha rhythms; the lack of a similar effect in study 3 would in turn be attributed
to the lower-amplitude alpha rhythms of subjects in this study not contributing to such fluc¬
tuations, and also to the larger sample size used in this study helping to reduce such chance
fluctuations in the average results. Another characteristic of the effect found in the first two
studies which may be considered to be suggestive of chance fluctuations, is the variation in the
temporal location of the observed changes in evoked-a activity between studies 1 and 2. As has
been described above, the maximum average deviation in evoked-a activity observed in non-

stimulated subjects in study 1 appeared subsequent to the photic stimulation of their partners
(and roughly coincided in latency with their visual evoked responses), although in study 2 the
observed activity immediately preceded the presentation of photic stimuli. Finally, the failure
of the oddball stimulation protocol adopted in study 2 to elicit an effect in epochs associated
with rare stimuli, also does not appear to support an interpretation of the effect found in the
first two studies as indicative of event-related brain correlations between participant pairs.

Considering the above observations, it is not possible to reach a definitive conclusion
regarding the presence of such correlations between isolated participants based solely on the
results of these three studies. It may be possible to clarify this question to some extent by con¬

ducting additional analyses on this data, as it will also be constructive to take into account the
findings of other studies addressing the same question, a number of which have been published
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after the research presented in this thesis had been conducted. A review of relevant recent
studies and suggestions for potential additional analyses will be presented in following sections
in this chapter.

Although it is therefore necessary to consider the overall findings of the three studies
presented in this thesis as inconclusive, it seems nevertheless difficult to avoid the impression
that the results of the first two studies seem strongly suggestive of a genuine anomaly. Large
deviations in evoked-ct activity in studies 1 and 2 were observed in non-stimulated subjects in
related pairs only during periods of photic stimulation and not during control periods, while
there was also a lack of similar effects in the unrelated and alone groups in these two studies
(although differences between groups have not been evaluated statistically as yet; see section
5.4 below for discussion). Additionally, the evoked-a activity seen in non-stimulated subjects in
the combined average of the first two studies appeared to reach a maximum almost precisely at
the moment when their partners were photically stimulated (see Fig. 4.1 on page 84), an effect
which is not found during comparable control periods, and which subsequent tests have been
unable to dismiss as a technical artefact (see Results sections of Chapters 2 and 3). It should
also be noted that a difference in brain activity between photic stimulation and control periods
can not only be found in the evoked-a measure used as the dependent variable in the analysis,
but it can also be seen in the ERP averages of these epochs (see Fig. 5.2). Although measures

of evoked-a activity were shown to be vulnerable to noise from large-amplitude spontaneous

alpha-rhythms (see Chapter 3, section 3.3.6 on page 69), ERP averages are known to be far
more robust to such artefacts as they quantify activity from a wider frequency spectrum (l-30Hz
in this case) (e.g. Shaw, 2003).

The presence of this deviation between photic and control periods in the ERP averages

therefore does not appear to support the hypothesis that chance fluctuations in alpha activity
were responsible for the observed effect. This hypothesis is also challenged by comparing the
average evoked-a activity in studies 1+2 during photic and control periods for each of the
three participant groups, as can be seen in Figure 5.3. The largest mean deviation is found
in the related pairs groups during photic periods (reaching a peak approximately at the time
when their partner was stimulated), whereas no deviation of similar magnitude can be seen
in any of the other waveforms. Each of these waveforms represents the mean evoked-a GFP
of n = 26 subjects from an average of « 70 epochs per subject, and as these epochs were

effectively random samples from the continuous EEG of non-stimulated subjects, their mean
would be expected to tend towards zero. Although chance deviations from this mean would
naturally be expected in a finite sample size, there should be no systematic difference between
'photic' and 'control' periods (as these participants were not photically stimulated themselves
at any time), nor should there be any differences between groups. The observation that the
largest fluctuation is found in the related pairs group, and that this fluctuation also coincides in
time with the presentation of photic stimuli is therefore both unexpected and highly suggestive
(as is perhaps the observation that the second largest deviation is found in the unrelated pairs
group during photic epochs). Therefore dismissing these findings as chance fluctuations in alpha
activity seems to be an unsatisfactory explanation; this is particularly so as the related and
unrelated groups have been shown to have overall considerably lower-amplitude resting alpha
rhythms relative to the single-subjects group (see Fig. 3.11 on page 70).

In such situations of uncertainty regarding the correct interpretation of experimental re¬
sults, John Beloff's advice was to seek "to do justice to the evidence while, at the same time,
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ms

Figure 5.2: Combined results of studies 1 and 2: Mean ERP (global field power) for non-
stimulated participants in related pairs (n = 26). Solid red line represents photic stimulation
epochs (for partner) and dotted blue line represents control epochs.
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Figure 5.3: Combined results of studies 1 and 2: Comparisons of mean evoked-a GFP during
photic and control periods for each of the three groups (n = 26 per group, with an average of
« 70 epochs of each type per subject).
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seeking to do the least violence to our reason and our general knowledge" (Beloff, 1990, p.13).
In the following section we will attempt to follow this premise, by tentatively considering the
possibility that the effects found in the first two studies may represent a genuine anomaly (i.e.
an effect not due to artefact or chance), and will discuss possible theoretical interpretations of
such an effect.

5.2 Theoretical considerations

5.2.1 Presentiment effect

The observation that the average deviation in the brain activity of non-stimulated participants
in the combined results of studies 1 and 2 tends to reach a maximum amplitude nearly exactly
at the same time as stimuli are presented to their distant partners, and that the magnitude
of this deviation is not reached at any other time during control periods (or in any other
group other than related pairs), is arguably what is most suggestive of an anomalous effect.
This observation however also appears to be incompatible with an interpretation of the effect
as involving event-related correlations in brain activity between participant pairs, unless a

hypothesis involving an additional temporal anomaly is invoked. Such temporal anomalies have
been reported in the research literature, most notably in observations of differential anticipatory
physiological activity to randomly presented emotionally valent or neutral stimuli, i.e. in what
has been called the presentiment effect (e.g. Bierman & Radin, 1997). Although these findings
appear to be in conflict with ordinary notions of causality (where causes precede effects by
definition), as well as with our own everyday experience of a unidirectional linear causal sequence
of events unfolding from past to future1, time-reversed or retrocausal phenomena are generally
not precluded by most currently established physical laws which are essentially time-symmetric
(with the notable exception of the second law of thermodynamics), and several models have been
proposed attempting to integrate such temporal anomalies within the framework of existing
physical theories (e.g. see Sheehan, 2006).

The findings of presentiment studies however appear to demonstrate anomalous antici¬
patory physiological activity in subjects who are subsequently stimulated themselves, whereas
what has been found in studies 1 and 2 is physiological activity in one participant which appears

to precede the presentation of stimuli to another, distant participant. An ability to respond in
advance to emotionally relevant future stimuli would have considerable survival value in certain
situations (e.g. predator-prey interactions), and would therefore carry obvious evolutionary
advantages for any biological organism able to make use of it2. By extension of this argument,
in socially complex animals like humans who form strong, life-long empathic bonds (and there¬
fore have a mutual interest in each other's survival and well-being), we may expect to see a

transference of the presentiment effect to a non-stimulated but emotionally bonded partner;

Although experiences during altered states of consciousness have been reported where the
linear causal sequence of events was perceived to unfold in a reversed temporal order (e.g. Luke
& Kittenis, 2005)

2It should be emphasised however that an argument of evolutionary utility does not amount
to supportive evidence for presentiment effects, nor is it an explanation of how these effects may
operate; it simply points out that if such trans-temporal phenomena are physically possible,
biological organisms would benefit by employing them as part of their sensorimotor abilities.
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the observation that an effect was found only between related pairs of participants in studies
1 and 2 would be consistent with this speculation. Directly stimulated subjects in these pairs
however show no similar anomalous anticipatory activity when they themselves are stimulated;
therefore suggesting the presence of a presentiment effect in non-stimulated subjects when no

similar effect can be seen in their stimulated partners would be stretching the limits of plausibil¬
ity, especially as the stimuli used in these experiments had little (if any) emotional significance
for either participant in each pair.

5.2.2 Quantum non-locality and entanglement
As has been stated in the Abstract and the Introduction of this thesis (see Chapter 1, page 16),
during the design and execution of these studies it was our intention to avoid any assumptions
as to the physical and physiological mechanisms likely to be involved in the studied phenomena,
and to adopt a descriptive terminology as devoid of theoretical presuppositions as possible. The
very title of this thesis however, (which is a commonly adopted description of this research topic
in several other studies, e.g. Radin, 2004), may implicitly suggest theoretical interpretations
of the studied phenomena postulating non-local correlations as found in entangled quantum-
mechanical (Q-M) systems, and it should be acknowledged that a hypothesis involving such
non-local (EPR-like) correlations was favored as a tentative explanatory model by the author,
as is also the case in most recent studies using this experimental paradigm. Although nonlocal
correlations between entangled particles have been predicted by Q-M formalisms from the early
stages in the theory's evolution, their existence was initially greeted with much scepticism as it
appeared to violate classical locality principles, and their apparently paradoxical implications
were considered to indicate fundamental limitations in the theory's ability to fully describe
physical reality (Einstein, Podosky, & Rosen, 1935). Such non-local correlations have eventually
been demonstrated experimentally however (e.g. Aspect, Grangier, & Roger, 1982), and are

now routinely produced in a variety of physical systems using several different experimental
arrangements, which has also stimulated research efforts to utilise their properties in practical
applications (e.g. quantum cryptography and computing).

These experimental verifications of non-local correlations in entangled systems have so

far involved demonstrations of spatial nonlocality, i.e. synchronous, non-causal correlations
between entangled particles separated by spatial distance. Quantum theory makes no predic¬
tions regarding the possibility of temporal nonlocality, as unlike spatial coordinates, time is
not normally treated as an observable in quantum mechanics but serves as an external pa¬

rameter in the dynamical evolution of a system3. Therefore although non-local correlations
as found in Q-M may serve as a model for synchronous correlations in brain activity between
distant participants (as suggested in most previous studies using this paradigm), these cannot
account for the apparently trans-temporal anomaly observed in studies 1 and 2. Although re¬

cent experimental verifications of Wheeler's delayed-choice Gedanken experiment (see Jacques
et al., 2007) do appear to suggest that properties resembling temporal nonlocality can be seen

in quantum-entangled systems, these findings do not necessarily imply that trans-temporal or
retrocausal mechanisms are at work; they simply re-affirm the premise that quantum systems
remain in an indeterminate probabilistic ('superposed') state until their properties are measured

3In contrast to relativity theory, where space-time is considered as a four-dimensional con¬
tinuum.
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(or observed), at which point they assume one definite value (an 'eigenstate').
The terms "measurement" and "observation" are often used interchangeably to refer to

the act of obtaining information about the properties of a quantum-mechanical entity, which is
generally considered to disturb the system and trigger its transition from an indeterminate to
a definite state (state vector or wavefunction 'collapse'). There is a profound lack of consensus
amongst physicists however, as to what exactly constitutes a measurement or observation and
whether these terms can be considered to be equivalent (or even relevant at all); this largely
depends on which of the many interpretations of quantum mechanics one chooses to adopt,
with different interpretations taking widely varying views on the matter. For example, some
interpretations propose that it is the choice and arrangement of measuring instruments and
their interaction with the quantum system which is responsible for eliminating quantum inde¬
terminacy, while others suggest that collapse happens randomly irrespective of measurement
("objective collapse"), and some interpretations propose that wavefunction collapse -in the sense

of a transition from a composite of probabilities to an actual state- may not be taking place
at all (e.g. the "many-worlds" hypothesis) (see e.g. Baggot, 2003, for an introduction). The
most widely adopted "Copenhagen" interpretation of quantum theory (often considered as the
"standard" interpretation of Q-M) assigns a special status to measurement as being intimately
involved in the collapse process, but does not define what constitutes a measurement and avoids
speculations as to the nature of the collapse process by adopting a somewhat agnostic view. It
postulates that the wave function can only be considered to represent the state of the observer's
knowledge about the system, with the collapse of the wave function reflecting a change in this
knowledge from a probabilistic to a definite state; therefore according to this view, quantum
theory only describes what we can know about the world, as it cannot describe the physical
world independently of an observer.4

Although an extensive discussion of quantum mechanics and its various interpretations
is beyond the scope of this thesis, as well as the expertise of the author, the "measurement
problem" in quantum theory is unavoidably relevant if a model based on quantum-mechanical
principles is to be used as an explanatory framework for the anomalies seen in studies 1 and
2 (or for the anomalies found in psi research in general). One additional interpretation which
needs to be mentioned in this respect, suggests that it is the observation of a quantum system by
a conscious observer which triggers the wavefunction collapse.5 Although this is not one of the
most widely adopted interpretations of Q-M, it can account for the experimental findings equally
well and seems to the author to be no less plausible than any of the alternatives; objections
against it often seem to rest on a reluctance to accept an active role for consciousness in physical
processes, which is perhaps not surprising given the predominance of epiphenomenal views of
consciousness in contemporary physics. By admitting consciousness as a potentially relevant
variable in physical quantum processes however, this interpretation also offers the possibility to

4The difficulty in discerning whether the propositions of quantum theory refer to ontological
properties of the physical world or whether they have 'only' epistemic value, can be seen in J.
A. Wheeler's discussion of the delayed-choice phenomena which he described as showing "...a
strange inversion of the normal order of time. We, now,... [by choosing which observable of
a particle to measure] ...have an unavoidable effect on what we have a right to say about the
already past history [of that particle]. The dependence of what is observed upon the choice
of experimental arrangement (...) conflicts with the view that the universe exists 'out there'
independent of all acts of observation" (Wheeler, 1984, p. 184).

5First proposed by John von Neumann and later expounded by Wigner (1967) and others.
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account (or at least allow) for such consciousness-related anomalies as identified in psi research,
whilst avoiding the need to postulate violations of existing physical laws.

5.2.3 Observational theories

Since the 1974 conference on Quantum Physics and Parapsychology, several models attempt¬
ing to accommodate psi phenomena within the theoretical framework of quantum mechanics
have been proposed (e.g. Walker, 1975; H. Schmidt, 1975). Often collectively referred to as

observational theories, these models usually adopt an interpretation of Q-M which considers
the observer as being responsible for collapsing the state vector. An additional postulate in
most of these models is that the observer may also influence the probabilities of the outcome of
the collapse, an assumption which is not part of standard quantum theory where this outcome
is considered to be stochastically determined (i.e. non-deterministically random). These mod¬
els were originally proposed to account for anomalous deviations in the output of (quantum)
random number generators (RNGs) observed in the context of 'micro-psychokinesis' experi¬
ments. These experiments involve giving feedback to subjects regarding the output of RNGs,
while they are also instructed to attempt to intentionally influence this output; correlations
have often been found between participant intention and RNG behaviour, which appear to
be anomalous unless a hypothesis involving consciousness affecting Q-M state vector collapse
probabilities is considered (e.g. H. Schmidt, 1982).

It may be useful at this point to re-conceptualised the design of our studies as a 'biological-
PK' experiment, i.e. as one involving an intentional agent (the photically stimulated partici¬
pant) and a dynamically fluctuating target process (i.e. the EEG activity of their non-stimulated
partner). As participants were fully aware of the aim of the study, stimulated subjects have
often reported attempting such an intentional influence on their partner at the times when they
were exposed to the flashes, and although they were not instructed to do this by the exper¬

imenter, neither were they discouraged from doing so if they stated such an intention before
the session. Although measures of electrical brain activity are clearly different in physical and
statistical properties to RNG output, the spontaneous EEG signal is known to have 1/f-like
spectral power characteristics resembling white noise (Freeman, 2004), which suggests that it
can be considered (at least partly) as a deterministic pseudo-random signal; periodic dynamics
in the resting EEG (such as alpha rhythms) are strongly present, but continuous complex shifts
in the phase, amplitude and locus of these rhythms (even in the absence of external stimulation)
ensure that only transient periodicity is maintained. Therefore although (unlike RNG output)
short-term periodic activity is common in the spontaneous EEG, the long-term statistical trend
would be expected to be pseudo-random.6 The general assumption that the brain is a strictly
classical-deterministic system is also increasingly being questioned with several authors suggest¬

ing the potential involvement of quantum-mechanical processes in neural function (e.g. Jibu &
Yasue, 1995), which also raises the possibility that elements of non-deterministically random
(i.e. quantum-stochastic) activity may also be present in the EEG signal. If this is the case,

6This may not be true when the EEG is "driven" or "entrained" by externally presented
periodic stimuli (e.g. repetitive sounds or flashes). Although in our studies auditory stimulation
with drumming was used, the spectral characteristics of this audio recording do not show any
stable long-term periodicity in frequencies below 55Hz, and the EEG signal was high-pass
filtered to frequencies below 30Hz (see Chapter 2, section 2.2.3.2 and Fig. 2.1 on page 25).
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observational models of micro-PK effects may also be applicable in EEG experiments such as

ours.

Such a re-conceptualisation of our studies as 'bio-PK' experiments may be able to ac¬

count for the apparent temporal anomalies found in our results, if so-called "retroactive-PK"
phenomena are considered. Experiments involving the same micro-PK protocol as described
above have been conducted using pre-recorded (but unobserved) RNG data, and have often
reported similar findings as when real-time RNG feedback was used (e.g. H. Schmidt, 1976);
although this may be interpreted as indicating a retro-causal process, a hypothesis involving
quantum indeterminacy persisting until the point of observation seems a more plausible alter¬
native7. One implication of these findings is that observation may affect the results of a study
long after the experiment has been conducted and the data has been collected; this may be
particularly relevant for PK research using quantum-mechanical RNGs, where the possibility
of experimenter-observation effects has frequently been pointed out (e.g. Bierman, 2001). This
may also be relevant for our studies if we conceptualise the experiments as bio-PK tasks, as our
(non-stimulated) subjects were not given feedback and the (first) observation occurred when
the EEG data was analysed by the author. If quantum indeterminacy is assumed to persist for
prolonged periods of time on a macroscopic level and is also present in EEG signals, an effect
of experimenter observation may be able to account for the peculiar temporal characteristics
observed in the results of the first two studies. In such a case, observing the maximum evoked-a
deviation in the average of these two studies « at t = 0 would be considerably more meaning¬
ful, as (primarily due to the pre-/post-stimulus comparison adopted in the analysis) this was

ultimately the point in time which had most attracted the experimenter's attention. A common

objection to Q-M models of psi phenomena is that quantum entanglement between elements
as large, warm and complex as living organisms (or even neurons) has not been demonstrated
experimentally, and may be difficult to justify theoretically; however, entanglement between
macroscopic objects (e.g. gas-clouds and multi-atom 'Bucky-ball' carbon molecules) has now

been demonstrated at room temperatures (Collins, Gisin, Linden, Massar, & Popescul, 2002),
which questions the limits within which quantum entanglement phenomena are usually assumed
to operate.

5.2.4 Generalised Quantum Theory
Another approach utilising quantum theory to formulate a model of psi phenomena has been
proposed originally under the name of Weak Quantum Theory (Atmanspacher, Romer, &
Walach, 2002), and more recently as Generalised Quantum Theory (GQT) by Lucadou, Romer,
and Walach (2007).8 GQT proposes a relaxation of the conditions normally restricting the ap¬

plication of quantum theory to physical-material systems, so that quantum-mechanical concepts
such as complementarity and entanglement can be applied to arbitrary domains, including bi¬
ological and non-physical (e.g. psychological and philosophical) research topics. In generalised
quantum theory Lucadou et al. (2007) conceptualise psi anomalies (such as telepathy, psy¬

chokinesis and precognition) as belonging to a wider class of synchronistic phenomena, whose

7As is also suggested by the delayed-choice 'quantum eraser' experiment first proposed by
Scully and Driihl (1982), where the determination of particle-like or wave-like behaviour of a
photon can be delayed until after the registration (but not the observation) of its entangled twin
(see Kim, Yu, Kulik, Shih, & Scully, 2000, for an experimental demonstration of this effect).

8Of which Lucadou's (1987) Model of Pragmatic Information is a clear antecedent.
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operation can be attributed to non-local entanglement correlations between the sub-elements of
a so-called "organisationally closed" system; however, GQT does not postulate that such syn¬

chronistic phenomena arise directly from physical quantum mechanisms, and therefore does not
assume a strong physical reductionism (as most observational theories do). One of the central
axioms of GQT directly derived from physical quantum theory (where it is a known property
of entangled systems), is that entanglement correlations cannot be used to transmit meaningful
signals (i.e. information) or to exert controllable causal influences.9 When applied to synchro¬
nistic phenomena this "no signal transfer" rule leads to several interesting predictions, many of
which seem consistent with certain common findings in psi research. One of these is the often
noted "decline effect", i.e. the notorious tendency for positive results in original psi experiments
to decline in effect size or disappear altogether in subsequent replications. The predicted con¬

sequences of this rule may therefore be related to what has been described as the "elusiveness
of psi" (e.g. Beloff, 1990), that is, the tendency of these phenomena to disappear when one

tries to isolate them with more precision or to uncover the mechanisms involved; the effects
may appear somewhere else in the data where they are not expected, as found for example
in apparent "displacement effects" such as significant below-chance scoring in psi tasks. Such
"elusiveness" of these phenomena would be expected in entanglement correlations postulated
by GQT, as reliably reproducible psi effects could potentially be used for supraluminal signal
transfer.

It may be useful at this point to discuss the relevance of these predictions of GQT to our

own findings; the lack of replicability of the effect across the three studies would be expected
according to this model, and especially so in study 3 where we had attempted to maximise the
effect size by only recruiting related pairs, and to pinpoint the effect by focusing our analysis
window on the time period between —250 to +250ms (i.e. when the effect appeared most
prominent in studies 1 and 2). The inconsistency in the temporal location of the observed
phenomenon between studies 1 and 2 may also be considered to reflect a displacement effect; as

has been described in the first section of this chapter, significant differences between photic and
control periods in the log-ratio measure of post-stimulus versus pre-stimulus evoked-ct power
were found in both the first and second studies (with more extreme values observed in photic
periods and values in control periods close to chance expectation). This difference however
was in opposite directions in each study, with the deviation in evoked-a activity occurring
primarily during the post-stimulus period in study 1, and primarily during the pre-stimulus
period in study 2. It is interesting to note in this respect, that the effect size in these first
two studies was of equal value but of opposing signs, i.e. r = .43 in study 1 and r = —.43
in study 2. (see Fig. 2.12 on page 46, and Fig. 3.8 on page 67). The prohibition against
signal transmission postulated by GQT may also explain two other unusual characteristics of
our results which seem incompatible with any known psychophysiological processes; the first
is the failure to obtain effects with 'rare' stimuli when the oddball stimulation paradigm was

used in study 2. This paradigm was adopted in an attempt to elicit EEG activity of differential
magnitude in non-stimulated subjects, by stimulating their partners with two different types of
stimuli; if this had been successful however, it would have been possible to use such differential
stimulation of "senders" to transmit encoded signals to "receivers", in the form of morse or

9The authors note that this property cannot be derived from other axioms in GQT (like it
is in standard quantum theory), but suggest that "it is strongly expected to be true and it may
be wise to postulate it as an additional axiom" (Lucadou et ah, 2007, p.55-56).
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binary code signals for example. Another physiologically counterintuitive feature of our results
which has only briefly been mentioned so far (see Chapter 4, section 4.1 on page 82), is the
observation that changes in the brain activity of non-stimulated subjects (correlated with the
photic stimulation of their partners) were only found in measures of evoked-a (phase-locked)
activity, and not in measures of induced-a (non-phase-locked) activity (see Fig. 4.1 on page84
and Fig. 4.4 on 87). Spontaneous alpha activity is highly responsive to visual stimulation, as

can be seen in the well known alpha desynchronisation effect (i.e. the induced-a response; see

Fig. 2.6 on page 36 ), an effect which is reliable and robust enough to be visible in single (i.e.
raw EEG) epochs. In contrast, event-related changes in evoked-a activity are of a much lower
amplitude, and usually can only be observed after the additive averaging of a number of epochs,
as in ERPs (see Chapter 2, section 2.3.2 on page 34 for details regarding the calculation of these
measures). Therefore as the induced-a response can be measured on an epoch-by-epoch basis
(i.e. using the raw EEG signal), it would be possible to encode a signal in such responses by
using for example the length of the inter-stimulus interval to differentiate between the two values
of a binary code 10, whereas the fact that evoked-a responses can only be measured after the
additive averaging of several epochs would make such encoding impossible. One problem with
these predictions of GQT is that decline and displacement effects can also be considered to be
consistent with the null hypothesis, i.e. that the inability to replicate initially significant effects
may simply indicate that those effects were due to chance error, with an increasing number
of follow-up studies showing a regression towards the mean. Although Lucadou et al. (2007)
offer suggestions for potentially overcoming this problem, in this author's view these need to
be further formalised before they can be implemented experimentally.

5.2.5 Decision Augmentation Theory
The Decision Augmentation Theory (DAT) proposed by May, Utts, and Spottiswoode (1995)
suggests that psi phenomena arise entirely out of experimenter effects operating at the level of
ordinary decision processes. The model postulates that information obtained precognitively by
experimenters may influence their decisions (e.g. in choices of experimental design and analysis
methods), so that results are obtained which are consistent with the experimenters' intentions
and expectations. The DAT does not propose a physical mechanism which may underlie the
process of "anomalous cognition" through which experimenters are considered to obtain the
advantageous information, but provides a model which reduces all psi effects to a precognit.ive
decision bias; it is therefore described by the authors as a phenomenological model which simply
attempts to order and structure the raw observations of experiments, as opposed to what they
call fundamental models, which attempt to provide a physical explanation (such as most of the
observational models described above). Such a decision bias towards volitional outcomes as

described by DAT may be more relevant to experiments involving randomly generated targets,
particularly where the experimenter chooses the starting time and/or length of the trial, as is
often the case with PK studies. This was also the case in our studies, where the starting time
of each trial and of the associated stimulus randomisation process (but not the trial length)
was initiated by the experimenter through a button press. May et al. (1995) point out that

10For example, a binary signal could be encoded according to the following rule: single alpha-
desynchronisation responses separated by an interval of two or more seconds would count as

"0", and pairs of responses separated by a one-second interval would count as "1".
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effects mediated through such a process would be more likely when a number of short-length
trials are involved in an experiment, which would provide more opportunity for experimenter
decision-bias to come into play; in our studies however each experimental session involved only
one trial, and therefore one decision by the experimenter of when to start the trial and the
randomisation process. Although the randomisation of stimuli was deterministically defined
by a pseudo-random algorithm seeded by the system clock (which would make it prone to
DAT-like effect), we consider the possibility that one decision per session could bias our results
to the extent seen in studies 1 and 2 through a DAT-like process as highly unlikely. This
hypothesis is testable however, and future studies can investigate it by comparing for example
sessions involving only one experimenter-initiated trial, against sessions involving several such
trials. Perhaps the most important contribution of DAT however is in drawing attention to the
potential role of experimenter intention in psi experiments, an issue which is often surprisingly
overlooked.

5.2.6 'Classical' real-time psi
Most of the discussion of possible theoretical interpretations of the effects found in the first two
studies has so far focused on models derived from quantum mechanics, mainly for the reason

that if the effects are accepted as non-artefactual, it is difficult to conceive of a classical mech¬
anism which can accommodate the apparently pre-cognitive effects seen in Fig. 5.2 (page 112).
Although the temporal characteristics of the effect appear to place it at odds with an inter¬
pretation involving classical signal-like mechanisms, the question addressed by the experiments
presented in this thesis was essentially founded on the working hypothesis that we may pos¬

sess perceptual capabilities beyond those currently established; if we allow for this possibility
without assuming potential limits to such abilities, then at least one alternative interpretation
becomes available which does not preclude classical mechanisms.

A pseudo-random algorithm seeded by the system clock (L'Ecuyer, 1994) was used for ran¬
domising the timing and sequence of photic and control events, and therefore the randomisation
process can be considered to be essentially deterministic11. This randomisation was carried out

by the script-driven software running this algorithm (Inquisit by Millisecond Software), at the
start of each experimental session; i.e. this program would first formulate a randomised list
of the sequence of events (and associated inter-stimulus intervals) to be presented in each ses¬

sion, which it then proceeded to execute. This process was invisible to the experimenter, who
was in fact unaware at the time that the randomisation process was being carried out at the
start of each session, and was under the impression that the randomisation was conducted in
real-time12. This difference would normally be inconsequential for practically any other psy¬

chological or psychophysiological experiment; in this case however, as the timing of stimuli
to be presented was determined at the start of each experimental session and this informa-

11Unless one allows for the possibility that electronic noise in the computer's components
could introduce quantum-stochastic randomness in clock-time irregularities.

12The documentation provided with Inquisit implied that the default setting for the software
was to run the randomisation algorithm in real-time. After all three of the experiments were
conducted, the author contacted the manufacturers to ask for the exact specifications of the
algorithm used by the software, and during this correspondence they clarified that the default
setting is to run the randomisation at the start of each experimental session (although real-time
randomisation is also possible as an option).
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tion was stored in the computer's memory, it was therefore potentially available to subjects
before the stimuli were presented, at least in principle. This leaves open the possibility that
non-stimulated participants may have gained access to this information through some form of
real-time psi perception, which could then account for their apparently pre-cognitive anticipa¬
tory responses. Contemplating this possibility does require some stretch of the imagination,
as it would imply the operation of a "super-psi" faculty which seems exceedingly implausible
to the author. In order to fully exclude such a possibility however, future experiments should
(as a minimum) adopt real-time randomisation when pseudo-random algorithms are used, or
ideally use 'true'-RNGs for stimulus randomisation.

Whether such a possibility seems more or less implausible than previously mentioned
hypotheses involving non-local correlations between participant pairs, pre-cognitive DAT ex¬

perimenter effects, quantum-collapse observer effects or any other theoretical interpretation,
depends to a large extent on the reader's theoretical preferences and a priory assumptions;
if one is particularly uncomfortable with contemplating macroscopic violations of spatial and
temporal locality for example, then such a super-psi mechanism may be more acceptable than
any of the alternatives. Perhaps the least uncomfortable of all possible interpretations discussed
above however, is to consider the findings of studies 1 and 2 as being due to chance error; as the
final study has shown no evidence of a similar effect, and the cumulative results of all three ex¬

periments are non-significant, this possibility cannot be ruled out without further investigation.
A number of studies investigating this topic have been published after the series of experiments
described in this thesis was initiated, which have not been included in the literature review pre¬

sented in Chapter 1; the following section presents a review of these studies (conducted after
2004), which may be useful in evaluating the current state of the evidence for these effects, and
may also help in clarifying their nature.

5.3 Review of recent literature

Four of the five studies to be reviewed in this section have been published in the Journal ofAlter¬
native and Complementary Medicine, something which perhaps indicates that the investigation
of ostensible distant psychophysiological interactions is not only of pure theoretical interest,
but may be relevant for the understanding of potentially health-promoting practices involving
no physical or sensory contact between practitioners and recipients, such as 'distant healing'
or prayer for example. In the first of these studies reported by Standish et al. (2004), thirty
related pairs of participants with prior meditation experience were recruited, and subjects in
each pair were assigned to "sender - receiver" roles; two sessions were conducted with each pair,
with the roles reversed in the second session (thereby providing an n = 60 "receivers"). Partic¬
ipants in each pair were seated in separate rooms and first listened to relaxation instructions,
which included suggestions to maintain an awareness of each other. EEG was simultaneously
recorded from both subjects (01+02 referenced to Cz), and the "sender" was then exposed
to a sequence of conditions where a checkerboard pattern presented on screen would be either
static or reversing ('flicker' condition; rate of reversal 1Hz), while the "receiver" was constantly
presented with a static checkerboard pattern throughout the session. Each session involved two
flicker (F) and two static (S) periods (each of 64s duration) presented in the sequence F-S-F-S,
thereby obtaining 128 flicker and 128 static one-second event-related epochs from each subject.
For data analysis a time window within each "receiver's" epochs was selected, centered upon
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the maximum P100 latency of their stimulated partner's averaged EP responses (usually 80-
180ms), and a within-subject measure of 'hits' was defined as outliers (in the amplitude of raw
epochs) from a Monte-Carlo distribution created from random-latency epochs sampled from
control (static) periods. Statistical analysis involved a Runs test of non-random sequence of
hits, with ot < .01 set as the significance criterion; five of the sixty subjects showed significant p
values at this level during the flicker periods, whereas no subject showed similar effects during
the static periods. By combining z values from all subjects using the Stouffer method, the
authors reported an overall significant effect at p = .005 for the flicker condition compared
to a non-significant p = .64 for the static condition. A follow-up experiment (reported in the
same paper) with four of the five pairs who produced significant effects in the first study was

conducted, with one of these pairs showing a replication of the effect. The design of this study
is a considerable improvement to most previously published studies investigating such effects
(reviewed in chapter 1), although there are certain limitations which must to be pointed out.
For example, the choice of the Runs test seems somewhat unjustified, and the authors offer
no explanation as to why they would expect a lack of randomness in the sequence of 'hits'
to be a more relevant statistical test for their hypothesis, rather than a direct comparison of
the cumulative number of outliers in flicker versus static conditions. Additionally, the lack of
randomisation in the presentation order of flicker and static conditions is particularly prob¬
lematic, something which the authors of the study also acknowledge. Certain changes in EEG
activity would be expected to occur simply as a function of time; for example, alpha rhythms
tend to increase in amplitude as a subject becomes more relaxed, and there is a tendency for
movement artefacts in EEG recordings to occur at the beginning of a session as the subject
"settles in". As the fixed sequence of conditions used in this study was F-S-F-S in all sessions,
flicker periods were generally presented earlier in the session than static periods, which would
make any comparison of EEG measures between these periods vulnerable to such artefacts.
This is particularly a risk if no artefact removal procedures are followed, and the use of such
procedures is not mentioned in the paper; the information provided implies that all recorded
epochs were used, which would suggest that no artefact rejection procedures were applied. Al¬
though it should be acknowledged that the use of a Runs test rather than a direct 'number of
hits' comparison may protect to some extent from such problems (it is not stated in the paper

whether the test was chosen for this reason), adequate randomisation of the order and timing
of conditions is crucial in this type of studies, and should be an indispensable part of their
methodology.

A follow-up experiment using the one participant pair who had demonstrated a replication
of the effect in the above study has been reported by Richards et al. (2005), where both EEG
and fMRI measures were used (in separate sessions) and some improvements in the method¬
ology were included. As in the previous study, checkerboard reversal and static stimuli were
alternately presented to the "sender", although in this experiment the duration of these periods
was varied (presumably randomly, although this is not explicitly stated). Four EEG and four
fMRI sessions were conducted, two of each with one subject acting as the "sender", and two
where the roles were reversed. In the EEG sessions a measure of alpha power was adopted
(rather than the amplitude measure used in the previous study), and a similar Monte-Carlo
randomisation technique was used to compare alpha power values between flicker and static
periods in EEG epochs from "receivers"; both subjects showed significantly lower alpha power

in flicker versus static periods in one of the two sessions they had each acted as "receivers". In
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the fMRI sessions one subject showed brain activation correlated with their partner's stimulus-
on ('flicker') periods in both sessions in which they had acted as "receivers", whereas the other
subject showed similar activation in one of the two sessions when the roles were reversed; this
activation was significantly different from stimulus-off periods in the left occipital region in
one participant, and in the right occipital region in the other participant. The results of this
study are certainly suggestive of a meaningful effect, as both alpha-suppression and occipital
activation would normally be expected in directly visually stimulated participants, and the ap¬

parent success of this particular pair of participants in replicating the effect is also encouraging.
The issue of adequate randomisation of stimulus conditions does not appear to have been fully
addressed however, and as the authors themselves acknowledge, no strong conclusions can be
drawn from a study with such a small sample size. Their effort to replicate previously identified
effects using selected pairs and fMRI measures is commendable however, and certainly merits
further study on a larger scale with additional improvements in methodology.

A paper published in the same issue of the Journal of Alternative and Complementary
Medicine by Achterberg et al. (2005) reports such an attempt, although this experiment was
designed within a somewhat different conceptual context. Eleven participant pairs were re¬

cruited, with each pair consisting of a healing practitioner and a person whom they knew well
and felt emotionally connected to. The experimental procedure involved periods of "distant
intentionality" (DI), during which the healers were asked to attempt to establish an intentional
(mental/emotional) connection with their distant partners; standardised instructions on what
this might involve and how to achieve it were not provided, and each healer adopted methods
related to their own personal practices. During comparable control periods the healers were in¬
structed to direct their attention away from their partner. The recipients of DI were physically
isolated within the fMRI scanner and were simply instructed to relax as much as possible; they
were aware of the purpose of the experiment and that their partner would be attempting DI
during the session, but were not aware of the order of DI "on" and "off" periods. A randomised
sequence of six "on" (+) and six "off" (-) periods of 2-minute duration was used in each session,
with the same sequence used in all sessions (as follows: - + H 1 |- H b -)• Significant
differences in the average brain activity of recipients (n = 10; data from one pair could not be
used) coinciding with DI intervals were reported to be found in several brain regions, reflecting
higher levels of metabolic activity in recipients during DI "on" versus "off" periods (it is not
explicitly stated in the paper whether any differences involving higher activation levels dur¬
ing "off" periods were found in other brain regions). There appears to be some lack of detail
regarding the statistical procedures used in the study, although this impression may simply
reflect this author's relative lack of familiarity with fMRI analysis techniques. On the whole
the study appears to have been reasonably well designed, with the primary limitation being
the use of a fixed-order sequence of on-off periods in all sessions; although the authors state
that the sequence used was randomly determined, using the same order of conditions in all
experimental sessions is clearly not the optimal methodological choice. The authors acknowl¬
edge this limitation in their discussion, and further point out that as the sequence of conditions
was known to three people other than the healer (technician, nurse and experimenter), it is
difficult to draw conclusions as to whether the effects are due to DI interactions between par¬

ticipant pairs, as potential DI interactions between the investigators and the recipient cannot
be excluded. Additionally, although the sequence of conditions was not known to the recipients
prior to their session, a more sceptical reviewer could point out the possibility that recipients in
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later sessions may have found out this information from previous participants. The importance
of adequate randomisation of conditions is once again emphasized, and given the considerable
efforts expended in conducting these studies, it is difficult to justify a lack of attention to this
issue which would require a comparatively minimal effort to resolve.

Another study published in the Journal of Alternative and Complementary Medicine by
Radin (2004)13 reports an experiment involving thirteen related pairs of participants. One-
channel EEG (Cz) and EDA activity were recorded from both subjects in each pair, who
mutually decided themselves the assignment of "sender" (S) and "receiver" (R) roles. Prior to
each session participant pairs were asked to exchange a personal item with each other and to
maintain a "feeling of connectedness" throughout the experiment. The "receiver" was asked to
relax for « 30 minutes, during which period the "sender" was occasionally presented with a live
video image of their partner for randomly varying intervals of 17-25s duration, interspersed by
randomised inter-stimulus intervals of 5-25s duration (a pseudo-random algorithm seeded by
the system clock was used). The two EEG systems were running on independent power supplies
(batteries), and event markers to these systems were optically isolated. For the analysis, EEG
epochs of 10s duration centered upon stimulus transition moments (video image onset and
offset, ±5 seconds) were acquired; sample-points within each epoch (1250 samples per epoch)
were normalised, and those with values beyond ±3 standard deviations were excluded from
the analysis as potential artefacts (manual inspection of epochs for smaller artefacts was not
conducted, reportedly with the intention to avoid any subjective assessment of the data). An
'ensemble variance' measure (i.e. variance at each sample point across epochs) was calculated
for all subjects (separately for Ss and Rs), and a Pearson correlation between these S-R variance
arrays was estimated. A 'bootstrap' method was used to determine the statistical likelihood of
these correlations, by repeatedly sampling (with replacement) from the Rs' epochs by randomly
time-shifting the starting point of these 'surrogate' epochs; the S-R correlation was calculated
again using these time-shifted surrogate R epochs, and the process was repeated 10,000 times.
As the null hypothesis predicts that there should be no difference between the original time-
synchronised S-R correlation and the surrogate time-shifted S-R correlations, the probability of
obtaining the original S-R correlation value by chance was estimated, and was reported to be
p = .0005 for all thirteen participants combined. A secondary hypothesis investigated in this
study was whether a relationship could be found in the magnitude of EEG measures between S-R
pairs; larger values in R peak variance were reported to be found in relation to larger amplitude
ERPs in Ss, which appears to suggest such a relationship. The author interprets this finding
as suggesting that "the S-R relationship is causally modulated by S's response to the stimulus"
(p.318), a conclusion which we find to be unjustified; as the magnitude of the Ss' responses
was not experimentally varied, only a correlational relationship can be inferred. The overall
results of this study do seem to suggest an anomalous correlation in EEG activity between S-R
participant pairs however, and the methodology used is of a considerably higher quality than
found in most previous studies; the adopted statistical techniques are also robust and seem well-
suited for studying this type of effects. Two objections must be raised however in relation to the
chosen treatment of EEG data in this study. Although the formalised and automated exclusion
of extreme outlier sample-points does eliminate potential subjective bias as the author rightly
points out, this method offers little reassurance however that smaller artefacts were not being

13Also published in the Parapsychological Association's 46th annual convention proceedings;
(Radin, 2003).
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included in the final dataset. The adopted practice of removing individual outlier sample-points
from raw EEG epochs (whilst retaining the rest of the epochs which contained these outliers),
may further increase the likelihood of retaining smaller artefacts; such an approach is highly
unconventional compared to standard EEG/ERP practices, where artefact-containing epochs
are either entirely rejected, or otherwise corrected and retained if the source of the artefacts is
known and can be measured (e.g. as when eye-movement artefacts are corrected using the signal
from simultaneously recorded electro-oculogram). The second objection relates to the method
used to randomly sample surrogate epochs by randomly time-shifting the start point of these
samples; as these surrogate epochs were sampled from within the original epochs (which were of
10s duration), a surrogate epoch starting for example at t — 3s would consist of the final 7s of
the original epoch, with the first 3s of the original epoch attached at the end (to create a lOs-long
surrogate epoch). This method of "cut and loop" of continuous EEG segments is unlikely to
provide epochs resembling genuine EEG signals, as a discontinuity would be introduced at the
point of re-assemblage of the two segments, something which is likely to appear as artefactual
sudden shifts in the amplitude and phase of the signal. Such 'discontinuous' epochs may

produce artificially suppressed correlations with genuine (i.e. continuous) EEG epochs, which
would question the validity of comparisons of the original S-R correlation with the surrogate
S-R correlations. This is not a fatal flaw in the study however, and can easily be remedied
by repeating the same analysis using randomly sampled continuous epochs from the raw (i.e.
non-epoched) EEG signal instead. Despite these potential analytical flaws, the findings of this
experiment remain strongly suggestive of a genuinely anomalous effect; this is also supported
by a visual inspection the average waveforms of normalised ensemble variances for S and R
participants, where the maximum peak (within the entire epoch-length) for Rs closely coincides
with the maximum peak corresponding to their partners' visual evoked-responses (see Radin,
2004, Fig. 3 on page 320). One remaining question regarding this study, is that although
EDA was also reported to have been recorded during the experiments, no relevant results are

provided for this measure.

Wackermann, Muradas, and Piitz (2004) have reported an attempted replication of their
previous study, on which much of the design of the experiments reported in this thesis has
been based (see Wackermann et al., 2003, reviewed in chapter 1 of this thesis). Sixteen pairs of
related participants were recruited, with participants in each pair seated in separate shielded
rooms while 19-channel EEG was recorded simultaneously from both, using two separate EEG
systems. One member of each pair (B) was resting with eyes open in a dark room, while
their partner (A) was intermittently stimulated with a checkerboard-reversal pattern (Is dura¬
tion, reversal rate 4Hz); these stimulation periods were interspersed with inter-stimulus periods
of randomly varying duration (1.6-7.6s) during which the monitor was blank. Each session
consisted of two parts (applied in counter-balanced order), in one of which the monitor was

covered with an opaque shield ('covered' condition), while in the other the monitor was vis¬
ible ('uncovered' condition), and in each of these conditions 168 stimuli were presented. An
'effective voltage' measure of the average EEG was calculated for B subjects at latencies (t*)
when the effective voltage of their corresponding stimulated partners reached a maximum in
the 'uncovered' condition (i.e. corresponding to A subjects' visual EPs). A within-subject ratio
measure Q was estimated for B subjects by dividing their effective voltage during stimulation
epochs (Vjjf(t*)) by the median of effective voltages calculated for 1000 epochs randomly sam¬
pled from inter-stimulus periods such Q ratios were calculated individually for each
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condition, subject and electrode site. Similar 'control' ratios (here noted as Q' for easier dis¬
tinction) were calculated by using the effective voltage values of epochs randomly sampled from
inter-stimulus periods as the numerator (i.e. these were also divided by V^f). The rank of
'test' Q values within the cumulative distribution of 'control' Q' values was established, and an

aggregate rank score for all subjects was transformed to normalised Z-values. Such Z-values
were calculated independently for 'covered' and 'uncovered' conditions, and a comparison of
normalised differences between these values was conducted for each electrode site. The null

hypothesis would predict no difference between these values, whereas a hypothesis involving
event-related correlated brain activity between participants would predict higher Z-values in
the 'uncovered' condition. The results however revealed predominantly negative values in the
'uncovered' condition, and predominantly positive Z-values in the 'covered' condition; signifi¬
cant differences between these were found in the left parieto-occipital region and the right frontal
region, reflecting lower EEG power in 'covered' versus 'uncovered' conditions in non-stimulated
participants. The authors acknowledge that this is a somewhat confusing and counter-intuitive
finding, which "cannot be accounted by any simple stimulus-response mechanism responsible
for biophysical correlations of brain states" (p.467). Although they speculate that higher brain
activation in the 'covered' condition may be interpreted as reflecting an ESP-like response of
B subjects to the physical stimuli (rather than to the visual stimulation of their partners)14,
they also point out that this hypothesis cannot easily account for the unusually low levels of
EEG activity found in non-stimulated subjects during the 'uncovered' condition. The authors
point out that an alternative interpretation may involve taking into account possible experi¬
menter (real-time psi) effects, especially as the experimenters were aware of the occurrence of
visual stimuli during each experimental session (although the timing of presentation of these
stimuli was randomly varied between sessions); it is not explicitly clarified in the article at
which point stimulus randomisation took place, but seems implied that this was conducted in
real-time. The possibilities of experimenter effects operating at the stage of data observation,
or of DAT-like effects are not mentioned in the article, although these interpretations would
also fit the obtained effects, possibly equally well as a hypothesis of real-time experimenter-psi
effects. Although we can certainly sympathise with the authors' expressed concern that they
find such interpretations to be "more disturbing than compelling" (p.467), on the whole we

find these to be equally so; the findings themselves however are certainly compelling enough to
encourage further investigation, regardless of any potentially unsettling implications. If experi¬
menter effects are shown to be genuinely involved, this would force us to consider the potential
role of experimenter intentions or expectations (which is perhaps what the authors find to be
most disturbing), and such considerations may be crucial for understanding the phenomena at
hand. A planned replication study is reported in this paper, in which experimenters will be
blind to stimulus presentation conditions, and stimulus parameters will be varied to modulate
the stimulated participants' responses in order to test for correlated variations in activity in
non-stimulated subjects15. As our methodological paradigm was largely based on the exper¬

iment reported by Wackermann et al. (2003) (see review in Chapter 1, section 1.2 on page

14This observation appears to share some similarities with the effect found in studies 1 and
2 in this thesis, where the average maximal EEG activity in non-stimulated participants was
found to coincide with the moment of stimulus presentation, rather than with the moment of
the stimulated subjects' maximal evoked responses.

15This study has not yet been published to this author's knowledge.
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4), the two published studies by this research group (i.e. Wackermann et al., 2003, 2004) are
the most comparable to our own, both in their methods and in their findings. Although in
studies 1 and 2 we have only found a significant effect for related participant pairs, whereas
Wackermann et al. (2003) have reported significant effects in both related and unrelated pairs,
a theoretical interpretation of these effects based on the Generalised Quantum Theory may

be able to account for this discrepancy16. Walach et al. (2001) have commented that the fact
that unrelated pairs in the Wackermann et al. (2003) study were blind to the presence of their
"partner" (as well as to the real purpose of the experiment) would have contributed to stronger
entanglement between participants according to GQT, whereas the lack of such a blind (as was
the case with our unrelated pairs), would diminish entanglement effects. They do not explain
however why in such a case entanglement effects would be more likely to be expected in related
pairs (who were clearly aware of each other's presence), if, as they suggest, "the entanglement
element would not derive so much from the subjective feeling of being connected, as from the
formal fact of the experimental set-up" (Walach et al., 2001, p.322); further clarification of
the notion of entanglement within the context of GQT seems to be required (although this is
provided to some extent in Lucadou et al. (2007)). Finally, parallels can be seen between the
unexpected characteristics of the effects identified in their replications study (i.e. deviations
in activity during the stimulus-off condition) (see Wackermann et al., 2004, reviewed above),
and the also unexpected characteristics of the effect identified in our study 2 (i.e. deviations
in activity during the pre-stimulus period); both of these observations may be seen to suggest
some form of displacement or "evasion" effect, which manifests in different ways in each of these
studies.

The review of studies using this experimental paradigm published before 2004 (presented
in Chapter 1; see section 1.2 on page 4), as well as the review ofmore recent studies presented in
this section clearly show a steady improvement in their adopted methodological and analytical
procedures, and their results as a whole suggest the presence of a phenomenon which appears

highly unlikely to be artefactual or due to chance error. At the current stage of our knowl¬
edge this phenomenon can only be described as an anomaly, as it cannot be readily attributed
to any established and understood physical or physiological mechanism, and cannot easily be
accommodated within generally accepted theoretical models. Certain aspects of the observed
characteristics of this phenomenon also appear to be inconsistent with its most common in¬
terpretation, i.e. as an effect involving event-related correlations in brain activity between
physically isolated participants (a hypothesis adopted by most of the later studies, including
our own). This may indicate that such an apparently empirical description of the effect may in
fact carry implicit assumptions which are contradicted by the findings17, or alternatively, that
additional variables which have not been fully considered may be involved in the manifestation
of this effect. One such variable mentioned in some studies is the potential involvement of ex¬
perimenter effects, which may include experimenter-specific patterns of social interaction with

16Although as can be seen in Fig. 5.3 on page 112, the average evoked-a activity waveforms
of studies 1+2 appear to suggest the presence of a smaller effect in unrelated pairs in these two
studies, which is however non-significant.
17For example, the term "physically isolated" is generally used to refer to spatial separa¬

tion between participants which precludes ordinary (i.e. classical-local) sensory interactions.
Temporal locality is most often implicitly assumed, and potential violations of this assump¬
tion are rarely considered (even though the apparent time-independence of psi phenomena has
frequently been noted in parapsychological research).
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participants, "experimenter-psi" effects (involving real-time psi interactions with participants),
DAT-like precognitive decision biases, and/or quantum-observational effects; the consideration
of such additional variables also leaves opens the question of whether there is a unitary effect
involved, or a composite of effects of different origins.

The notable inconsistency between experiments in the observed characteristics of the iden¬
tified effect, especially between experiments involving nearly identical procedures and conducted
by the same investigators (such as our own three studies and those reported in Wackermann et
al., 2003 and 2004), can alternatively be interpreted as suggesting that the effects identified are

likely to indicate chance artefacts. The apparent "elusiveness" of such phenomena is a common

finding in psi research, and certain theoretical models have been proposed which postulate that
such elusiveness (and lack of replicability) may be itself an intrinsic part of the phenomena in¬
volved (e.g. Bierman, 2001; Lucadou et al., 2007). Perhaps the most promising research avenue

available to clarify this issue is the use of meta-analytical methods to evaluate the cumulative
findings of these studies. This has not yet been attempted for studies using this type of ex¬
perimental paradigm (to the author's knowledge), although such meta-analytical methods have
proved useful in evaluating the evidence for other anomalies identified in psi research, such as

the ganzfeld findings (see Bern & Honorton, 1994; Milton & Wiseman, 1999, for reviews) and
micro-PK effects (e.g. Bosch, Steinkamp, & Boiler, 2006), as well as in other areas were small
effects are expected and the validity of the investigated phenomena is uncertain (e.g. Cucherat,
Haugh, Gooch, & Boissel, 2000). We would very much encourage such attempts to evaluate the
overall findings of studies using this experimental paradigm, and we hope that the research lit¬
erature review presented in this thesis may be helpful to researchers interested in pursuing this
goal. A meta-analytical evaluation of these studies will also be helpful in assessing the extent
to which selective publication bias (i.e. a "file-drawer" effect) may be involved in artificially
inflating the number of published studies reporting positive results, an issue which is rarely
acknowledged in published reviews of this research literature (e.g. Charman, 2006). For exam¬
ple, although early publications in high-profile journals like Science and Nature (e.g. Duane &
Behrendt, 1965; Targ & Puthoff, 1974) would normally be expected to stimulate a number of
replication attempts, there is a distinct lack of published follow-up studies in the literature for
nearly twenty years (i.e. until the series of studies reported by Grinberg-Zylberbaum et al., e.g.
1992).

5.4 Limitations of thesis

The final section of this chapter presents a critical evaluation of the experiments conducted as

part of this thesis, and potential improvements in methodology are suggested. Research ap¬

proaches available for addressing the many questions raised or left unanswered by the results of
these studies are finally suggested, in the hope that they may be useful to researchers interested
in further investigating this topic.

5.4.1 Methodological limitations
One limitation of this research project as a whole which should first be pointed out, is that
although our original stated intention was to conduct a series of three studies with a largely
consistent methodology aiming to facilitate the comparison and combination of their respective
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results, several procedural and methodological changes were introduced in each of the two later
studies, some of which have eventually complicated the interpretation of the collective results
and have limited the clarity of our overall conclusions. Some of these changes were clearly ben¬
eficial and reflected methodological improvements, such as the use of simultaneous EEG record¬
ings from both participants of each pair in the second and third studies, and the use of ocular
artefact correction techniques in the final study. Some of these methodological changes however
appear in retrospect to have been somewhat poorly chosen, usually due to a lack of sufficient
consideration of potentially relevant theoretical issues. One such example is the introduction of
the oddball stimulation paradigm in the second study; although the rationale behind the choice
to adopt this paradigm was justified within a classical physiological theoretical framework18,
as has been discussed in section 5.2.4 (page 117) above, certain quantum-mechanical models
(such as GQT) would predict that this paradigm would be ineffective (due to the postulated
prohibition of causal signal transmission between non-locally correlated entities). Although
the use of the oddball paradigm was the only methodological difference between the first and
second studies, a considerable number of changes had been introduced in the third study, which
has created considerable difficulties in interpreting the differential findings between this final
study and the findings of studies 1 and 2 (see Chapter 4 for details, and the first section of
this chapter for an overview). The lack of methodological consistency across experiments was

one of the limitations of previous studies we had identified in our review (see final section in
Chapter 1), and although one of the aims of this research project was to address this concern,
we have only partially achieved this goal. We would therefore strongly encourage future studies
investigating this topic to further emphasise consistency of experimental design in replication
studies, and to carefully consider potential implications of introducing methodological changes
in follow-up experiments.

Another methodological criticism can be directed to our decision to include a number
of additional sessions in the dataset of study 1, which were conducted subsequently to the
completion of studies 2 and 3 (the reader is reminded that study 1 had originally involved
thirteen related pairs, five unrelated pairs and five single participants; the results from this
original dataset have been published elsewhere (see Kittenis et ah, 2004, which can be found
in Appendix A). The additional sessions were conducted in order to equalise the sample size of
each participant group within study 1, and to equalise the overall sample sizes of studies 1 and
2, so that easier comparisons could be made between participant groups and between the two
studies. Although the experimental procedure followed in the additional sessions was identical
to the original procedure of study 1, subjects recruited for the later sessions were paid a nominal
fee in order to speed up recruitment19, whereas the original sessions were conducted with unpaid
volunteers (as were all sessions in the other two studies). Although offering payment may have
resulted in the recruitment of subjects with different individual characteristics in these later
sessions, we consider the benefits of increasing the sample size of study 1 as likely to outweigh
the potential risk of such individual differences having an impact on the results; ideally however,
study 1 should have been designed to have an equal sample size across groups from the outset.

18The intention was to experimentally vary the magnitude of visual evoked responses in stim¬
ulated subjects, in order to test whether this manipulation would produce differential activity in
non-stimulated participants (i.e. whether the magnitude of event-related brain activity between
participant pairs would co-vary).
19This was necessary due to pressing time constraints related to the imminent closure of the

laboratory we were using.
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Finally, the method adopted in these studies for randomising the sequence and timing of
photic stimuli was not the optimal choice available, as has been discussed in section 5.2.6 above.
If a pseudo-random algorithm is to be used in future studies, stimulus randomisation should be
conducted in real time (rather than at the start of each experimental session as was conducted
in this study), and it may be useful to compare such pseudo-random procedures with the use

of non-deterministic randomisation mechanisms (e.g. electronic noise RNGs).

5.4.2 Procedural limitations

A procedure aiming to induce psychophysiological relaxation and a mild alteration in the par¬

ticipants' state of consciousness has been used in these studies; this first involved a progressive
relaxation induction presented using recorded verbal instructions, followed by the stimulation
of participants with an audio recording of shamanic drumming for « 30 minutes (see chapter
2 for details, section 2.2.3.2 on page 25). The relaxation induction and drumming were pre¬

sented simultaneously to both participants in each pair (via headphones), with the intention of
inducing a similar state of consciousness in these subjects. The extent to which this procedure
has been effective in inducing relaxation and an altered conscious state, and whether this may

have been relevant to the observed effects has not yet been addressed. It was expected that
different participants would respond to this procedure to varying degrees, as certain individual
variables related to suggestibility are well known to correlate with the magnitude and qual¬
ity of responses to relaxation and hypnotic induction procedures20, as well as to procedures
aiming to induce alterations in consciousness (e.g. Pekala, 1991). As absorption is one such
individual variable known to correlate highly with hypnotic susceptibility and the propensity
for experiencing alterations in conscious states, the Modified Tellegen Absorption Scale (MTAS)
was administered to participants prior to each session (Jamieson, 1986). In order to assess the
magnitude and certain qualitative aspects of the participants' experiential responses to this
procedure, the Phenomenology of Consciousness Inventory (PCI) was administered at the end
of each session (Pekala, 1991). Due to time limitations we have been unable to fully analyse
these questionnaires in order to include their results in this thesis, although this analysis will
be attempted and the results will hopefully be presented in future publications. Informally,
participants have reported to the experimenter a wide variety of subjective experiences in re¬

sponse to the relaxation induction and drumming procedure, ranging from states minimally
different to their ordinary waking consciousness, to quite profound alterations in consciousness
both in intensity and in qualitative content, most often resembling (phenomenologically and
electrophysiologically) hypnagogic states (Mavromatis, 1987), or those induced through sen¬

sory/perceptual deprivation (e.g. see Wackermann et ah, 2002); in yet some other participants,
the relaxation procedure appeared to simply induced sleep. As a fairly large database (overall
N = 182) of such phenomenological experiences (as quantified by the PCI) has been collected
in the course of these studies, along with concurrently recorded 30-channel EEC, it would cer¬

tainly be worthwhile to pursue an investigation of potential correlations between PCI variables
and EEG measures, as well as an investigation of potential correlations between MTAS and
PCI variables (such as absorption, hypnotic susceptibility and the degree of consciousness al¬
terations), and EEG variables related to the ostensibly anomalous activity observed in related

20The relaxation induction procedure used in these studies was structured along the lines of
a standard hypnotic induction script; see Appendix C for details.
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non-stimulated subjects in studies 1 and 2. As well as exploring the generally poorly understood
relationship of these individual and phenoinenological (i.e. 'trait' and 'state') variables between
themselves and electrophysiological EEG activity, such an investigation may also be of value
in testing the frequently hypothesised relationship between such variables and psi performance
(e.g. Alvarado, 1998).

A final limitation of our experimental procedure which must also be acknowledged, is the
somewhat arbitrary approach adopted in recruiting participants for these studies. Although
most participants were self-selected volunteers who responded to flyers advertising the studies,
the experimenter sometimes approached specific participant pairs (amongst his friends and ac¬

quaintances) whom he personally considered to show potentially "psi-conducive" characteristics
(see Appendix B); the studies were also selectively advertised in places deemed likely to attract
the attention of such participants (e.g. yoga and meditation centres; see the Introduction and
Method sections of Chapter 2 for more details). A more consistent approach involving either
random sampling or formally defined criteria for subject selection would be advised for future
studies.

5.4.3 Analytical limitations
One aspect of our chosen analytical procedure which may not have been fully justified, is our

decision to focus on evoked-a activity as the dependent variable in our studies. As this EEG
measure has not been used in any of the previous studies addressing this research question,
it is unconventional in this respect and some clarification of our reasons for choosing it may
be required; it would therefore be worthwhile to summarise here the reasons which lead to
the eventual choice of the evoked-a measure as the dependent variable in these studies (a
more lengthy discussion comparing the three EEG measures initially considered, i.e. ERPs,
evoked-a and induced-a activity is presented in Chapter 2, section 2.3 on page 32). As photic
stimuli were presented in these studies and alpha activity is known to be highly responsive
to visual stimulation (e.g. Shaw, 2003), activity in the alpha band was therefore of particular
interest, and we had decided to focus primarily on measures of evoked-a and induced-a activity
as potential candidates for our dependent measure21. As mentioned in Chapter 2, evoked-a
responses to visual stimulation show less inter-individual variation in latency, amplitude and
morphology compared to induced-a responses, which is clearly an advantage when the same

epoch window is to be compared across all subjects (i.e. using an induced-a measure would
have necessitated establishing subject-specific epoch intervals of interest). The final decision to
adopt the evoked-a measure was taken after a pilot study with two related pairs was conducted,
which showed an apparent effect (in one of the two pairs) only for the evoked-a and not for
the induced-a measure. Although this was admittedly a very small pilot study and the value
of basing methodological choices on its results may therefore be questionable, we had decided
against conducting additional pilot session due to time concerns22. Once the evoked-a measure

was adopted as the dependent variable however it has been used consistently across the three
studies; retrospectively it has proved to be a better choice in identifying an effect compared

21 This decision was also partly due to the author's personal interest in studying these rela¬
tively novel EEG measures in greater depth.

22The start of this series of experiments was delayed by nearly two years after it was originally
planned, partly due to considerable delays in the delivery of the EEG equipment.
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to the induced-a measure (see comparison of these two measures in Chapter 4, section 4.1
on page 82), which also seems to support the findings of the pilot experiments. As discussed
earlier in this chapter, there are possible theoretical reasons why this may be so, related to the
impossibility of using averaged evoked measures to encode causal signals in nonlocally correlated
quantum-entangled systems (see section 5.2.4 on page 117).

The analytical procedure adopted in these studies has involved statistical tests of overall
group effects, rather than tests of subject-specific effects; an implicit assumption of such a

procedure is that the studied effects are expected to be widely distributed across the population.
Whether this is truly the case however, or whether the effects can only be found in a few
(e.g. perhaps particularly "gifted") subject pairs is an open question, as the empirical evidence
available is insufficient to allow drawing a firm conclusion23. Most of the studies reviewed in this
thesis using similar experimental paradigms have adopted the latter approach; although on the
whole we consider both possibilities to be equally likely, we had chosen an analytical procedure
investigating group effects primarily for practical reasons. Within-subject comparisons would
normally require a number of single-epoch measures of activity from each subject, and as we

had decided to use a measure of evoked activity (which is by definition an average of multiple
epochs), such epoch-specific measures were therefore not available. The possibility of using
permutation analysis to test for within-subject effects is an alternative we had not considered
at the time, although this would perhaps be an ideal analytical methodology as it is equally
applicable for testing within-subject as well as overall group effects.

Non-parametric statistical techniques (i.e the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test) were used as

they do not involve assumptions regarding the underlying distribution of our data (which is
unknown); as a rank test, the Wilcoxon is also insensitive to extreme individual scores (i.e 'out¬
liers'), which could have otherwise artificially distorted the results. Non-parametric techniques
in general are robust in dealing with non-normally distributed datasets (although they are less
flexible and unable to consider multi-factorial designs), and they are also more conservative
and therefore less powerful than parametric alternatives; given the controversial nature of the
subject-matter however, it was considered preferable to use conservative statistics. The lack
of formal statistical comparisons for between-group effects (i.e between Related, Unrelated and
Alone groups in studies 1 and 2) is admittedly a serious omission which needs to be rectified;
given the above suggestions however regarding the possible use of permutation analysis, it seems
preferable to also address this question using this type of technique.

5.5 Summary of findings and final suggestions
In view of the above considerations, we recommend that the original hypothesis (i.e. of within-
group differences in evoked-a activity between photic and control periods in non-stimulated
subjects) is re-evaluated using permutation analysis, and that individual (i.e. within-subject)
effects, as well as comparisons between the three groups involved in studies 1 and 2 (i.e. related,
unrelated pairs and single-subjects), should also examined using this technique; this is an ap¬

proach we are planning to adopt for future publications of this research project. Permutation
statistics are also well-suited for investigating potential observer effects by using a "split-half'

23A discussion of the "democratic psi" versus the "psychic stars" hypotheses in relation to
this experimental paradigm can be found in Millar (1979a).
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analysis for example, where the experimental data is randomly split between two investigators
who analyse their 'share' of the data independently using the same procedures.24 Differences
between the respective results of these investigators may indicate the operation of quantum-
observational effects, and the statistical likelihood of such differences being due to chance can

be accurately estimated by calculating the distribution of results for all possible split-half com¬
binations, and comparing the obtained results against this distribution. As experimenters can

subsequently also re-analyse each other's 'share' of the data to confirm their respective results,
this can also be used to test the reliability of the methods used to analyse the data, and to check
for potential experimenter-specific errors in the process of data analysis. The potential role of
observer effects in studies using this paradigm should be formally addressed and investigated in
future research, as it may be crucial for understanding the nature of the phenomena involved.

As has been discussed earlier in this chapter, the collective findings of the three studies
presented in this thesis can only be considered as inconclusive at this point (pending futher
analysis); although the results of the first two studies were highly suggestive of a genuine
effect, the observed characteristics of this effect were only partially consistent with a hypothesis
of anomalous correlations in brain activity between isolated participants. It is also somewhat
difficult to draw overall conclusions from other studies using similar experimental paradigms (as
reviewed above and in Chapter 1), primarily due to the diversity of their adopted methodological
and analytical procedures. In many of these studies an effect has been identified which at the
present time can only be described as an anomaly, although considerable similarities in their
findings suggest it is a genuine phenomenon which is unlikely to be an artefact. A meta¬

analysis of these reviewed studies25 would be particularly useful for establishing the presence

of this phenomenon with more confidence, as well as for further clarifying its nature.
In this respect, we would encourage more communication between the different research

groups investigating this topic, so that some commonality in experimental methods can be
adopted which would facilitate future meta-analyses. Further coordination between independent
research groups may also be helpful in improving the quality of future studies, as a set of
guidelines can be agreed upon to guide the design of further experiments. Such coordinated
efforts between independent research groups may also be conducive to addressing theoretical
questions; as discussed in section 5.2 above, a number of different theoretical interpretations are

applicable to the findings of our own research and those of the reviewed studies. Although most
of these interpretations can be tested experimentally, concerted efforts by independent research
groups will be much more effective in achieving this goal, as for example different groups could
adopt (through mutual agreement) specific variations in their experimental designs in order to
collectively test a variety of different theory-driven hypotheses.

Further cooperation between research teams may also involve the pooling of their raw
EEG data into a shared and openly accessible database, which would enable investigators to
confirm each others' results using their preferred methods of analysis. Although the diversity of
analytical methods used in the studies reviewed in this thesis has been identified as a limitation
in drawing overall conclusions from their findings, this diversity of analytical approaches may

24Such a split-half analysis was conducted by the author and Dick Bierman for the results
of study 3; small differences found between our respective results were non-significant using
conventional statistics, although these should also be evaluated using permutation methods.
25As well as more recent studies which have now been completed but not yet published, e.g.

Hinterberger, Studer, Jager, and Walach (in press)
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also prove to be beneficial; if the raw data from these studies is made openly accessible, different
investigators could apply their own methods of expertise to evaluate each other's results and
to further investigate the nature of the identified phenomena. An additional advantage of
such an 'open-access' database, would be that the results can also be evaluated by independent
investigators who have not been involved in conducting the experiments, something which would
discourage the uninformed sceptical dismissal of the findings.

It is worth noting that the majority of studies using event-related EEG paradigms to in¬
vestigate this topic have been designed within the conceptual framework of ordinary sensory

psychophysiology, even though many have postulated quantum-entanglement effects as an ex¬

planatory hypothesis. It seems increasingly clear however that the observed phenomena cannot
be accounted for through simple extentions of ordinary psychophysiological mechanisms, and
a thorough re-evaluation of assumptions implicit in our adopted terminology, experimental de¬
signs and methods of analysis seems to be required at this point. Although we believe that
this can be achieved to some extent by emphasising the experimental investigation of theory-
driven questions and through greater coordination between independent research projects, it
may also be necessary to consider the implications of these phenomena in a context larger than
the laboratory setting in order to make progress in understanding their nature.

The interest of journals devoted to alternative and complementary medicine in these ex¬

periments has already been pointed out in the literature review section above (5.3), which
highlights the potential relevance of these effects in understanding other apparently anomalous
phenomena such as 'distant healing'. Other areas of psi research which are highly relevant
in this context involve experimental paradigms such as Direct Mental Interactions with Living
Systems (DMILS) (e.g. Watt, Ravenscroft, & McDermott, 1999), where behavioural or phys¬
iological measures are obtained from one participant while another isolated subject attempts
to intentionally influence these measures at randomly designated intervals, as well as remote
staring experiments (e.g. S. Schmidt, Schneider, Utts, & Walach, 2004). There is considerable
overlap both conceptually and methodologically between remote staring, DMILS studies and
the ones reviewed in this thesis, and an attempt to integrate their findings may prove to be
particularly fruitful; we might also have much to learn however from comparing the differences
in conceptual approaches and terminologies used in these paradigms. For example, the notion
of intentional influence is regarded to be of central importance in DMILS studies, whereas in
most event-related EEG correlation studies this is usually only given peripheral attention, if it
is considered at all.26

A more thorough investigation of the potential relevance of intention in the operation of
these phenomena appears to be warranted, and as the difficulty of discriminating possible exper¬

imenter and participant effects in psi research has already been pointed out, this investigation
will require giving equal consideration to experimenter as well as participant intentional vari¬
ables. Such an investigation will be valuable regardless of whether these phenomena are shown
to be genuinely anomalous, or whether they can eventually be accounted for as artefactual. If
the latter is found to be the case, the intentions (and associated beliefs and expectations) of ex¬
perimenters and participants will most likely be involved in introducing such artefacts, possibly
through currently unknown (or known but underestimated) psychological bias mechanisms. As
there is no reason to expect these mechanisms to operate exclusively in parapsychological re-

26Although one recent study has combined elements of these paradigms by incorporating
"distant intentionality" as an experimental variable in their procedure (Achterberg et al., 2005).
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search, such a conclusion may have far-reaching implications for virtually every discipline using
experimental methods as its primary investigatory tool. If on the other hand we are ultimately
unable to attribute the observed phenomena to any sources of error, the potential implications
of their existence and operation are likely to be far more extensive. As long as they continue
to elude our attempts to replicate them reliably, it seems wiser to keep both possibilities on

the scales and let the weight of accumulating evidence decide the final balance. The simple
accumulation of proof-oriented evidence however can only establish the presence (or absence)
of anomalies, and thereby indicate potential gaps in our perception and comprehension of the
world; efforts to formulate legitimate theoretical models able to accommodate these phenomena
within the wider body of scientific knowledge are also fundamental, if our aim is not only to

catalogue a set of anomalies, but ultimately to transform such a testimony of our ignorance
into actual understanding.
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Appendix A
This article describes study 1 and presents the results of data collected until August
2004; additional sessions were later conducted as presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis;
see Chapter 5 (section 1) for a discussion.
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Abstract

The aim of this study is to investigate possible remote psychophysiological interactions
between sensorially isolated participants, using EEG measures and a photic stimulation procedure. It is
an attempt to conceptually replicate past findings suggesting the presence of such interactions, and to
clarify the role, (if any), of an existing emotional relationship and pre-session interaction between
participant pairs.

Forty-one unpaid volunteers were assigned to one of three groups. One of these consisted of
thirteen related pairs of participants who reported sharing an empathic relationship, another of five
unrelated pairs (i.e. randomly matched strangers), and the last of five single participants. Related pairs
spent some time alone together before testing, whereas unrelated pairs did not know each other and did
not meet until after the session; single participants were told they would be paired with someone they
didn't know, but were not matched with anyone. Pairs of participants simultaneously listened to a
recording of a progressive relaxation procedure including suggestions aimed to induce a hypnagogic-
like state, which was followed by 15 minutes of continuous dramming; this procedure was intended to
induce a similar alteration of consciousness in both participants. During the dramming period the EEG
of one person of the pair ("receiver") was recorded while the other ("sender") was occasionally
stimulated with randomly timed single photic flashes. For the single participants group the same
procedure was followed but there was no "sender" to observe the flashes.

EEG epochs that were time-locked on photic stimulation of the "senders" were taken from the
continuous EEG record of the "receivers". Similar randomly sampled epochs were taken from periods
of no stimulation to serve as controls. According to the null hypothesis no difference would be
expected between these samples, as sensory stimulation of the "receivers" was homogenous throughout
the experimental period. Event-related evoked alpha power measures revealed a tendency for samples
from "remote" photic stimulation periods to show larger deviations from pre-stimulus baseline than
control samples; these deviations were in the same direction as normal responses to direct photic
stimulation. This difference between "remote" photic stimulation and control periods was found to be
significant for the related pairs group at /?<().023 (Wilcoxon signed-ranks test, two-tailed; V=13).
Deviations of similar direction and magnitude were found in unrelated pairs (p<().()Ql when combined
with related group, N= 18), while recordings from single participants (when no other person was
stimulated) showed no such effect. Further patterns identified in the results and possible interpretations
are discussed.



Introduction

An increasing number of parapsychological experiments make use ofphysiological measures as

dependent variables, rather than the more traditional psychological/behavioural measures. This choice
relies on the fairly reasonable assumption that perception of any psi-mediated information will

inevitably result in measurable changes in physiological parameters at some stage of the perceptual

process, as is the case with ordinary perception. An additional motive for using such measures is the

possibility that directly measuring physiological parameters may be advantageous in detecting subtle
non-normal perceptual responses, which are perhaps not sufficiently salient to rise above the threshold
of conscious awareness. For psi experiments using psychophysiological recordings that directly
measure parameters of brain activity, such as the EEG and fMRI, an extra potential advantage is that
such measures could help in identifying some of the underlying neural mechanisms that may be
involved in possible psi processes. Of particular relevance to the present study is research using visual
stimulation of one participant while measuring the EEG of another non-stimulated subject.

In one of the first studies to use such methodology, "senders" were stimulated with repetitive

photic flashes at frequencies of 6 and 16Hz. Seven pairs were tested, and while in only one of these the
"receiver" showed alpha power blocking when the "sender" was stimulated, this pair was tested further
and a repeatable effect was observed (Targ & Puthoff, 1974). In a subsequent study, pairs of subjects
meditated together and were then taken to separate Faraday cages. One person of each pair was
stimulated with trains of 100 flashes at random time intervals, while EEG was recorded from both. The

stimulated subjects demonstrated visual evoked potentials as expected, which significantly correlated
with the EEG activity of the non-stimulated subjects, which were said to demonstrate "transferred

potentials" (Grinberg-Zylberbaum, Delaflor, Attie, & Goswami, 1994). Apparently this was not the
case for the control condition, in which the subjects in each pair did not interact prior to the

experiment. A subsequent attempt at a replication of this study by (Sabell, Clarke, & Fenwick, 2001)

however, failed to find an effect. A more recent study using a similar experimental design but different
stimuli and analysis methods, has reported significant deviations from baseline in non-stimulated

participants when another was visually stimulated, but found no differences in effects between related
and unrelated pairs and nothing resembling a "transferred potential" (Wackermann, Seiter, Keibel, &

Walach, 2003). A conceptual replication by (Radin, 2003) further suggested that subjects were

responding to another person being stimulated and not to the distant stimuli themselves, as the

magnitude of responses across flashes appeared to co-vary between "senders" and "receivers". Such
interactions can perhaps more correctly be described as correlations rather than "remote responses",

especially as it is not yet clear whether they exhibit the same physiological characteristics as responses

to direct stimulation.

This project is intended to be a conceptual replication of these previous studies, an attempt to

further explore the nature of these effects, and an attempt to clarify the issue of whether interpersonal

relationship and prior interaction between participant pairs is a variable affecting the observed effect.



Method

Design:
EEG was recorded from one spatially isolated participant while another was stimulated with

randomly timed single photic flashes. These were presented interspersed with randomly timed control

events, and event-related band power measures were used to compare stimulation and control epochs.
Our participant pool consisted of three groups, involving empathically related pairs, unrelated pairs,
and single subjects. The null hypothesis predicts no differences between such epochs for the
unstimulated person of the pair, and no differences between groups. Individual sessions, where each

participant was directly photically stimulated while their own EEG was recorded, were also conducted
in order to investigate the normal physiological responses to such stimuli.

Participants:
Forty-one unpaid volunteers took part in the study, divided into three groups; thirteen related

pairs i.e. pairs of volunteers who reported sharing an empathic relationship (close friends, relatives or

lovers), five unrelated pairs (i.e. ten individual volunteers who didn't know each other were randomly
matched into pairs), and five single subjects (individual volunteers were not matched with another,

although they were told they would be, i.e. there was no "sender"). There were 23 female and 18 male

participants, with a mean age of28.7, ranging between 20 to 58 years of age.

Audio materials:

An audio recording was used to alter the conscious state of our participants, which included a

progressive relaxation procedure and suggestions for entering a hypnagogic-like state, followed by a

recording of continuous drumming with an inter-beat frequency ranging between 4-5Hz (recording of
live drumming). The aim of this procedure was to facilitate deep relaxation, to induce a non-ordinary
conscious state simultaneously in both participants, and to help participants maintain an awareness of
each other, while also giving them suggestions for avoiding any effort to succeed in the task and for

suspending any positive or negative expectations they may have.

System implementation:
A 40 channel NuAmps EEG system (Neuroscan, USA), was used for data acquisition and analysis.

Thirty-two monopolar EEG channels (including references) were recorded at a frequency of 500Hz
from the following electrode sites: Fpl, Fp2, Fz, F3, F4, F7, F8, FCz, FC3, FC4, FT7, FT8, Cz, C3, C4,
T7, T8, CPz, CP3, CP4, TP7, TP8, Pz, P3, P4, P7, P8, Oz, Ol, 02 , A1 and A2 (reference was

averaged ears, i.e. (Al+A2)/2). A 50Hz bandstop filter was used, and the bandpass filter range was 1-
100Hz. An electrode cap was used for electrode placement together with clip ear electrodes; all
electrodes were sintered Ag/AgCl.

To present photic stimuli we used a pair of dark glasses fitted with eight white (clear) LEDs, (four
over each eye). Photic flashes were triggered using TTL pulses from the parallel port of a PC running a



script-driven program (Inquisit by Millisecond Software), which controlled the randomised

presentation of two types of stimuli, one ofwhich would trigger a flash and simultaneously register an
event marker on the EEG trace, while the other (control event) would only set an event marker on the
EEG trace with no associated flash presented. Inquisit used a pseudo-random algorithm to sample with

replacement one of the two stimuli, and one of eight possible inter-stimulus delays of 1-8 seconds (i.e.
mean IS interval was 4.5s). One hundred and eighty-six stimuli were presented during each joint
session; on average half of these (93) would be single photic flashes and halfwould be control event
markers on the EEG trace. Individual sessions (direct photic stimulation) consisted of 68 stimuli of
each type, with the same range of randomly chosen inter-stimulus intervals.

The audio recording was played to both participants using a shared one-way audio link. The

computer controlling stimulus randomisation was connected to the "sender's" LED glasses and to the
EEG amplifier in the "receiver's" room and used synchronised TTL pulses to trigger flashes and set

event markers on the EEG record, marking the timing of photic flashes and control periods. TTL inputs
to the EEG amplifier are electrically isolated from the participant and the amplifier, protecting against
contamination of the EEG record from the electrical signals used to provide event markers, and of

cueing the participants to the existence or timing of these signals. No auditory or visual cues were
emitted from the amplifier that could indicate the presence of the triggers to the "receivers".

Procedure:

In individual sessions each participant was directly photically stimulated while his or her own
EEG was recorded. In "remote" sessions, the EEG of one participant was recorded while the other (or
no one in the case of the "no partner" group) was photically stimulated.

Related pairs of participants decided themselves who was to be the "sender" and who the

"receiver", either by choice or randomly. They could spent 10-15 minutes alone together before the

session, doing anything they thought might help them enhance their awareness of each other. Some

possibilities were suggested, such as joint meditation, synchronised breathing, exchanging personal
items (e.g. jewellery), but they were encouraged to do whatever felt most appropriate for them both.

They were discouraged from using verbal interaction during this period, and they were given the option
to burn some incense while in the room together, ofwhich they could each take some in their

respective separate experimental rooms. This was thought to be likely to help them maintain their
awareness of each other into the experimental period, as odours are especially effective as memory

cues and are particularly effective in evoking the emotional elements ofmemories'. A common odour
in participants' respective rooms would also make their sensory environments more similar.

Participants were given a choice between different types of incense, and most pairs (but not all) opted
to use some. After spending time alone together, participants went to their respective experimental
rooms and did not interact with the experimenter again, (or anyone else), until the end of the session.

1 Evidence from fMRI studies indicates that the subjective experience of the emotional potency of
odour-evoked memories is correlated with specific activation in the amygdala, which is greater in
magnitude than that seen when the same memories are evoked using visual cues (Herz, Eliassen,
Beland, & Souza, 2004).



Unrelated pairs did not know each other prior to the experiment and only met after the session
had finished. Therefore the experimenter chose randomly who was to be the "sender" and who the

"receiver".

The five single participants who were not matched with a "sender" were told that they would
be paired with someone they didn't know, and that they would meet them after the experiment (i.e. the
same as what the unrelated pairs were told). Therefore they were all "receivers", and while the photic
stimulation procedure was carried out as described above, there was no "sender" in the other room to

observe the flashes. After the session the experimenter gave these participants a full debrief and

explained the reasons for the deception.
At the beginning of each session the progressive relaxation instructions were played to the

participants; this recording lasted for approximately 11 minutes and was followed by the drumming,
which lasted for approximately 15 minutes. Two minutes after the drumming had started randomised

photic stimulation was initiated, which lasted for an average of 11.7 minutes (the actual session length

depending on the cumulative duration of the randomly chosen inter-stimulus intervals).

Results

The raw EEG data from allN= 41 participants was treated with a l-30Hz band-pass filter and

visually inspected for artefacts. Channels that were consistently noisy or which lost electrode contact

during recording were marked and excluded from further analysis. The entire EEG records of two

participants had to be excluded from analysis due to faulty recording (loose reference electrode). One
of these was a "sender" during direct photic stimulation, and the other a "receiver" (from the "alone"

group), during remote photic stimulation.
Three-second long epochs were taken from the continuous EEG records, centred upon

stimulus presentations times (and random control markers) ranging from -1 to +2 seconds. According
to the stimulus randomisation protocol we had used, the shortest possible interstimulus interval was Is;

therefore we could not use all of the 3s epochs, as some would contain more than one stimulus event

and/or overlapping responses to stimuli. We therefore excluded from our analysis all events appearing
after inter-stimulus intervals of less than 3 s. Epochs were baseline corrected and those containing

amplitudes >1 OOpV were automatically rejected; epochs were also visually inspected and those found

containing additional artefacts from eye movements or muscle activity were manually rejected. This
manual artefact rejection was conducted blind as to whether epochs contained photic or control events.
After such rejections, the number of epochs of each type available for analysis for each person and
channel averaged at 55 for direct photic stimulation sessions and 70 for "remote" stimulation sessions.

(The average number of stimulus events originally presented was 68 and 93 respectively).
The EEG data from direct photic stimulation sessions was analysed first in order to investigate

the electrophysiological characteristics of normal responses to the photic stimuli we were using, and
thus provide a template with which to guide the analysis of data from "remote" sessions.



Results of direct photic stimulation sessions:
Event-Related Band Power measures (ERBP) were used, where the raw EEG of all event-

related epochs is band-pass filtered around a central frequency band of interest. We have chosen to
focus on the alpha band (8-13Hz), as power in this band is well known to be affected by photic

stimulation, e.g.(Kawaguchi, Jijiwa, & Watanabe, 1993). We have used a measure of evoked (phase-

locked) activity, as initial analysis demonstrated that evoked responses to photic stimulation are better
defined and simpler to describe than induced (non phase-locked) responses. In evoked ERBP, the

amplitude values within each epoch are squared in order to obtain power measures (pV2), and a number
of epochs that are time-locked to the stimulus are averaged point-by-point (as in Event Related

Potentials). Evoked alpha ERBP measures can therefore effectively be described as the alpha-band

component of the general ERP.
The Global Field Power (GFP) was calculated for each participant from the 30 original

electrode channels as a measure of global EEG activity. The GFP is defined as the standard deviation
across multiple channels as a function of time, and is used to quantify the instantaneous global activity
across the spatial potential field sampled over the scalp (Lehmann & Skrandies, 1980). An example of
the GFP of the evoked alpha response to photic stimulation can be seen in Fig. 1, showing a rapid
increase in alpha power which starts almost immediately after stimulus presentation (T=0ms), peaks at
224ms and returns to baseline near 500ms after stimulus presentation.

Fislire 1: Evoked alpha response to direct photic stimulation; averaged Global Field Power for 30
channels and N=39 Ss.

We can define a period of interest within remote stimulation epochs based on the averaged

responses of all participants to direct photic stimulation, on the assumption that if "receivers" are

responding to photic stimulation of the "senders", their responses will have similar temporal
characteristics. We therefore defined our test interval to be the range of 0 to 500ms after stimulus

presentation, as responses to direct stimulation reach a maximum and return to baseline within this



interval. As a comparison reference period we used the pre-stimulus interval of-500 to 0ms. We can

calculate a ratio measure of post- to pre-stimulus power using the formula: 10* log
W.post
W„

where Wpos, is the mean a-power in the 0 to 500ms post-stimulus interval and Wpre is the mean a-power

in the -500 to 0ms pre-stimulus interval. Therefore if there is no difference between pre-stimulus and

post-stimulus power the log-ratio value would be 0, whereas positive values would indicate a higher
mean a-power in the post-stimulus interval, and negative values would indicate a higher mean a-power
in the pre-stimulus interval. For example, the log-ratio of such a comparison for the response to direct

photic stimulation seen in Fig.l would be: 10*log (1.90 / 1.03) = 2.6.

Results of "remote" photic stimulation sessions
As we would expect no systematic difference in a-power between pre- and post-stimulus

intervals in the EEG of the "receivers", for the simple reason that they are not being stimulated

themselves, we could in theory simply compare the above log-ratio of evoked a-power measures from

epochs time-locked on photic stimulation of the "senders", against the expected value under the null

hypothesis, i.e. 0. As we do not know however the exact statistical properties of the EEG signal, such
theoretical assumption may not be justified, and a safer route would be to compare the log-ratio from

periods of photic stimulation of the "senders", against the same ratio from control periods of no
stimulation. The null hypothesis would also predict no difference between such periods for the
unstimulated "receivers". Figure 2 shows the mean estimated log-ratios of these intervals for the three

groups and two conditions.

Figure 2: Mean log-ratios of post/pre-stimulus a-power (GFP) per group and condition.

Error bars show +/-1 standard error from the mean.
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A trend can easily be identified for positive ratios to be observed during epochs of photic
stimulation of these participants' partners, in both related and unrelated pairs, indicating higher alpha

power in post-stimulus intervals compared to the pre-stimulus baseline. In contrast, control periods
from these groups show a small negative trend. No such difference can be seen in participants who
were not matched with a partner (no one seeing the flashes); the log-ratios in this group are negative in
both photic and control periods, indicating higher alpha power in the pre-stimulus interval. The
deviation from baseline in photic periods appears larger for unrelated pairs, but due to the small
number of participants in this (A=5) and the "alone" group (N—4), we can make such comparisons only

tentatively and with much caution.

These differences are highly comparable with recent findings in other studies, which have
identified a similar pattern of effects between groups similar to these. Wackermann et al., (2003) found
deviations from baseline activity in the EEG of non-stimulated subjects, coinciding with periods when
their partner was visually stimulated. Groups of related and unrelated pairs showed responses of similar

magnitude, while a group of participants having no partner, and another with pairs where the "sender"
could not see the stimuli, did not show any such responses. It is important to note that as in that study
different visual stimuli (checkerboard pattern reversal) and different EEG analysis methods were used
to ours, the agreement between them is therefore only of a qualitative nature.

Table 1: Overall mean log-ratios ofpost/pre-stimulus a-power and standard deviations for each of
the three groups and two conditions.

Group Mean Std. Deviation N
Related 1.22 1.9 13

"Remote" photic Unrelated 2.07 2.17 5

stimulation periods Alone -.65 1.33 4

Total 1.07 2.01 22

Related -.64 1.96 13

Control periods Unrelated -.41 1.76 5

(no stimulation) Alone -1.62 3.07 4

Total -.77 2.08 22

To test the statistical significance of the observed difference we used a Wilcoxon matched-

pairs signed-ranks test, which is distribution-free and does not rely on parametric assumptions. As can

be seen in table 2 below, the difference in the related pairs group between photic and control epochs is

significant at p<0.023 (N = 13; two-tailed). Conducting the test on groups as small as the unrelated

pairs (N = 5) and unpaired participants (N = 4) is not likely to be reliable and will not be attempted. We

could however combine the results from related and unrelated pairs, in which case we find a /?<().007

(N= 18; two-tailed). The overall difference between photic and control epochs for all three groups

combined is also significant at p<0.007 (N = 22; two-tailed).



To estimate the effect sizes associated with these differences we calculated the values of the

effect-size correlation r using the following formula:

j / FJ2 7 , i Xi —Xi
r = a/ Va + 4 where a = ,

V(r712+rr22)/2

Table 2 shows the calculated effect sizes and p values for each group and combination of groups.
Effect sizes of r > 0.3 are considered to be large; for example the r = 0.43 seen in the related group

indicates that the mean of the photic condition stands at the 84th percentile of the control condition.
Such effect sizes are comparable to some of the largest found in DMILS studies, where for example,
the average effect size for 19 such experiments was found to be r = 0.25 (Schlitz & Braud, 1997).

Table 2I Estimated effect sizes and p values for differences in evoked alpha power changes between
control and photic conditions; calculated for all groups separately and in combinations.

Related
Pairs

(#=13)

Unrelated
Pairs

(#=5)

"No sender"

group

(#=4)

Related &
Unrelated Pairs

(#=18)

All three groups
combined

(#=22)

Wilcoxon

Signed -

Ranks Test
p < 0.023
(2-tailed)

N/A N/A p < 0.007
(2-tailed)

p < 0.007
(2-tailed)

Effect size r r = .43 ir)inII5< r = -.1 II r - .41

It will be useful at this point to look at the temporal and spatial characteristics of the averaged
waveform of alpha-ERBP from the "remote" stimulation periods. Figure 3 shows the average Global
Field Power for the two groups that appeared to show an effect, i.e. the related and unrelated pairs

(#=18).

Figure 3: Mean Global Field Power of alpha-ERBP during "remote" photic stimulation for related
and unrelated "receivers" combined (#=18).



ms

This shows a relatively slow rise in phase-locked alpha power which peaks at 174ms post-

stimulus; this "response" however also appears to begin to rise at least -150ms before stimulus

presentation. Such a feature is obviously highly problematic ifwe attempt to interpret the effect as a

physiological response to a remote stimulus, as this would violate the generally accepted assumption of
linear temporal causality, according to which responses must follow stimuli and not vice versa. The

spatial distribution of the effect however (see Fig.4) indicates a parietal/occipital locus for the observed

deviation, which would be expected for the alpha component of a visual evoked response. Therefore
unlike its problematic temporal characteristics, the posterior localisation of the effect is somewhat
consistent with a physiological interpretation. The spatial/temporal evolution of the "remote response"
can also be seen in Fig.4 and can be compared to the normal response to direct photic stimulation.

Figure 4: Spatial distribution of evoked alpha-power during direct photic stimulation {N=39) and
during "remote" photic stimulation (related & unrelated pairs, AM 8). Photic flashes were presented at
T=0 for 80ms.
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We are now in the process of analysing the results from the questionnaires administered to our

participants, i.e. the Modified Tellegen Absorption Scale (Jamieson, 1986), the Phenomenology of
Consciousness Inventory (Pekala, 1991), and a general participant information form, to further explore
individual variables that may be related to performance in this experiment. Particular attention will be

paid to the reported subjective consciousness alterations (in the PCI), and whether their intensity and

quality, as well as correlations between the experiences of participants in each pair, relates in any way

to task performance.

DISCUSSION

The results show apparent changes in a-power in the EEG of non-stimulated participants,
when other physically isolated participants are photically stimulated, which are in the same direction as

that observed when participants are themselves stimulated, i.e. phase-locked a-power increases during
the post-stimulus period. As sensory stimulation for the unstimulated "receivers" is homogenous

throughout the experimental period, the significant difference between "remote" photic stimulation

epochs and control epochs in log-ratios of post-/pre-stimulus a-power, suggests the presence of an
anomalous effect during the "remote" photic stimulation periods. The lack of such a difference in the

group of "receivers" who were not paired with a "sender", further suggests that this effect is dependent
on sensory stimulation of another participant, and cannot be attributed to a general methodological

flaw, or to direct anomalous perception of the remote stimuli. The parietal/occipital locus of the effect
is consistent with what would be expected from the alpha component of a visual evoked response, and
further suggests the presence of a "remote response".

The time-evolution of the observed effect however, is somewhat problematic and raises
additional questions. The fact that "remote responses" appear to start at around -150ms pre-stimulus,
and to peak 50ms before the "senders'" response to direct stimulation does, suggests one of two



possibilities; perhaps the observed effect is not a genuine response to the remote events, as it is not

accurately time-locked on these events, but is instead a fluctuation in a-power caused by unknown
factors. If however the observed deviation from baseline represents a genuine anomalous response to

the remote events, then this would seem to indicate the presence of a temporal as well as a spatial

anomaly. As this was not a hypothesis we had considered before the analysis of the results, we can only

present this possibility as a question to be explored further in future research. The lack of a "pre-
stimulus" element in responses to direct photic stimulation however, raises the question ofwhy should
such an anomaly only be present in "remote responses". The temporal asynchrony between direct and
"remote responses" (assuming the latter are genuine), would seem to suggest that what we observe is
not an ordinary stimulus-response effect. The physiologically counterintuitive features of the "remote

responses" prompt us to suggest that perhaps it is better not to describe these anomalous effects as

responses at all, but as "non-local biological interactions" (without implying the involvement of a

quantum-mechanical process), or as "remote psychophysiological correlations".
The main limitation of this study was the small number of participants in the "unrelated" and

"alone" groups, which made direct statistical comparisons between groups, as well as statistical tests
within these two groups impossible to conduct. The related pairs group was the focus of the

experiment, and the other two groups were added as exploratory elements within the study. As such

they can only be useful for making qualitative comparisons between the groups. We are now planning a

larger study with a similar design but with equal numbers ofparticipants in each group, to enable
formal statistical comparisons to be made. We are also planning to make use of an "oddball"
stimulation paradigm, which could further clarify the physiological characteristics of any anomalous
effects found.
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Appendix B

Sample of the flyer used for participant recruitment.

Would you like to take part in research into
empathy and ESP?

We are now doing research exploring the possibility that people who share an
emotional connection are sometimes able to communicate and interact with each
other from a distance without using any of the commonly recognised senses, an
ability that has sometimes been called 'telepathy' or 'ESP'.

Such communication is often experienced in the form of hunches and gut feelings
about the other person that turn out to be accurate, or in the form of synchronicities
and seemingly odd coincidences, such as calling each other on the phone at the
same time, or mentioning something that they have been thinking about.

Recent experiments seem to suggest that this kind of remote interaction might not
be so rare after all, and could possibly be happening regularly on an unconscious
level but that we only become consciously aware of it occasionally. In this study
we are using EEG (brainwave) recordings to see if such communication is
registered on a physiological level.

We are now looking for volunteers to take part in this study, so if you find the
topic interesting and would like to participate, or if you simply want to know more
about it please get in touch.

We are primarily looking for pairs of people who share a close empathic
connection, regardless of the type of the relationship; what is important is that you
share a sense ofmutual understanding and empathic awareness of each other.
Ideally you might have had the kind of experiences mentioned above, or feel that
you sometimes communicate or interact in ways that you cannot explain. People
with experience in yoga, meditation, martial arts or any other mental discipline
(including any activity that requires concentration, like juggling or playing a
musical instrument), and people with creative/artistic abilities are especially
welcome, but anyone can take part as long as you are not suffering from any type
of epilepsy. We are also looking for individual volunteers (you will be paired with
someone you don't know). If you are considering taking part please get in touch
and we'll let you know more about it. This research is based in the Koestler
Parapsychology Unit at the University of Edinburgh.

You can call me at: (0131) 65 11 684 (please leave a message and I'll call you
back), or email: marios@moebius.psy.ed.ac.uk

Many Thanks!



Appendix C

Script of relaxation procedure:
(Numbers between sentences signify pause in seconds; ellipsis (...) signifies brief pause.)

Before we start,you willfirst listen to a relaxation exercise, to helpyou get rid ofallphysical
and mental tension. 3s

Take some time to settle in and makeyourselves comfortable inyour chairs. 5s

Onceyou 're settled, begin to become aware ofyour breathing... breathe slowly in and out
startingfrom low downyour belly, and take deep, full breaths, usingyour diaphragm to
breath andfillyour lungs... (you can check this byplacingyour hand overyour belly button
and asyou breathe, it should rise andfall)
Take afew deep, long breaths... andfeel the reliefasyou breath out... notice howyour body
relaxes asyou do... Take a couple more deep breaths... 8s, and whenyou are ready, just
allowyour eyelids to close... 3s

Now, asyou breath gently and slowly let the muscles aroundyour eyes relax... feel the muscles
move and soften and as they do, relax... letgo... let them settle comfortably, feel the softness
spreading movinggently acrossyourface, relaxing and soothing as it spreadsgently
outwards... overyour temples... andyour cheeks...

Feel the muscles aroundyour nose beginning to soften, and let the relaxationflow downyour
face, relaxing your upper lip... lower lip... cheeks..., andyour tongue, can relax. Feel it
spread throughyourjaw..., let the relaxation spread downyour throat..., relaxing the
muscles ofswallowing... and the muscles ofspeaking...
5s

Now bringyour attention toyourforehead, andfeel it becoming smooth... lettinggo ofyour
frown lines, and evenyour smile lines, just as much asyou can letgo.
Feel the softening spreadgentlyfromyourforehead, up throughyour hair and overyou scalp,
relieving any sense of tension... Somefeeling of tightness might remain, but the moreyou
relax the more comfortableyoufeel... This soft sensation is nowflowing down the back of
your head and neck, relaxing all the muscles that are used to holdyour head... you will keep
just enough tension to holdyour head upright, resting against thepillow... there's afeeling of
release asyou letgo, ...afeeling ofpeace and calm... Musclesyou are not normally aware of



are relaxing, and loosening and softeningyour head no longer needs to use all those muscles,
it is safely, andgently lettinggo... it is heavier and is resting it seems soft and comfortable.
Notice howgood itfeels, asyourmouth, cheeks, eyes, forehead, and scalp become completely,
and thoroughly relaxed... 3s

You may notice, that as eachpart ofyour body relaxes, this dilates the blood vessels and more
blood isflowing to the different organs, both internal ones as well as the muscles on the
suface. sis more blood is available,your muscles relax even more, giving apleasant sensation
ofwarmth spreading throughoutyour body... 3s

sisyour headfeelsfully relaxed, now, allow thefeeling toflow down intoyour shoulders,
releasing all the tension in that area... let it spread all through the shoulders now, and out
and down alongyour upper arms, ... throughoutyour elbows and down intoyour wrists and
hands, a warm ripple spreading right to the tips ofyourfingers.

Feel now the warmth movefromyour shoulders and neck downyour spine, right down to the
tailbone, ... relaxing all the muscles inyour back... both sidesfeelingfreer and more

comfortable,your muscles inyour back relaxing un-knotting warming...,yourjoints
enjoying thefreedom and the release Feel now the muscles holdingyour ribs, . ..they too are

softening relaxing moving rhythmically withyour breathing in... and out... 2s

This deepfeeling ofrelaxation is all throughyour torso, just let everything drift away, all
thoughtsgone now....yourmind as well asyour bodies isfeeling relaxed...,your Self is
relaxing..., just as much as is rightforyou. 2s

With each slow, deep breathyou take, allowyourselves to drift deeper, and deeper, into a very
pleasant state ofwarmth and comfort... each breath out releases, lettinggo ofunnecessary
thoughts, let them allfloat away.

Asyou breatheyoufeel the relaxation wash down throughyour hips,... andpelvis... the
musclesyou usefor sitting are relaxing allowingyou to settle in more comfortably inyour
chairs... and the warmfeeling now spreads down throughyour thighs.., knees and
calves.. .all throughyour legs and on down toyourfeet..., throughyour ankles..., and right
toyour toes. Feel the little movements asyour muscles release and adjust... and then settle...,
just allow them to letgo. Each timeyou allowyour body to relax, so it becomes easier, as it
becomes easieryou relax even more, more deeply, enjoying the sensation of release... Your
whole bodiesfeel quiet now, heaiy, comfortable, and relaxed. Your breathing is calm and
regular, taking care ofitself.... with each breath imagineyourselves, falling deeper, and deeper
into complete relaxation... 3s



Letyourselves relax stillmore. A feeling ofwell-beinggradually comes overyou... give way to
thefeeling, as it is sopleasant. ..just letyourselfgo.

Lets count backwardsfrom ten now, to helpyougo even deeper, still. With each count, feel
yourselves go deeper, and deeper into aprofoundly relaxed andpleasant state, ofwarmth and
comfort.

10... 2s

9... 2s
8... 2s
7... 2s
6... 2s
5... 2s
4... 2s
3... 2s
2... 2s
1... 6s

Asyou enjoy this deeply relaxed state, scanyour body with this calm awareness... notice any
areas of tension and let them release...
Let thispleasant sensation move andfillyour bodies throughout... as it spreads and moves
gently relaxing all areas still having some tension... 2s
Lettinggo even more, just as much as is rightforyou. Even in this deeply relaxed state,you
are able to maintain a clear awareness ofeach other, asyou both breathe at this rate..., as
your hearts... beat at this rate..., feeling so comfortable and relaxed... and at the same
time, calmlyfocused and aware, finding a state that is right andpleasantforyou both

Final Instructions...

In a while,you will both listen to some drummingfor about ten tofifteen minutes... this will
helpyou remain comfortably relaxed and keepyourMind clearfrom any thoughts while still
being clearly aware ofeach other. You don't need to try to do anything during thisperiod, just
simply relax and enjoy the session. Keepyour attentionfocused on the drumming and each
other, and ifany thoughts come to mind, just allow them to come andgo on their own, without
trying topush them away, orpaying much attention to them... and ifyourmind wanders, just
gently bring it back to the sound of the drumming, thatyou're both hear...



(Drumming period, 15-20 minutes)

Coming back:

Now... is time to start coming back soon tojour ordinary consciousness, stillfeelingfully
relaxed, and also alert, and refreshed. In afew moments I am going to begin to countfrom
one, up to ten, . ..and as I do,your awareness willgradually and gently return to its most
pleasant ordinary state, feeling rested and refreshed. ..you might want to breathe more deeply
for a while... inyour own time. 5s
Coming back comfortably and easily, and keeping allyou needfrom this experience...

One... still being aware ofeach other in the other room
Two... becoming aware ofthe sensation ofyour legs touching the chair or thefloor
Three...
Tour... becoming more aware ofthe weight ofyour body on the chair
Five...
Six... becoming more aware of the roomyou are in now
Seven...

Tight... Becoming more aware ofyour surroundings, the background sounds, smells and light
Nine... becoming much morefocused now, clear, alert and calm
Ten... feeling alert and awake, and wheneveryou are ready, just letyour eyes open

You might like to stretch nowfor a while, and take a couple ofdeep breaths, and whenever
you are ready, take off the glasses and headphones, and I will come and helpyou both in a
moment.



Appendix D

D. 1: Inquisit script for Experiment 1:

<picture NAton>
/ items = ("NAton.jpg")
/ numitems = 1

</picture>

<port single>
/ port = lpt1
/ subport = data
/ numitems = 1
/ items = ("11000001")
</port>

<port singledud>
/ port = lpt1
/ subport = data
/ numitems = 1
/ items = ("00000010")
</port>

<port null>
/ port = lpt1
/ subport = data
/ numitems = 1
/ items = ("00000000")
</port>

<port start>
/ port = lpt1
/ subport = data
/ numitems = 1
/ items = ("00001000")
</port>

<port end>
/ port = lpt1
/ subport = data
/ numitems = 1
/ items = ("00001000")
</port>

<text runningreminder>
/ numitems = 1
/ items = ("running experiment")
/ txbgcolor = (210, 0, 11)
/ font = ("Courier", -16, 700, 0, 49)

/ position = (50, 80)
</text>

<instruct>
/ nextkey = ("s")
/ font = ("Arial", -13, 400, 0, 34)
</instruct>

<page ready>
Press the "s" key to start the trial
</page>

<page end>
This trial run has finished

</page>

<trial start>
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 56 = start,
NAton; 111= null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ trialduration = 3000
</trial>

<trial end>
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 56 = end; 88
= null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ trialduration = 3000
</trial>

<trial phot3>
/ pretrialpause = 3000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = single, NAton; 80 =

null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial phot4>
/ pretrialpause = 4000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = single, NAton; 80 =

null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0



</trial>

<trial phot5>
/ pretrialpause = 5000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = single, NAton; 80 =

null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial phot6>
/ pretrialpause = 6000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = single, NAton; 80 =

null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial dphot3>
/ pretrialpause = 3000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = singledud; 80 =

null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial dphot4>
/ pretrialpause = 4000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = singledud; 80 =
null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial dphot5>
/ pretrialpause = 5000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = singledud; 80 =
null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial dphot6>
/ pretrialpause = 6000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = singledud; 80 =
null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<block expstart>
/ screencolor = (100, 100, 200)
/ preinstructions = (ready)
/ bgstim = (runningreminder)
/ trials = [1 = start;]
</block>

<block expend>
/ screencolor = (11, 0, 130)
/ trials = [1 = end;]
</block>

<block run1>
/ screencolor = (165, 0, 190)
/ trials = [1-16 = replace (phot3, phot4,
phot5, phot6, dphot3, dphot4, dphot5,
dphot6)]
</block>

<expt>
/ blocks = [1 = expstart; 2 = run1; 3 =

expend;]
</expt>

NAton.jpg:



D.2: Inquisit script for Experiment 2:

<picture NAton>
/ items = ("NAton.jpg")
/ numitems = 1

</picture>

<port single>
/ port = lpt1
/ subport = data
/ numitems = 1
/ items = ("11001000")
</port>

<port singleodd>
/ port = lpt1
/ subport = data
/ numitems = 1
/ items = ("10100001")
</port>

<port singledud>
/ port = lpt1
/ subport = data
/ numitems = 1
/ items = ("00000100")
</port>

<port oddud>
/ port = lpt1
/ subport = data
/ numitems = 1
/ items = ("00000010")
</port>

<port null>
/ port = lpt1
/ subport = data
/ numitems = 1
/ items = ("00000000")
</port>

<port start>
/ port = lpt1
/ subport = data
/ numitems = 1
/ items = ("00000000")
</port>

<port end>
/ port = lpt1

/ subport = data
/ numitems = 1
/ items = ("00000000")
</port>

<text runningreminder>
/ numitems = 1
/ items = ("running experiment")
/ txbgcolor = (210, 0, 11)
/ font = ("Courier", -16, 700, 0, 49)
/ position = (50, 80)
</text>

<instruct>
/ nextkey = ("s")
/ font = ("Arial", -13, 400, 0, 34)
</instruct>

<page ready>
Press the "s" key to start the trial
</page>

<page end>
This trial run has finished

</page>

<trial start>
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 56 = start,
NAton; 111= null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 5000
</trial>

<trial end>
/ pretrialpause = 6000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 56 = end; 88
= null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
</trial>

<trial phot1>
/ pretrialpause = 3000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = single, NAton; 40 =

null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>



<trial phot2>
/ pretrialpause = 3500
/ stimulustimes = [0 = single, NAton; 40 =

null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial phot3>
/ pretrialpause = 4000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = single, NAton; 40 =
null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial phot4>
/ pretrialpause ;
/ stimulustimes
null;]
/ responsemode
/ posttrialpause
</trial>

<trial phot5>
/ pretrialpause :
/ stimulustimes

null;]
/ responsemode
/ posttrialpause
</trial>

<trial phot6>
/ pretrialpause = 5500
/ stimulustimes = [0 = single, NAton; 40 =

null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial dphot1>
/ pretrialpause = 3000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = singledud; 40 =

null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial dphot2>
/ pretrialpause = 3500
/ stimulustimes = [0 = singledud; 40 =

null;]

/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial dphot3>
/ pretrialpause = 4000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = singledud; 40 ^

null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial dphot4>
/ pretrialpause = 4500
/ stimulustimes = [0 = singledud; 40 s

null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial dphot5>
/ pretrialpause = 5000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = singledud; 40 =

null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial dphot6>
/ pretrialpause = 5500
/ stimulustimes = [0 = singledud; 40 =

null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial oddphotl >
/ pretrialpause = 3500
/ stimulustimes = [0 = singleodd, NAton;
70 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial oddphot2>
/ pretrialpause = 5000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = singleodd, NAton;
70 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

= 4500
= [0 = single, NAton; 40 =

= noresponse
= 0

= 5000
= [0 = single, NAton; 40 =

= noresponse
= 0



<trial doddphot1>
/ pretrialpause = 3500
/ stimulustimes = [0 = oddud; 70 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial doddphot2>
/ pretrialpause = 5000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = oddud; 70 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

/ trials = [1-28 = replace (photl, phot2,
phot3, phot4, phot5, phot6, dphotl,
dphot2, dphot3, dphot4, dphot5, dphot6,
oddphotl, oddphot2, doddphotl,
doddphot2)]
</block>

<expt>
/ blocks = [1 = expstart; 2 = run1; 3 =

expend;]

</expt>

<block expstart>
/ screencolor = (100, 100, 200)
/ preinstructions = (ready)
/ bgstim = (runningreminder)
/ trials = [1 = start;]
</block>

<block expend>
/ screencolor = (11,0, 130)
/ trials = [1 = end;]
</block>

<block run1>
/ screencolor = (165, 0, 190)

NAton.jpg:



D.3: Inquisit script for Experiment 3:
/ items = ("00000000")

<picture NAton> </port>
/ items = ("NAton.jpg")
/ numitems = 1 <text runningreminder>
</picture> / numitems = 1

/ items = ("running experiment")
<picture Enigma> / txbgcolor = (210, 0, 11)
/ items = ("Enigma780.gif") / font = ("Courier", -16, 700, 0, 49)
/ numitems = 1 / position = (50, 80)
</picture> </text>

<port singleA> <instruct>
/ port = lpt1 / nextkey = ("s")
/ subport = data / font = ("Arial", -13, 400, 0, 34)
/ numitems = 1 </instruct>
/ items = ("01000001")
A ~ao "3r-t V <page ready>

Press the "s" key to start the trial
<port singleB> </page>
/ port = lpt1
/ subport = data <page end>
/ numitems = 1 This trial run has finished
/ items = ("00100010") </page>

A4-JL.Oa.V

<trial start>

<port double> / pretrialpause = 93
/ port = lpt1 / stimulustimes = [0 = null; 56 = NAton;
/ subport = data 80 = Enigma; 111= null;]
/ numitems = 1 / responsemode = noresponse
/ items = ("01101000") / posttrialpause = 131
</port> </trial>

<port dud> <trial end>
/ port = lpt1 / pretrialpause = 696
/ subport = data / stimulustimes = [88 = end;]
/ numitems = 1 / responsemode = noresponse
/ items = ("00000100") </trial>

</port>

<port null> <trial photAI >
/ port = lpt1 / pretrialpause = 4000
/ subport = data / stimulustimes = [0 = null; 31 = NAton;
/ numitems = 1 56 = singleA,Enigma; 111 = null;]
/ items = ("00000000") / responsemode = noresponse
</port> / posttrialpause = 0

</trial>

<port end>
/ port = lpt1 <trial photA2>
/ subport = data / pretrialpause = 4500
/ numitems = 1



/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 31 = NAton;
56 = singleA,Enigma; 111 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial photA3>
/ pretrialpause = 5000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 31 = NAton;
56 = singleA,Enigma; 111 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial photA4>
/ pretrialpause = 5500
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 31 = NAton;
56 = singleA,Enigma; 111 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial photA5>
/ pretrialpause = 6000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 31 = NAton;
56 = singleA,Enigma; 111 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial photA6>
/ pretrialpause = 6500
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 31 = NAton;
56 = singleA,Enigma; 111 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial photA7>
/ pretrialpause = 7000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 31 = NAton;
56 = singleA,Enigma; 111 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial photB1>
/ pretrialpause = 4000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 31 = NAton;
56 = singleB,Enigma; 111 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0

</trial>

<trial photB2>
/ pretrialpause = 4500
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 31 = NAton;
56 = singleB,Enigma; 111 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial photB3>
/ pretrialpause = 5000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 31 = NAton;
56 = singleB,Enigma; 111 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial photB4>
/ pretrialpause = 5500
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 31 = NAton;
56 = singleB,Enigma; 111 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial photB5>
/ pretrialpause = 6000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 31 = NAton;
56 = singleB,Enigma; 111 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial photB6>
/ pretrialpause = 6500
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 31 = NAton;
56 = singleB,Enigma; 111 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial photB7>
/ pretrialpause = 7000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 31 = NAton;
56 = singleB,Enigma; 111 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial photD1>
/ pretrialpause = 4000



/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 31 = NAton;
56 = double,Enigma; 111 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial photD2>
/ pretrialpause = 4500
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 31 = NAton;
56 = double,Enigma; 111 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial photD3>
/ pretrialpause = 5000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 31 = NAton;
56 = double,Enigma; 111 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial photD4>
/ pretrialpause = 5500
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 31 = NAton;
56 = double,Enigma; 111 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial photD5>
/ pretrialpause = 6000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 31 = NAton;
56 = double,Enigma; 111 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial photD6>
/ pretrialpause = 6500
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 31 = NAton;
56 = double,Enigma; 111 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial photD7>
/ pretrialpause = 7000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = null; 31 = NAton;
56 = double,Enigma; 111 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial dphot1>
/ pretrialpause = 4000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = dud; 100 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial dphot2>
/ pretrialpause = 4500
/ stimulustimes = [0 = dud; 100 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial dphot3>
/ pretrialpause = 5000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = dud; 100 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial dphot4>
/ pretrialpause = 5500
/ stimulustimes = [0 = dud; 100 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial dphot5>
/ pretrialpause = 6000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = dud; 100 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial dphot6>
/ pretrialpause = 6500
/ stimulustimes = [0 = dud; 100 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>

<trial dphot7>
/ pretrialpause = 7000
/ stimulustimes = [0 = dud; 100 = null;]
/ responsemode = noresponse
/ posttrialpause = 0
</trial>



<block expstart>
/ screencolor = (100, 100, 200)
/ preinstructions = (ready)
/ bgstim = (runningreminder)
/ trials = [1 = start;]
</block>

<block expend>
/ screencolor = (11,0, 130)
/ trials = [1 = end;]
</block>

<block run1>
/ screencolor = (165, 0, 190)
/ trials = [1-313 = replace (photAI,
photA2, photA3, photA4, photA5, photA6,
photA7, photBI, photB2, photB3, photB4,
photB5, photB6, photB7, photDI, photD2,
photD3, photD4, photD5, photD6,
photD7, dphotl, dphot2, dphot3, dphot4,
dphot5, dphot6, dphot7)]
</block>

<expt>
/ blocks = [1 = expstart; 2 = run1; 3 =

expend;]
</expt>

NAton.jpg:

Enigma780.gif:
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